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SUMMARY

Questionsconcerningthe EnvironmentalQualification(EQ) of electricalequipment used
in commercial nuclearpower plants have recentlybecomethe subjectof significantinterest to
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Initial questions centered on whether
compliancewiththe EQ requirementsfor olderplantswere adequate to supportplant operation
beyond40 years. Aftersubsequentinvestigation,the NRC Staff concludedthatquestionsrelated
to the differences in EQ requirementsbetween older and newer plants constitutea potential
generic issue which shouldbe evaluatedfor backfit, independentof license renewal activities.

EQ testingof electriccableswas performed bySandia NationalLaboratories(SNL) under
contractto the NRC in support of license renewalactivities. Resultsshowedthat some of the
environmentallyqualified cableseither failedor exhibitedmarginal insulationresistanceafter a
simulated plant lifeof 20 years during accidentsimulation. This indicatedthat the EQ process
for some electriccablesmay be non-conservative.These resultsraisedquestionsregardingthe
EQ process includingthe bases for conclusionsabout the qualified life of componentsbased
upon artificial aging prior to testing.

To addressthe issuesrelatedto the EQ process,theOffice of NuclearReactor Regulation
(NRR) developed an EQ Task ActionPlan (TAP) inJune 1993. The purposeof thisTAP was
to identify,evaluate and resolveEQ issuesand relatedquestions. To achievethese objectives,
thesupport of the Office of NuclearRegulatoryResearch(RES) was requested. Subsequently,
RES held a public workshopto obtaintechnical inputfor the formulationof an EQ research
program.

This report contains the minutes of the Environmental Qualification Workshop held
November 15-16, 1993 at the Holiday Inn, Crowne Plaza in Rockville, Maryland. This workshop
was sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear" Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research, Division of Engineering. The purpose of the workshop was to solicit information to
be used by NRC/RES in the development of a research program to examine issues related to
environmental qualification of electrical equipment in commercial nuclear power plants.

Approximately 215 people attended this two day workshop, including representatives from
40 utilities, as well as manufacturers, consultants, contractors, and NRC Staff. A complete list
of registrants is included in Appendix G. Nationally recognized experts in the field of EQ were
invited to participate on four separate panels. Each panel addressed a different issue related
to EQ. On the first day of the workshop, a plenary session was held. Presentations were made
by the panelists, then questions and comments were taken from the audience. On the morning
of the second day, four separate breakout sessions were held simultaneously; one for each
panel. Discussions were held related to the individual panel issues to provide suggestions on
how best to address that issue. In the afternoon of the second day, summaries of the breakout
sessions were given by the panel chairmen in a plenary session.

The results of this successful workshop include a rare opportunity for an open exchange
of ideas and information between industry personnel, researchers, equipment manufacturers, and
regulators involving EQ issues, descriptions of state-of-the-art activities in condition monitoring
and research techniques. The discussions included several recent equipment failures and their
causes at operating facilities, and presentations describing current licensee actions related to
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monitoringnormal service conditions,such as on line temperature monitoring in specific plant
locations.Additionaldiscussionspointedout that there are no conditionmonitoringtechniques
currentlyavailable which are capable of determiningthe extent of cable degradation in the
context of remainingqualified life. Several participantsdiscusseda concern that any testing
could lead to additionalregulatoryburden on licensees.

The workshop was very beneficial in providinguseful input to the development of a
research program. One of the main pointsmade by participantsis that there is a large amount
of informationcurrentlyavailable, and should be used by the NRC. This informationwill be
collectedfor review, and will be consideredby the Staff. Also, a great deal of background
information was obtained related to the development of the EQ process. The utility
representativesprovideda number of insightsinto EQ from theirplant experiencewhichwill be
very useful in helpingto understandthe EQ issuesof concern.

Experts inthe fieldprovideda numberof insightsintoareas of concernrelatedto EQ. For
example, itwas pointedoutthat there are apparentlyno requirementsto monitorand evaluate
degradationof EQ equipmentlocatedin normalplant operatingconditionsof hightemperature
and/or radiation. Additionalhighlightsare presented in a subsequentsectionto this report.

The minutes presented in this report were developed from detailed notes taken by
BrookhavenNational Laboratory(BNL) engineersattendingthe workshop. BNL compiledand
edited these notes for inclusionin these proceedings. Transcriptsof the workshop plenary
sessionswere made by the NRC, and were consultedduringthe preparationof these minutes
to ensure accuracyandcompleteness. These transcriptsare availablein the PublicDocuments
Room. Full text of the papers and visuals presented at the workshop are included in the
Appendicesto this report.
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WORKSHOP HIGHLIGHTS

Throughout the workshopa number of importantissuesrelated to environmentalqualification
(EQ) were discussed,and variousopinionswere expressed by the participants. The following
highlightsrepresentopinionsexpressed by more than one participantand, in most cases, by a
majority. It is recognizedthat many of the issuesdiscussedare controversialand no attempt
was made to obtaina consensuson each i.qsue. However,the highlightspresented represent
those opinions that the NRC staff, panelists, and many other participants felt should be
consideredin planningresearchefforts.

GENERAL

1. The workshopwas attended by approximately215 people,with40 utilitiesreoresented
(see AppendixG).

2. Industryrepresentativesstated that, in orderto make the NRC's EQ researchefforts cost
effectiveand to avoidredoingpast efforts, it is essentialthat all previouswork in the EQ
area be reviewedand utilizedas appropriate in t_'eresearch.

3. If the utilitiesare to be expectedto providedata and matedal for testing, then the issue
of enforcementrequirementsmust be addressed.

4. The focus of the NRC's attentionshouldbe on componentsthat are long lived and very
burdensome to replace, i.e., those that are not routinely replaced and are potentially
expensive to replace. Industryrepresentativesstated that this focus shuuld be on two
components:cables and electricalpenetrations.

5. Industry representativesstated that techniquesfor prioritizationof components to be
researched shouldbe usedthat are based on safety/risksignificance.

6. EQ shouldbe kept in perspective;it isjust one of manysafety assurance activities,such
as maintenance,monitoring,etc.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE

Industry representativesstated the following:

7. Radiationand temperaturehot spotshave beenfound in nuclearpower plantsthat have
significantlyaffectedagingdegradation. Forexample,thequalifiedlifeof somecablesthat
were originally evaluated to see an ambient temperature of 104°F were actually
experiencingtemperaturesof 160 to 200°F. The identificationand locationof hot spots
and appropriate potential equipment degradation analysis needs to be part of EQ
analyses.

8. Some data for selectedcables indicatethat naturallyagedcableandotherequipmentmay
degrade at a slower rate than indicatedfrom acceleratedaging techniques.
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9. When evaluating cable qualification, you must consider the entire cable system, e.g.,
connectors, terminal blocks, grounds, etc.

10. Operating experience should be used to compare and evaluate different guidelines and
standards, such as NRC Division of Operating Reactors (DOR) guidelines and NUREG-
0588.

TESTING

11. Some participantsstatedthat, when testingnaturallyaged cables, the mandrel bend test
appearsto betoo conservativeas an ultimateacceptancecriterioninthat manycableswill
fail that would have operated througha Lossof CoolantAccident (LOCA). However, it
may be possible to correlate bend behavior with LOCA performance with additional
research.

12. A sample size of one has been acceptedfor qualificationtestingbecause there is a lot of
conservatism built into the test program; e.g., two LOCA peaks, generally conservative
assumedenvironmentalconditions,and margin.

13. Ingeneral,sequentialapplicationof radiation/thermalenvironmentsfor qualificationtesting
is acceptable in place of simultaneousapplicationon the basis of margins applied in
testingand supportingresearch.

PREAGING/PRECONDITIONING

14. The preaging/preconditioningprocessneeds to be validated by comparisonto naturally
aged equipment. In particular, this holds true for the Arrhenius methodology,where
questionson extrapolationor mis-applicationof the techniquemay exist.

15. Research should address the need for and adequacy of current methods (analysis or
preconditioning)for addressingthermal aging degradation and its effects on accident
performance. (Current requirementspermit agingto be addressedusing aging analysis
or age preconditioningprior to accident qualificationtesting. Differing views exist
concerning the adequacy of aging analysis and the need to perform preaging for all
equipmentapplicationsunder the scope of 50.49.)

16. In view of the uncertainty in establishingthe qualified life of safety equipment by the
processof preaging/preconditioning,there is a needto evaluate itscontributionto safety
assurance in relationto its cost. Optionsthat may contributeequal or greater safety
assurance, at lower cost,shouldbe investigated.

17. The perceptionthat the qualificationof cablesto DOR Guidelinesdidnot includepreaging
needsto be corrected;instead,the adequacyof the preagingthat was conductedshould
be evaluated.
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CONDITION MONITORING (CM)

18. There are some condition monitoring methods for evaluating the integrity of cable
insulating systems which are potentially useful but need further development. They were
categorized by participants as follows: non-destructive techniques such as indenter,
oxygen induction time (OIT), dielectric loss, and density measurements; destructive
techniques such as elongation to break, bend test, and LOCA tests on cable segments
removed from plants.

19. Acceptance criteria need to be developed for the various CM techniques that are in use.

20. CM should be able to predict the ability of electrical equipment to function under accident
conditions,as well as normal conditions.

21. Several utilitieshave insitu cable samples, which are used to gauge aging degradation.

22. Some utilities are doing "Indenter" and electrical characteristictesting on cable insulating
systems on a trial basis, but none are doing it on a routine basis yet. Some participants
stated that prescriptive CM requirements should not be a part of EQ.

23. No matter which CM techniques are used, cross-correlation with other techniques is a wise
practice.
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I. MONDAY NOVEMBER 15, 1993 PLENARY SESSION MINUTES

The workshop began on Monday morning with a plenary session. Approximately 215
people attended. Openingremarks were made statingthe purposeand goals of the workshop,
then each panel made their presentations. The minutesfor this plenary sessionfollow:

1.1 Openin.qRemarks

1.1.1 Introduction (Eric Beckjord, Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC/RES)
(Full text of prepared speech in Aopendix A. No viewgraphs used.)

Dr. Beckjord made the following comments regarding the workshop:

- The purpose of this workshop is to solicit ideas on technical issues related to
environmental qualification

- An EQ research program plan based on the input from this workshop will be developed
which addresses the technical and regulatory issues

- Four subject areas will be reviewed; preaging, condition monitoring, operating experience,
and testing practices

- Good operating experience records are supported

- Technical issues and solutions need to be integrated for electrical equipment

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

NONE.

1.1.2 NRR EQ Overview (Ashok ThadanL Director, Division of Systems Safety and Analysis,
NRC/NRR)
(Viewgraphs in Appendix A)

Dr. Thadani made the following comments on NRR's view of EQ:

- Due to license renewal, differences between qualification requirements for older plants
and newer plants should be reassessed

- The Sandia cable test results raised questions with respect to accident performance of
aged equipment

- Inadequate EQ could be a contributor to increased core damage frequency

- The Fire Protection Reassessment report concluded that EQ should be reviewed
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- He compared the EQ requirements of NRC Division of Operating Reactors (DOR)
Guidelinesand NLJREG-0588(see chart in viewgraphs)

- Sandia cable tests:

- Tests on damaged cable to determinethe minimum insulationthicknessneeded to
survivea LOCA at the end of life were performed

- NPAR cable tests to studythe possibilityof e)¢tendingcable qualificationto 60 years
were performed

- Sandia findings:

- bonded-jacketcables may be susceptibleto failureduringLOCA when installedservice
conditionsexceed temperaturesof 50 C for 40 years

- EQ testingthat doesn't use jacketed configurationmay not be representativeof actual
cable performance

- there is a potentialproblemwithusingacceleratedagingto simulateactual plant aging

- 84 plants do not have to consider preaging effects; is this decisionvalid with today's
knowledge?

- Risk Scoping StudyConclusions:

- there are large uncertaintieswith EQ issues

- reduced equipmentreliabilitiesdue to harsh environmentcould increasecore damage
frequency for BVVRsand PWRs

- the core damage frequency impactof EQ is plant specific

- more detailed technicalwork is needed to resolveEQ issues

- Fire ProtectionReassessment Report recommendations:

- EQ shouldbe reviewed

- EQ action plan includesEQ programmaticreview by NRR/DSSA/SPLB

- NRR\PMAS is reviewingthe applicabilityto other generic issues

- The Task Action Plan was describedwith emphasison elements4 and 6. Element 4 is
data collection and analysis, and 6 is technical issues; how well do we understand
acceleratedaging? Can conditionmonitoringbe used for in-service inspection?We are
lookingfor the workshopto recommendwaysto proceed.
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

QUESTION: (George Sliter, EPRI) What weaknesses did you find from the fire
protectionwork? You talked about programmaticweaknesses. I have no
idea what that means.

ANSWER: (Ashok Thadani, NRC/NRR) We found a number of weaknesses in our
review and inspectionactivities. Questionsexist on the followingsubjects:

- acceptance criteriafor adequacyof the barriersthat are used to meet fire
protectionrequirements,one-hourbarrier versus three-hour barrier

- what is considered a failure

- was a review done that recognized safety significance of some barriers.
Reviewsshouldbe donethroughinterdisciplinaryteams,with a fire protection
engineer and a systemsengineer

- were the Appendix R requirementsfocused on the broad safety aspects of
fires. Requirements may be too prescriptivein some areas and perhaps
unnecessary in that AppendixR was silent in some areas where probably it
oughtnot to have been silent.

QUESTION: (John Osbome, Baltimore Gas and Electric) Given the NRC's apparent
reluctanceto creditthe seismicexperience data base, why should we take
time nowto lookat the experiencedata base for EQ? Are we reallygoingto
rely on it and accreditit appropriately?

ANSWER: (Ashok Thadani, NRC/NRR) It is our intention to utilize the EQ experience
data base to establish a solidtechnical base for deciding on a course of
action.

QUESTION: (Rick Naylor) The NRC has collected data for the last 13 years from all of
the plantsinregardsto the equipmentqualifications.Why isthe NRC looking
again at collectingdata that they alreadyhave, andwhy hasn'tthe NRC used
that data up to this pointin their research, sincethey have every test report
all the utilitieshave done sincethe original?

ANSWER: (Ashok Thadani, NRC/NRR) The NRC will be looking at the information
already obtained, however, there is still useful informationat the sites. For
example,we wouldliketo get an understandingof maintenancepracticesand
replacementstrategies. It is importantthat our informationnot be limitedjust
to test reports. We need to visitsites and see how people are addressing
these issues.
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QUESTION: (Gene Kopecky, Omaha Public Power) What assurance do we have that
you'vefully implementedthe correctiveactionssuggestedto youfromthe fire
program? That was, essentially,an internal audit. It's basicallythe NRC's
problemand itappears to me that youare tryingto pass it on to the industry.
You need to correctyourownhouse beforeyoucome andask people to start
doing thingsin their programs.

ANSWER: (Ashok Thadani, NRC/NRR) As far as EQ is concerned, there are obvious
questions. Before we go into license renewal we, clearly, need to
understandthe current licensingbase. There are technicalquestionsabout
whether, in fact, what we have today is as good as it should be, and we
intend to try to answer those questions. We are also going to look at
programmaticaspects, simplybecause there are some similaritiesbetween
environmentalqualificationand fire protectionprograms. I thinkwe ought to
leam from our past mistakes.

COMMENT: (MillardAllen, Allen EngineeringServices) The issue here is the application
of operatingexperienceand howyougo aboutapplyingoperatingexperience
qualification. Testing was never an end product. The testing that we
performed on the equipmentwas to establisha baseline, not a necessarily
credible potential for that equipment to survive the real accident. So the
issueis operatingexperience, not testingof the equipment.

COMMENT: (Paul Boucher, GPU Nuclear) It seems as though we have gone back 10
years, and we're starting from scratch again. NUMARC has put out an
industryreport on cable. They have tediouslygone throughall the records
and set up a program. There is a matrix inthere on where we should start.
It is a very complicatedissue. And they have triedto get the issue to a point
where you could addressit.

Unfortunately,the NRC is limitedin funds and the Sandia testing has
tried to accomplishtoo much out of too littlefunding. In other words, they
have tried to test too many cables at one time, and we have had a lot of
problemswiththe resultsof it.

Unfortunately,the industry report did not take into considerationthe
recent Sandia tests, but all the other testing that was done in the industry is
in there. It would seem as thoughthe NRC wouldstartwith that document.
If you don't like it, change it, but at least it's a starting point. It's a goal, it's
a place to start from - and not start back 10 years ago and recreate the
issue. Mostof thequestionsare documented,all of these questionsthat are
comingup today are in the recordsomeplace. I feel that the industry report
wouldbe the starting place to begin with.

COMMENT: (AshokThadani, NRC/NRR) I agree that youdon't want to immediatelystart
with a big program without looking at the available information. We've
worked very hard trying to get as much technical informationas we could,
because ultimatelythese issues have to be resolved on a technical basis.
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However, it is disappointingthat we have not been able to find a good basis
for some of the past requirementsand for grandfatheringplants.

1.1.3 RES EQ Program Plan (John Craig, Deputy Director, Division of Engineenng, NRC/RES)
(No prepared speech or viewgraphsused)

Mr. Craig made the followingcommentsregardingthe workshop:

- With regard to the commentsmade aboutpastwork done by the industry,the NRC is not
startingover. Informationthat existsand is available to the staff willbe used.

- The purpose of this workshop is to obtain input from the industry regarding the
developmentof the research programplan.

- NRC research needs to be focused, cables are the initialarea of emphasis.

- NRC is not requiringlicenseesto embark on a new program.

- The resultsof this programwill be applicableto a broadspectrumof plants.

- NRC is hopingto finalize the program plan by the end of the year and have a draft
available for comment in the early part of next year.

- This may be the first in a series of interactivediscussionsbetween industryand NRC.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

QUESTION: (John Bonner, Yankee Atomic) The NRC has dollars for research, but they
also have an enforcement requirement. For a utilitywith a 20-year existing
license to go and pull a cable out of a plant and run the risk of that cable
failing,due to unknowncircumstances,is a great riskfor the utility. For me
to go back and tell my plantthat we want to get involvedin the research by
taking a cable out of the plant, the licensingpeople are going to say, "Are
you crazy? We've got 20 years. We'll let somebodyelse do it." How is the
NRC goingto addressthe enforcementand the research requirements? Is
the plantgoingto be penalizedfor gettinginvolved,for example, if something
happens, and they have to get intothe paperworkof trying to justifywhy this
was a separate case?

ANSWER: (JohnCraig, NRC/RES) I understandthe question, and I'm glad you asked
it. Our focus right now for gettingcable samples is on plantsthat are being
decommissioned,andthe same questionshave come up. it is even broader
than that;there are reportingrequirementsfor 10CFR50.72, 50.73, and Part
21. If we find something, it may cost a lot of money to do the engineering
analysisto evaluate the findingand make the reports. How do we go about
that?
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A plant that is in a decommissioningmode is under a great deal of
scrutiny,and they are not goingto spend a lot of money to do engineering
evaluations that, if they didn't look, they wouldn't have to do. There is
something called enforcement discretion that allows us to waive the
enforcement option if the violationsare not of a wilfulnature. The specifics
would be reported, but it wouldn't necessarily be a violation against that
licensee.

The reportingrequirementsissue is one that is a littlethornier. There
are more aspects to it, but that question is one that we are dealing with
today. There is a certain liabilitythere, and we recognizethat.

On the other hand, the utilitiesare lookingfor problemsor anything
that may be _onormal. To suggestthat, because youare goingto participate
in a research program,you mightfind somethingthat you would not have
otherwisefound, I think, does a disserviceto the licensee activitiesthat are
in every station and ongoing. That is not to minimize the issue of the
potential liability,and we are going to try to address that in an up front,
forward mannerbefore we engage in any programwith a specificplant.

QUESTION: (Phil Holzman, STAR) You mentionedsomethingabout the plan. Is there in
general some expected end date for the research and how does that
integrate intothe task action plan?

ANSWER: (John Craig, NRC/RES) I don't have a good answer for that question.We
certainlywant to implementspecificresearch projectsthat willanswer these
types of questions. The questionsare goingto be prioritizedand we will try
to developspecificprogramsto get the informationto addressthose.

It takes a few monthsfor us to get contracts in place, however, I truly
believe, if the engineers,utilities,and the NRC decide this is somethingthat
is worthwhile, it does not have to drag out two or three years. I think the
overall EQ research program is goingto go on for a number of years, but I
think we are not lookingat a 10-year program. It has to be much sooner
than that.

QUESTION: (FrancoisMartzloff, NIST) You mentionedin situ test of cable. Do you see
a cleardistinctionbetween doingtestsatthe decommissionedplantandtests
at an operatingplant?

ANSWER: (John Craig, NRC/RES) The answer is no, other than at a decommissioned
plant it might be a lot easier, because you can take cable samples out that
won't involve licensing them, tech spec changes, access as far as radiation
exposure, and those kinds of things. But that also carries with it the potential
that cables may be affected by decommissioning activities in that specific
area.
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Some of the plants that I have talked to have said, "You are better off
goingto a plantthat isjustdecommissionedand do whatever youwant to do
in a plant quickly,because we are goingto forge ahead and start removing
equipment,and youdon't want to have any of the test resultsquestionedby
activitiesthat may have taken place."

Other than those kinds of considerations, I don't see a significant
difference, other than the fact that the first plants they decommissionare
going to be the older ones, and I'm not sure how representativethe cable
types in those plantsare, relativeto the newer plants. I just don't have that
informationyet.

QUESTION: (Rick Naylor, CECo) How is this program going to be different from the
NPAR Program, and what are the resultsthat have been appliedfrom that
programthus far to what the NRC has learned? If inspectionenforcement
has just finished up in 1991-1992, the initial implementation of the EQ
Program,why isn'tyour branchlookingat that informationthat has been just
gottenfrom those plants,those recentauditsandthen appliedto thisas well?

ANSWER: (John Craig, NRC/RES) The NPAR Program is within the Division of
Engineering and that information-- as is the information from the EPRI
testing,the SANDIA testing,and the otherones- is goingto be factored into
the program. The test results from the NPAR Program concerningcables
and EQ are a littlebit mixed,dependingon the statisticsor your inclination.
You can argue that 30 percent of the cables that were tested under that
program failed. You can also look at the specifictests and other questions,
and the number comesdown somewhat.

I think the thing that is significant about the results of the NPAR
Program is that some of the cables that had previously been qualified by
preaging and testing for 40 years, when they were tested as part of the
NPAR Program, some of them failed after 20 years. That in itself raises
some questions,and we need to look at those.

In the contextof the otherequipmentthat we have looked at as part of
the NPAR Program -- breakers, relays,and other electricalcomponents-- I
think that just by the fact that we are focusinginitiallyon cables and things
that are longer-livedin the plantsindicateswe have recognizedthat a lot of
the programsin plants for equipment such as a breaker or celluloidthat is
easy to replace and easy to test, comparedto a cable, reflect that we are
consideringthe results. To the extentwe can, we are goingto continueto do
it.

We haven't excludedany informationthat is available to us yet. We
are still identifyingpotentialsources of additionalinformation. There is an
IAEA meeting comingup in early December. The IAEA is about to embark
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on similarkindsof testing. To the extent that we can, we would like to build
on those research activitiesin a coordinatedsense so that we can benefit
from their work and they can benefitfrom our's.

QUESTION: (Dave Medick, Arizona Public Service) What are the agency's plans for
resolvingthe industrycommentsreceivedabout a monthago on the Sandia
cable tests; there were some that were sent in by NUMARC and some by
utilitygroups? Second, what plansdoes your officehave for accessingthe
wealth of data from the Three-Mile Islandaccident?

ANSWER: (AshokThadani, NRC/NRR) As far as the NUMARC commentson Sandia
testing,the commentsare underreview. I've read the two letterssent to me
andthere are somevery good pointsmade inthem. I assure youtheywillbe
consideredas we go forward.

COMMENT: (John Craig, NRC/RES) I haven't read the reportson the Three-Mile Island
accident;although,I do remember in late March and early April of '79 when
we were tryingto de-energize circuitsbecause thingswere failing. I'm told
that there are some reports that indicated a substantial fraction of the
electricalequipmentwas failing. I don't know the causes. We are in the
processof trying to get that information,and we are goingto includeit in our
considerations.

1.1.4 NUMARC EQ Perspective (Alex Marion, NUMARC)
(Full text of prepared speech in Appendix A. No viewgraphs used. Comments in Public
Comments Section)

Mr. Marion made the followingcommentsregardingNUMARC's positionon EQ:

o His commentsdo not address licensingor policyissues.

- He stated that utilitiesshould be responsiveto questionssince that is how the state of
knowledgeand technologyadvances.

- A great deal of effort has been expended in the past to demonstrate the adequacy of
Class 1E service equipment to perform in the event of a design basis accident. The
questionnow is what have we learned from this activityduringthe past 14 years? The
conclusionthat failure of Class 1E cables in a harsh environment is risk significantwas
already known.

- The advent of new tools and technologyshould not declare the past null and void.
Deterministicapproaches used in the past provided for levels of defense in depth.
Hopefully,with insightsgained from probabilisticsafety we can concludethat reasonable
levelsof defense in depth exist, as opposedto the additionof more requirements.

- Class 1E cables are important, as evidenced by the money spent on the NRC's NPAR
programand the EQ testing by manufacturersand utilities. His personalopinionis that
properlydesigned cable is robust;the weak linkbeing inthe terminationpoint.
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- Given the finite typesof materialsused incable insulationsystems,it is surprisingthat we
are stillaskingquestionsaboutwhat is acceptable.

- Understandingagingand itseffectson performanceof Class 1E equipmentis important,
however, understandingthe materials used is nothingnew.

- Margins are stilla contentiousissue.

- Questionsalone shouldnot necessarilylead to major research.

- He supports John Craig's commentsabout holdingopen meetingson these issues.

Questionsand Comments

None.

1.1.5 Remarks on EQ from Nuclear Utilities Group (Bruce Tuthill, Northeast Utilities)
(No prepared speech or viewgraphs used)

Mr. Tuthill made the following comments regardingEQ:

- NUG includes 35 utilities and has been involved in EQ for many years.

- Share and support NUMARC's views on the EQ issue.

- He considers this workshop a valuable first step in assessing the need for further
research. He hopes similar openness will be used by the staff in developing and
implementingresearch topics.

- He urges that effortsfocus on topicsimportantto plant safety.

- He 6ncourages thestaff to examine relevantdata and researchthat alreadyexists, which
is substantial.

- An important step is to identify specific questions that need further review. NRC
resourceswill not be well spent on researchsimplyfor the sake of research.

- Unlessother specificquestionsare identified,futureeffort shouldfocuson aging of long-
lived components,suchas cable.

- Research should focus on areas with greatest potential safety significance. This will
require research topicsbe selected and prioritized. Impact must be evaluated in context
of overall EQ process,includingprogramelementsthat providesignificantmargin.

- Relevant PRA insights should be factored into the assessment of potential safety
significance. He recommendsa separate PRA effortbe conductedin the context of the
EQ action plan and be integratedinto researchefforts.
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- NRC should consider research on developing a more complete understandingof the
importanceof existingconservatisms,e.g., post accidentoperatingtimes, beyond design
basis radiationdose, and leak before break considerations.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

None. ii

1.1.6 Overview of EO Practices (Sal Carfagno, Consultant)
(Full text of prepared speech in Appendix A.)

Dr. Carfagno made the followingcomments on EQ practices:

- The objectiveof EQ is to prevent common cause failures that could disable redundant
safety systems. It is a deterministicprocess.

- Practicallyall equipment qualificationis conductedwith a single specimen; confidence
comesfrom conservatismsbuiltinto process.

- Qualifiedlife isthe periodof normalservicepriorto startof designbasisevent. In nuclear
safety systemsthe situationis differentfrom ordinaryequipmentapplicationssince the
majordemand maycomeafter a longperiod of operationundernormalservice conditions.
At that point functional capabilitymust be adequate to meet requirements in harsh
environments.

- If service and operating conditionscause significantdeterioration of the functional
capability,aging shouldbe accountedfor inthe EQ process.

- We have learned that wecan't depend solelyon the qualificationprocess. EQ isonlyone
part of a broadersystemfor assuringsafety. Mustalsorelyon surveillance,maintenance,
refurbishment,and conditionmonitoring.

- We are concerned mostly with, and must focus on, equipment not amenable to
refurbishment or maintenance, suchas cable and penetrations. This places a greater
dependence on conditionmonitoring,suchas surveillanceand monitoringactivities.

- We still have reservations about impact of PRAs. It is difficultto predict how they will
influence EQ process.

- We now have a better idea of the role EQ plays in plant safety. We learned to place
more dependence on surveillanceand maintenance.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

None.
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1.2 SessionA: Preaqing/Preconditioning

1.2.1 Summary of remarks by Salvatore Carfagno (Consultant)
(Full text of prepared speech in Appendix B)

- Aging is the deteriorationof functionalcapabilitiesduring normal service.

- Preconditioningrefers to whatever is done to a piece of equipment to simulate the
deterioration of its functional capability, it is used to establish the qualified life of
equipment, i.e. the period of time to end of service life when the equipment must still
perform itsintendedfunctionduring a DBA.

- Stressorsthat contributeto significantaging mechanismsincludeheat - defined by
Arrhenius Formula (temperature, frequencyof molecularinteractions,activationenergy),
radiation - defined by equal dose/equal damage model, humidity, pressure, vibration,
electricfields,dirty/corrosiveatmospheres,installationdamage, sharpbends, unsupported
runs, and hot spots.

- There is a need to develop models to address the stresses which cause the aging of
materials. Currently,Arrheniusis usedfor thermalstressand equal dose/equal damage
is used for radiationeffects. No other stressesare modeled.

- The Arrhenius Model can give good results when applied to material specimens in a
laboratory;however, there is littlegood comprehensivecomparativedata between lab
resultsand actual plant service.

- The equal dose/equal damage modelis used for radiationaging. However, at highdose
rates, damage is foundto be less inthe lab than an equivalenttotaldose accumulated in
the field at a low rate.

- The use of these models is not very accurate. One problem is that in service, the
stressesappear simultaneously,whereas in a preconditioningprogram,they are typically
appliedsequentially.

- There are many reactionsinvolvedwithcomplexequipment. How much preconditioning
contributes to safety is difficult to assess, but we tend to have more confidence in
equipmentwhich is preconditionedpriorto accidentsimulationin contrastto equipment
in which significantaging is addressedentirelyby analysis.

- If a preconditionedsample and a non-preconditionedsample are EQ tested, and both
pass then it is hard to assess their relativeperformanceunlessit is feasible to measure
their residual functionalcapabilityat the conclusionof EQ testing. Otherwise, we are
compelledto have more confidenceinthe preconditionedsample because it passed the
EQ test in spite of having its functionalcapabilitypartiallydegraded priorto the accident
simulation.
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- Safety relatedequipmentlocatedwheretheoperatingenvironmentdoesnot change,even
after a DBA has occurred, may be capable of performingits safety functionduring an
accident,even though it might not be able to surviveworst case DBA conditions.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

None.

1.2.2 Summary of Remarks by Louis Test (Consultant)
(Full text of remarks in Appendix B. Comments in Public Comment Section.)

- IEEE 279 was the initial kickoff to EQ.

- IEEE 323 group was initially flying blind; it was not the identification of best practices
which was the intent of most other standards.

- A lot of conservatism was built into the standard.

- Failures in EQ were determined to be design flaws, not aging related.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

None.

1.2.3 Summary of Remarks by Larry Gradin (EcoTech/RAM-Q)
(Viewgraphs in Appendix B)

- He stated that DOR Guidelines and NUREG-0588 do not make a real difference in how
the EQ testing program may have actually been conducted. The key is a good
engineering effort demonstrating equipment adequacy based on test and analysis
regardless if the governing EQ document is the DOR guidelines, NUREG-0588, or
10CFR50.49.

- He cited the definitions and importance of the concept of significant aging mechanisms,
derating of equipment, and experienced validation of accelerated aging for motors and
transformers.

- He cited lots of non-nuclear related information. For example, the airlines found that only
11% of the components have a wear-out failure mechanism, whereas a greater
percentage (reported to be 68% or more) have infant mortality. If that were the case in
a power plant, then replacement of parts can prematurely decrease the level of safety.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

None.
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1.2.4 Summary of Remarks by Phil Ho/zman (STAR)
(Viewgraph inAppendix B. Comments in Public Comment Section.)

- He addressed aging managementmethodsand the importanceof maintenance,testing,
conditionmonitoring,failure investigations.

- He stated that radiation is very conservativefor preaging, and that EQ requires less
relianceon predictivetechniquesand more on maintenanceand testing.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

None.

1.2.5 Summary of Remarks by Jack Lasky (Okonite)
(No prepared speech or viewgraphsused)

- He talked about the Arrheniusmodel-whatit is and what are the limitations.

- Regardingthe applicationto polymericmaterials;there is a concem about extrapolating
beyondthe experimentaldata.

- At least 4 different reactionsoccurringin thermal aging that makes it difficultto apply
simple equations to the complex kinetics. Part of research program should be to
determine the temperaturesto applyto preaging.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

None.

1.2.6 Summary of Remarks by Ken Gi//en (Sandia National Lab)
(Viewgraphs inAppendix B)

- Two major preaging issueswere discussed;one being the reduced oxidationcaused by
diffusionlimitationsthat takes placein acceleratedagingvs. what occursinnaturalaging.

- While Arrhenius works in many applications, it may not work if jackets cover the
insulation;because oxidationof the insulationduringaccelerated aging may be minimal
or significantlyreduced due to diffusionlimitations.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

COMMENT: (George Sliter, EPRI: Viewgraphs in Appendix B) Referred to the EPRI EQ
Reference Manual as a sourceof good information,especiallyfor activation
energy curves. Generally, elongationto break studiesof electrical cables
showedthat naturalaging was less severe than artificiala0ing.
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1.3 Session B: EQ Operatin.qExperience

1.3.1 Summary of Remarks by Robert Smith (Duke Power)
(No preparedspeech or viewgraphsused.)

- He feels we are gettingsmarter in terms of EQ. They are using knowledgeon non-EQ
equipmentat Duke.

- Operatingexperience shows EQ equipmentis no differentfrom other equipment.

- They haven't rethoughttheir assumptionsabouttesting based on operatingexperience.

- Actualinstalledconditionsare less severethan postulatedtest conditions.EQ equipment
is replaced and refurbishedperiodicallyand is not agingto the extent that is predictedby
the test methodology.

- Operatingexperience suggeststhat furtherresearch intoage-related degradationneeds
to focus on equipmentwith long-termqualifiedlife.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

None.

1.3.2 Summary of Remarks by Vincent Bacanskas (Gulf States Utilities)
(Viewgraphsin AppendixC)

- At Riverbend, cable in the ceilingarea of the drywellhad hot spots. The cable indenter
was used to test the cable, which showed a high modulus for cable exposed to high
temperatures. The cable is made of polyethyleneinsulationwith Hypalon jacket. The
cableswere replaced. He emphasizedthat the cable did not fail.

- Safety analysisshowsthat the lossof the cablefunctionwouldincreasethe core damage
frequency onlyby 0.4 % of the base line IPE and 0.06 % of the NRC Safety Goal.

- He expressedthe opinionthat researchto eliminateregulationsmarginalto safetyshould
be completedbefore additionalresearchis performed.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

None.

1.3.3 Summary of Remarks by Kent Brown (TVA)
(Viewgraphs in Appendix C)

- Some premature failures of cable have occurred at "I'VAplants, includingsome in the
main steam valve vault at Sequoyah.
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- He felt that we are going too far with the installationspecifications. It may be better to
rely on the technician'sexperience.

- Three typesof cablefailure causes were identified,thermaland mechanicaldegradation,
and manufacturingdefects. Thermal degradationwas noticedincables closeto hot pipes
and valves.

- Thermal degradationhasbeen experiencedat Sequoyahdue to steam leaksand missing
insulation. Some thermal mapping of valve vaults has been done by analyzing
polystyrenetags.

- Mechanical degradation was caused by ring cuts when terminating, gouges at seals,
gouges and tears from pulling,impact,and pull-by. All these mechanicaldegradations
were due to human factors.

- A third problem is manufacturingdefects. There is no specificationfor void/particlesize
for low-voltagecables.

- Plasticizersare another concern. If they are unstable,they could leak from the cable
jacket and driponto othercomponentsand degrade them.

- More attention shouldbe paid to jacket materials. There is an anticipatedmove away
from the chlorosulfinatedpolyethylenedue to the environmentalconcerns. When a new
jacket system is used, the compatibilitybetween the jacket materials and the insulation
should be studied.

- The EQ process shouldbe a part of the designprocess,not an after thought.

- They are purgingthe warehouse of problemcables.

- Need to identifywhat the limitof cable damage is before functionalityis lost.

- A recurring problem is that material selection is done by electrical engineers, not by
materials engineers. At least this should be done with the supervisionof materials
engineers or polymerengineers.

- EQ should not be required for cables outside containment since it adds little to plant
safety.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

None.

1.3.4 Summary of Remarks by Sonny Kasturi (MOS)
(Viewgraphs in Appendix C)

- Equipment failures appear to be proportionately divided between EQ and non-EQ
equipment relative to their respectivepopulationsize.
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- Very few cable failures were reported, and some of them were not cable failures but
connectors,lead wires, and others. MOVs have the most reportedfailures.

- Causes of failures for bothEQ and non-EQ equipment includemisapplication,improper
installation,inadequatemaintenance,learningcurve, i.e., personneltraininginequipment
operation, maintenanceand EQ specifics,and aging effects.

- The first four itemswere responsiblefor about 75% of all the failures.

- Research efforts should be focused on the development of condition monitoring
techniques, particularlyfor those pieces of equipment that are not included in periodic
maintenance schedules and those with a long qualified life, such as cables and
penetrations.

- On the questionof whetherthe number of failureswill increase in the future, his opinion
is that plants are betterprepared due to the emphasison EQ programs.

- On the questionof whetherEQ equipmentisany more vulnerableto aging than any other
equipment, his opinion is that EQ and non-EQ equipment are the same in aging
vulnerability.

- The available evidence appears to suggest that because of the higher level of
maintenanceand surveillanceattentionto the harshenvironmentequipment,they may be
experiencingfewer failures, and that we can expect a significantlyreduced potentialfor
common cause failures.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

COMMENT: (Paul Boucher,GPU) A lotof statementsare being made here, whichI could
have a lot of commentsagainst. You are not givingthe people a chance to
speak up. These things are going to be published as a result of this
workshop,and I don't think it's correct. There are some statementsbeing
said supposedlylike factual statements which are not true. Not all of the
informationyou people are presentingare facts.

COMMENT: (Robert Smith, Duke Power) That to me is why we have this next 15 or 20
minutesandwe havediscussionstomorrow. If youdon't agree withwhat has
been said up here, then you need to presentsome facts yourselfas to what
exactly you are contesting.

COMMENT: (Larry Gradin, Eco Tech/RAM-Q) One of the points dealt with: Is EQ
equipmentbetter than the non-EQ equipment? In fact, for much equipment
it is. Almost everyone'smotor if it is an environmental-qualifiedmotor uses
very high temperature insulationsystems with very low temperature rise.
Those motorswill fail probablya 100 years in the future, where a standard
Class B motorwitha Class B temperaturerise may fail in 10 years. That is
also true of selectionof high temperaturewiring for lead wire. It is true of
oversizingof contactors. It istrue of a lot of equipmentthat youconsiderthe
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need for extended life, therefore the design is far more conservative in
selectionof equipment. You willnotfindthe same pieceof equipment in a --
we'll call them EQ item or not. You have epoxy encapsulated windings
versus dip and bake, thingslikethat. In fact, much of the EQ equipment is,
in fact, superiorto the normalrun-of-the-millequipment.

QUESTION: (Jim Houghton,NRC/AEOD) When I looked at yourslide, I was lookingfor
the source of yourfailures. There are two basicdata bases that we use for
failures, one of them is the LER and the otherone is the NPRDS. Are the
failures that you based your information on from either of these two data
bases or some combinedone?

ANSWER: (Sonny Kasturi, MOS) They are based on NPRDS and LER data bases.

QUESTION: (Jim Houghton, NRC/AEOD) The NPRDS data base is limited. It doesn't
identify EQ; it does identify safety-related. Did you therefore lump them
under the safety-relatedand then followthat up to identifywhichwere EQ, or
did you just look at them as the broad safety-relatedgroup?

ANSWER: (Sonny Kasturi,MOS) I'm notsure I wouldagree withyouwithrespectto the
fact NPRD is limitedwith respect to identifyingthe EQ. The NPRDS does
containan environmentalcode whichgives you informationabout the actual
equipment intemal and external operatingenvironment. It's optional, but it
does, for the most part, contain informationin it. So if you look at it, you
shouldbe able to get that information. But I didn'tstop there. When I looked
at the equipment, because of my familiarity with the equipment itself and
what happens to be in the typical EQ master list, when I reviewed the
abstract I did look for:. Is this potentialEQ equipment? Could this be EQ
equipment or not? I did not stop just at safety-related, but I went beyond
that.

QUESTION: (Jim Houghton, NRCIAEOD) You made a judgment call, but you didn't
necessarilymatch it to a plant'sequipmentqualificationlist; is that correct?

ANSWER: (Sonny Kasturi,MOS) Since the data was scatteredover all different plants
and all different planttypes, I couldn'tdo that.

COMMENT: (George Sliter,EPRI) I wouldliketo make a coupleof comments,one about
gettingmore facts and LER data, andthe otherone concernsthe importance
of the environmentand monitoring.

First, Paul Bouchersaid this morningthat a cable industryreport had
been prepared, and I want to bringup one part of the report that reinforced
what Sonnysaid. A studywas done by Sandia to supportlicenserenewal of
plants. They lookedfor NRC InformationNotices and found two which deal
with cable degradation. IN-86-49 discusses degraded cable insulation
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discovered on a cable located near a local hotspot. The second is
InformationNotice89-30. It describes instancesof excessivetemperature
inside the containment drywell of PWR and BWR plants. Only two
InformationNotices,bothnot havingto do with aging, per se.

EPRI recognizes the importance of monitoring environments, so a
couple of years ago we had a workshop on environmental monitoringof
nuclearplants,andhave publishedthe proceedingsto help utilitiesdefinethe
most cost-effectiveways of goingin there and makingsure they know their
ambientenvironmentsandthatthey don'thave hotspots,et cetera. Then the
Sandia report lookedvery closelyat LERs involvingcables. They looked at
hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of records and they put failures in
various categories, very similar to Sonny Kasturi's: misapplication,
mechanicaldamage,a bigcategorycallednonspecific,andthen onecategory
that came the closestto aging called degradation.

Sonny, yousaidthat about 80 percentof the failureswere due to non-
aging. Well, the numbersfrom the Sandia report, Table 3.5, show that there
were 72 total LERs that had to do with some kind of problem with cable.
Many of them were due to mechanicaldamage: somebody made an error,
misapplication,nonspecific. Out of the 72 only 8 were in the degraded
category, that could even be looked upon as some kind of thermal
degradation,so that'sonlyabout 10 percentthat were due to aging. Then if
you look carefully at the 8 you will find that, indeed, many of those were
again error-inducedand not aging underdesign conditions. Continuing,
one more fact here on environmentalmonitoring,I said in my last remarks at
the last sessionthat the EPRI programat the Universityof Connecticutwas
monitoringthe environmentsat these nine plantsthat we have. There are
nine plants, butthere are two locationsat each plant. So there are, roughly,
17 or 18 actual plant locationsand measurements, and this is their last
interimreport, so this is the report of the first five years.

What is done here is you measure the radiation environment, you
measure the temperatures. Forradiationyouextrapolatethemeasuredvalue
to a 40-year life. I guessinthiscase youjustmultiplyby eight and they have
total dose measured at the 17 locations.

I will just quote the highestones, the highestoriginal utilityestimate,
i.e., the design radiationthat's listedhere is 22.1 megarads, which is in the
ball park of the 50 megarads that is used to qualify these cables. The
measured extrapolated-to-40-yeardose at that locationis 0.018 megarads.
The next highest is 19 megarads from another locationat another utility;
measured 40-year dose, 0.38 megarads. The next lowest original design
estimatewas 10 megarads;measured, 1.57. That 1.57 extrapolated40-year
dose is the highestone of all of the locationsthat they looked at.
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So this is the good side of it that, in general, environmentsare much
lower than estimated, but you have to lookout for hotspotsand, therefore,
the utilitiesshouldhave an environmentalmonitoringprogram that assures
there are no hotspots.

COMMENT: (Ashok Thadani, NRC/NRR) This morning Mr. Holzman made a very
importantcomment. He hopedthat we as an agency will focus attention on
safetysignificanceand pay attentionto those elements,and that'sclearlyour
intent. Justa few minutesago a slidewas shownthat indicatedfor at least
one plant that core damage frequencywas on the order of 6 x 108, whereas
the overallcore damage frequency for that plant was inthe range of 10"sper
reactor year.

I guess the implicationsimplywas you don't need to worry about this
issue, and I think we need to be a little careful. It's very easy to use
probabilisticestimates, and it's also very easy to abuse them. I think it's
importantbeforewe drawconclusionsabout how significantan issue isthat
you go back to the base. What's the level of confidence? What's the data
base behindthose conclusions?

I'll show yousomethingwe did. Some of our staff took a lookat how
the reliabilityof certain componentschanges,dependingon the environment
that those specific components are exposed to. Some scoping type of
analyses were done which involvedvarying failure rates, varying coupling
factors interms of commoncause contributorsand so on. It's not to say this
is correct, however, before you start working on an issue you should get
some sense of itsimportance.

They looked at three specificplants, with three specific probabUistic
safetystudies. Forthe BVVR,large LOCAsare not significant,however,when
you lookat varioustypes of transients,and intermediate and small LOCAs,
there are othersequencesthat are important. With certain assumptions,the
core damage could be in the range of 10s to 104. Lack of knowledge is
reallythe issue here, but that'swhat the contributionmightbe.

Similarly, they looked at two pressurizedwater reactors and found
nothingradicallydifferent. I wouldn'tpay too muchattentionto differencesin
factors of 3, 4, 5, in thiskindof approximateassessment. Again, this points
out that, if it's an issue, you should get more information, and a better
understandingof it before you discardit.

There mightbe plant-specificissuesand it is possiblethat a plant has
core damage frequency as low as indicated. However, I would just like to
cautionyou, the ideabehindthiswholeactivitywas to developan information
base so we can actuallyhave some confidencein what we are saying about
the importance of specificcomponents.
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Our intentionis to go forward and take into account safety aspects.
The more important the components,the more attention we ought to be
payingto them. I hope that that's where we end up. That's our goal. But I
also hope that if we go forward with arguments that are probabilisticin
nature, that there would be a sufficientsupportingbase for those plans.

QUESTION: (Unidentified) What is beta?

ANSWER: (Ashok Thadani, NRC/NRR) Let me use an example. Basically,for small
LOCAs, if you have two trains, and 0.1 is the failure rate for one train, beta
being0.5 inthat case wouldbe appliedas the failurerate of the secondtrain.
That is, there is some couplingbecause of the environment. That's the
commoncausecouplingfactordue to the environmentthat'sfolded in. There
are three numbersshownin my viewgraph. If you take the first one and the
secondone and you multiplythem, you get the third one.

COMMENT: (Satish Aggarwal, NRCIRES) This workshopis the beginningof a dialogue,
not the end. If there is a problemor disagreementon any issue presented
here, you have 30 days to providewrittencommentsto us, and they will be
includedinthe proceedingsof the workshop.

QUESTION: (Paul Boucher,GPU Nuclear) Will I have all the written documentsfor all
these people who are presenters so I can comment on them?

ANSWER: (Satish Aggarwal, NRCIRES) Yes. A copywillbe ready in one week.

QUESTION: (Paul Boucher,GPU Nuclear) When will I get the transcript?

ANSWER: (Satish Aggarwal,NRC/RES) You willnot get it. It willbe placed inthe PDR
one week after this workshop.

1.4 _SessionC; ConditionMonitodna

1.4.1 Summary of Remarks by George Sliter (EPRI)
(Viewgraphs, EPRI paper, and EPRI reportsummaries inAppendix D.)

Dr. George Sliter (EPRI and Session Chairman) introducedthe ConditioningMonitoring
panel and gave a brief biographyof each member. He then gave a presentation in which he
made the followingpoints:

- Cables are qualifiedby means of aging and LOCA simulation.

- The role of surveillance (observation of current condition) in EQ is essential, but the
conventionalEQ approach does not require CM (trendingof measured conditionover
time). IEEE 323 covers only the 'qualification'part of the Program. The 1974 version
required maintenanceand pedodictesting. The requirementof surveillancewas added
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in the 1983 edition of IEEE-323. This last version of the standard also provided the
optionthat if qualifiedlife cannot be determined,then conditionmonitoringcan be used
instead.

- Abilityof conditionmonitoringtechniquesis extremelylimited in the area of determining
the abilityof an SSC to withstanda DBE.

- The EPRI reporton "CommonAging Terminology"was referenced and definitionswere
presented for the following terms: surveillance, conditioning monitoring, condition
indicator,and functionalindicator.

- Itwas pointedouthow cablesfail; that mechanicalfailuresoccurbeforeelectrical. Failure
mechanismswere presentedfor shieldedand unshielded cable. The observation was
made that cables can be functioningat an acceptablelevel during normal operationand
yet still fail duringa LOCA.

. A listof EPRI reports on aging and conditionmonitoringactivities was presented.

- A summary of conclusionsfrom an EPRI conditionmonitoringworkshopwas presented:

1. cables are reliable

2. conventionaltest techniquesforcablesare fortroubleshootingmalfunctions,notfor
the conditionmonitoringof functioningcables.

3. it is very difficult to identify condition monitoring techniques that can predict
capabilityto withstanda LOCA.

- EPRI is planning a computerized cable database, a user's guide to in-plant cable
monitoringtechniques,and methodsfor extending qualifiedlife.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

COMMENT: (Paul Boucher,GPU Nuclear) I just wantedto clarifywhat I was sayingthis
morning. As far as DOR guidelineson testing are concemed, do you have
to have steam testing if it was not going to be exposed to steam? There
were certain matedals that were limited and that you had to lookat. There
is more informationon the DOR qualification than really came out this
morning. The same thingwith the radiation and thermal aging. There was
a statement made this morning that combined testing is worse than
sequentialtesting, and I don't agree with that.

1.4.2 Summary of Remarks by J.B. Gardner
(Full text of prepared speech in AppendixD. Commentsin Public Commentssection.)

J.B. Gardner discussedsome EQ issueswhich are highlightedbelow:
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- There are three publicationsthat address EQ issues; NUREG-4731, EPRI Technical
Report 102399, and the IEEE NPEC Ad Hoc Committee report.

- Relationshipbetween EQ and CM- they both providethe assurance of operability.

- Cable installationprocedures and techniques should be studied more closely- some
cables are damaged duringinstallation.

- The NRC research effort should focus on practicalsafety improvement.

- Key elements to focus on for cable systemsare:

1. commoncause (moisturetriggeris the key) CM to detect the susceptibilityof cable
to moisturedoes not exist,

2. IEC is goingto four levelsof safety for I&C cables,

3. cable seal interfacesare important,

4. installationconfigurationsare worthyof note, i.e. abuse outsideof the EQ scope.

- Examine for susceptibilityto common cause failure. Focus on cable systems, not just
cable, and preventingmoisture intrusionshouldbe a priority.

- Equipmentimportantto safety shouldbe reexamined. Discriminatingbytwo classes 1E
and non-lE is not sufficient;the IEC is going to four levels of safety.

- There is no super solutionto EQ issues. What is needed is to focus on many specific
issuesto improvethe currentsituation.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

None.

1.4.3 Summary of Remarks by Wells Fargo (PG&E)
(No prepared speech or viewgraphsused. Comments in PublicComment Section.)

Wells Fargo stated that he was goingto providea utilityperspectiveby discussinga short
wish list:

- Conditionmonitoringshouldbe non-intrusive,and shouldhave good acceptance cdteda.

- Utility personnel who maintained the electric distribution system, switchyard, and
protective relays (typicallynot part of plant staff) had very useful practices for CM of
electricalequipment.

- He cited some cable failures at DiabloCanyon, but did not go intodetail.
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

COMMENT: J.B. Gardnercommentedthat the indentertechniquecan also be used as an
environmental monitor, based on known environmental effects on cable
jackets.

1.4.4 Summary of Remarks by Gary Toman (Ogden)
(Viewgraphs and two papers in AppendixD)

Gary Toman presentedCM techniqueswitha focuson the indenterand oxygen induction
time (OIT). The followingpointswere made:

- The indenter tool and technique uses an NDE instrument and is effective over a wide
range of matedal. Its principleof operationis that as cable insulation/jacketdegrades, it
becomes more bdttle, and the degree of embdttlement is measured by an "indenter
modulus,"which isthe ratioof the change inforceto the change in indentertool position.
The indenter modulusis trended withtime and typicallyincreaseswith time.

- He is presentlyin the process of developingacceptance criteria. Pilot tests have been
run at Dresden and comparedto test resultsfrom Sandia. Preliminary results indicate
that naturallyaged cables do not age as fast as cables that are aged in an accelerated
fashion.

- Cable indenter is pdmadlyused for low voltageapplications. It is not goodfor XLPE.

- Electricalpropertiesare OK as longas mechanicalpropertiesare intact, and maybe even
beyond if no moisturegets in.

- Reperformingaccelerated aging to obtain acceptance criteria; comparison of actual to
anticipatedvalue based on acceleratedaging.

- OIT is a techniquethat is suitablefor cross-linkedpolyethylenecable. It is based on the
principlethat if anti-oxidantsare present ina polymermaterial,then the anti-oxidantswill
react with oxygen, and act as a buffer to polymer oxidation, which will degrade
mechanicalproperties.

- OIT evaluates the amount of anti-oxidantsremainingin insulationmaterial by measuring
the period of time before a sample experiences rapid oxidation when subjected to
elevated temperatures in an oxygenenvironment.

- For OIT, a 10 mg sampleis required. The time it takes to decomposeis indicativeof the
age; it takes onlya few minutesto decomposeif its aged, longer if it is not.

- The amountof anti-oxidantsis being evaluated by AI Reynoldsof U of V.

- OIT changes in an orderly manner in proportionto the degree of aging. Current
developmentalefforts will be publishedin 1994.
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

COMMENT: (George Sllter, EPRI) I think we need more fundingto create an industry-
wide cable database. EPRI can put togetherthe software and the format
with an industrycommitteeas to what we should be stodng. The key here is
cooperationby the industryin feedingthe information. For example, Sandia
National Laboratory has the biggestdata base of good aging data, and we
would like to have them put theirdata in. I encouragepeople, if we head in
this direction, to please cooperate to make the data base as useful as
possible.

With the indenter, Gary mentioned some work at Sandia and at
Commonwealth Edison. EDF in France also owns one and has tried it on
their cables. They likedthe results, so they are going to be using it in their
plants.

Tomorrow, I'm heading to Sweden because I heard that some
researchersthere have made their own indenter. It's not patented; it's just a
hardness tester, really. I looked at the results, and it was interestingthat
they were usingArrheniusto plotthe indenterresults. They're gettingpretty
good results. Somethingwe hadn't thoughtof even trying.

In Japan there is a similar technique they have developed where,
instead of indentingthe cable and usingthe compressive modulus, they are
measuring in-sltu the sheer modulus in torsion. They have a device that
clamps onto a sectionof cable a few inches apart, and twists it.

QUESTION: (Maury Canter, Bechtel) Did you say itwas limitedto low-voltagecables, or
are medium-voltagecables includedalso?

ANSWER: (Gary Toman, Ogden) The only problem I see with medium-voltage cables
is that you couldhave electricaldeteriorationof mediumvoltage and above.
If it's a dry environment,de-energized cable application,as you get in many
nuclear applications,the indenterwould be useful them, I would think. But
again, those probablywouldn'tage very fast at all. But if you have water or
somethinglike that, I couldmake inferencesaboutthermal aging, but I can't
make any inferences about what water might do to polymers, its
predominantlyfor low-voltagecable.

COMMENT: (George Sliter, EPRI) If it had armor on it or any kind of metallic outer
surface of course the _denter couldn'tbe used.

COMMENT: (J.B. Gardner, Consultant) SometimebackI tded to get peopleto thinkof the
indenter as being an environmentalmonitorin thatthe jacket that ddes along
may or may not be vital to the cable's operationonce it's in, but the jacket
can act as a totalthermal and radiationcontinuousdosimeterof a sort. You
saw the profileof the cable that went throughthe heat, for instance, that tells
you a lot aboutwhat the environmentwas at that point. It may tell you a lot
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aboutthe cable, but it certainlycan tellyou a lotaboutthe environment,even
if it doesn't tell you much aboutthe insulationin the given case.

QUESTION: (J.B. Gardner, Consultant) What is the samplesize needed for the OIT test?
I think maybe some people don't appreciatethe flexibilityto its use.

ANSWER: (Gary Toman, Ogden) It's in the range of 8-milUgrams;a very, very small
amount. The test specimenfits intoa tray much smaller than an aspidn,so
youdo not need much at all.

QUESTION: (J.B. Gardner, Consultant) It can be a nondestructivesamplingof the cable;
right?

ANSWER: (Gary Toman, Ogden) Yes; especially if you're taking it off near a
termination. You're not going to miss an 8-milligram piece of your
termination. The terminationis generallythe worse place anyhow.

COMMENT: (Vince Bacanskas, River Bend) You spoke about cable previouslyand we
hadalso wantedto use theOIT testingbutit came outof a drywallabove the
shieldwalland it was highlyactivated. So I thinkeverybody needs to lookat
the methodology, since a lot of the trace elements in the insulationwill
become active. They need to look at the technologywhen they will be
performingOIT on contaminatedsamples.

QUESTION: (Unidentified) Regardingthe OIT sampling,how wouldthe sample resultsor
methodologyestablisheddeal with variations in batches and lots from the
cable manufacturers, in addition to the antioxidants present, jacket
formulations,et cetera?

ANSWER: (Gary Toman, Ogden) We would be doing it on a manufacturer-
by-manufacturer basis. All the acceptance criteria we are developing are
based on specimens of the material from specific manufacturers. If we're
seeing much batch variation,we may have some problems there. Although,
the one thingI willsay is, fora similaramountof aging, we see a very similar
shape in the curve and a very similar endpoint,at least for Hypalons. It's
encouraging. We may, over the long-run, be able to take some of the
manufacturerand material-specificmanufacturer's informationaway from it
and still be able to succeed, but right now we are going specificallyto the
polymerthat was manufacturedand tested by one personor one company,
rather, and makingcriteriaon that basis.

QUESTION: (Unidentified) Wouldn't they have to implement controls limiting the
formulation? For example, isn't the amount of antioxidantspresent in the
formulationssomethingyouwantto lookat maintainingand keepingconstant
for the next 10 or 12 years?
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ANSWER: (Gary Toman, Ogden) I don't have all the answersto that one. Right now,
we are going along with a productline that has a stable name and a stable
qualification,and the formulationisn'tchangingtremendously.

COMMENT: (George SUter,EPRI) I thinksome of the answersto yourquestionmightbe
in a study thatAI Reynoldsat the Universityof Virginia did for EPRI a couple
of years ago. He wrote a report called, '_he Effects of Antioxidantson the
Durabilityof Cables," lookinginto is there an optimum amount? Is there an
optimum kind?

You talked aboutthe scatter due to batchesof different material from
one manufacturer. There are many other sources of scatter, and so any
acceptancecriterionthat youcome up withreallyhas to accountfor this fact.

QUESTION: (Unidentified) Are you going to address the manufacturersthat are out of
business?

ANSWER: (Gary Toman, Ogden) That is a problemas far as gettingthe specimensto
test. We do know that certain plants have abandoned cables that are
available for testing.

The other thing that I'm seeing is that many polymers have a very
general characteristic. They start out with almost the same hardness or
modulusreadingall the time. If I go up to a Hypalonjacket, I know I'm going
to get somethinginthe 60 to 90 range almostevery time, no matter how old
it is. If l go to the qualificationitsays I couldhave 200 or 300 at that age, so
it's indicatingit's not seeing the stresses.

As we buildmore information,we willbe able to generalize it more, but
I expect that I will go back and get specimenseither from the warehouse,
which I know are disappearingvery rapidlyif they are not gone already, or
have to go outto abandonedcircuitsto get specimensto do further aging on
it to see how it does change.

1.4.5 Summary of Remarks by Francois Martzloff (N/ST)
(No prepared speech or viewgraphsused.)

Francois Martzloff presented a wish list in the form of questions that he would like
answered:

- There is confusionon appropriateand acceptable CM techniques;whichare the correct
ones to use?

- What kindof problemsare we lookingfor?

- Usingcable conditionas a means of reference,what isthe appropriatedefinitionfor "end
of life"?
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- It is unacceptableto have to disconnectcable to performCM.

- For the partialdischargetechnique,we need to identifyconditionsunderwhichtests can
be done.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

COMMENT: (Larry Gradin,EcoTech/RAM-Q) The discussionhere isall aboutcables and
cables only so far. I wouldjust like to mentionsometimeswe're negative in
commentingon the NRC actionsor research. The NRC did, infact, fund the
program at Oak Ridge National Laboratoriesfor motor current signature
analysis,withDave Eissenbergand HowardHaynes and itwas very effective
and that systemworks. It is not intrusiveand detects rotordamage, bearing
degradation, and general motor health. It is done with the equipment in
normal operation.

COMMENT: (Unidentified) A comment on partial discharge testing. In a plant that's
operating, unlessyou have a shieldedroom and you have a Faraday cage,
you're goingto get more noise than you're goingto get on your detectors.

QUESTION: (Robert Smith, Duke Power) What are we conditionmonitoringagainst? I
don't have any benchmark on my cable to test against. I can hit it withyour
graduated fingernail all day long, but I didn'tknow what it was on day one
when I put the cable in.

What is goingto be goodenoughfor similarityto what I had inthere 20
years ago and what I'm goingto test today, if you're goingto test?

Also, has there been any technicalreview by the NRC for the indenter
data, and is it proor con? What's the opinionof the regulatorswho I'm going
to have to answer to in the long-run on this type of monitoringand what's
happening?

ANSWER: (Gary Toman, Ogden) We havedemonstratedthemachineto the NRC, and
they have expressed interest in us trying it out on a decommissionedplant.
Beyondthat,they have made no opinion.They did includeit inthe three, six,
and nine monthtests at Sandia, and the data is in three volumes.

COMMENT: (John Craig, NRC/RES) We have not performed a review of the data for
specific cables. We had some questionsand Gary's response to some of
them was, 'Well, we need some more work on that." At this pointit is one of
many potential monitoring techniques that may be available with some
caveats about access and cable types and other things,and that's as much
as we can say.
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COMMENT: (George Sliter, EPRI) In terms of EPRI development,we have shownthe
feasibilityof the indenterapproachand that reporthas been publishedand it
is available. Now we are tryinga plant applicationat CECo to come up with
acceptance criteria. When those programsare finished,the reportswill be
submittedand reviewedbythe utilityindustry,and then givento the NRC to
look at.

I do want to caution that there is this mind-setthat if a technique is
available that the regulatorwillsay, "Go out and use it." I wouldask the NRC
to be cautiousabout that and use it onlywhen damage is suspected,when
you suspect there has been some local high environment, i.e., for spot
checking,not a blanketuse in the industry. Because as you see from much
of the data, it wouldbe a monumentalwaste of effortto apply itwidespread
in plants today.

COMMENT: (Rick Naylor, CECo) One of the reasons we had Gary come out to CECo
was that we went out and did our inspection program, and we used Mr.
Gardner's finger tester. We also had inthe test criteria to flex the cable and
the conductor. When youflex a cable likethat it breaks,but itdoesn't break
3 feet from the reactor piping, it breaks within 6 or 8 inches. We were
continuouslycuttingpiecesoff and after a whileyou can run out of cable to
do that. The questionis, is that the test that we now presentlyhave? From
the researchthat has been presented,all are destructivetests. I thinkwhere
the research needs to be put into place using the indenter or other
nondestructivetests is that youstillhave use of the equipmentand it has not
failed.

COMMENT: (S. Bailey, So. CarolinaElectric& Gas) One of my goalsis that l would like
us to be able to eventuallyagree on a baseline qualificationfor something
like cable, and have a reasonableway of goingout inthe plantand verifying
the conditionof the cable to see if we have cracks, et cetera, if we have a
systematicapproach, or maybe somethinglike that, just actually lookingat
the conditions.

COMMENT: (George Sliter, EPRI) To Mr. Martzloff's question about the difference
between destructiveand nondestructive,and between a test for aging and a
test for local degradation: An aging test looksat the bulk properties of a
material, and what we call a troubleshootingtest looksfor local degradation
or damage - somebodyor somethingdamaged the cable. Then you can
break both categories intothe categories of destructiveand nondestructive.

I wasjust remindedthat CECO isdoinga techniquethat I like because
it's a simpletype of conditionmonitoring;bending. It could be destructive,of
course. If the cable is fragileit willbreak.
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QUESTION: (P.K. Doss, Rockbestos) Regarding the measurement you talked about,
couldit be done bythermalgravimetricanalysis(TGA)? I thinkit's the same
applicationbecause you can also measure the cross-linkingof the product
whether it's uniform or not, even if there is porositythere. On a TGA type
you can make it a function of temperature, and also it will give you the
cross-linkdensity.

ANSWER: (George Sliter,EPRI) I think we willput that methodon our listof ones that
will be talked about tomorrow,so bringthat up tomorrow,please.

1.4.6 Summary of Remarks by Sue Bumay (AEA, U.K.)
(Viewgraphs in AppendixD)

Dr. Sue Bumay (AEA, U.K.) presentedan overviewof cable CM techniques,whichwas
based, in part, on testing performed in the U.K., and in part, on world wide experience. Her
sources are the EPRI workshop(2/93), IEC guide for inservicemonitoring(SC15BWG2), IEC
reporton aging, IAEA programon aging andplant lifeextension,and specifictestingin the U.K.
Siemens in Germany has goodrecordson naturallyaged cable.She made the followingpoints:

- There are two categoriesof CM techniques:local and global.

- Local techniquesincludethose whichdo not requiresamples, suchas the indenter, and
those that require small samples, suchas OIT and infrared spectroscopy.

- Globaltests includethosewithspatialresolution,suchas TDR and partialdischarge,and
those withoutspatialresolution,suchas dielectricloss.

- The current statusof cable CM techniqueswas summarizedas follows:

promising: indenter, OIT, dielectricloss,and density
some premise: infraredspectroscopy,torquetesting.,plasticizercontent,and TDS
limitedpromise: near infraredreflectance,partial discharge,and sonicvelocity
troubleshooting: TDR

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

COMMENT: (Francois Martzloff, NIST) I've heard twice now the partial discharge
approachbeingput in doubtbecause of the backgroundnoiseproblems. Of
course, if one tries to assesspartial discharge by just the charge, there will
be problems. Butthere are a numberof sophisticatedtechniquesnow under
developmentwhichare, I think, promising.

COMMENT: (Bob Campbell, Rockbestos) I would, respectfully, disagree with that
because I think the partial discharge is much too sensitive to the
environment.
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COMMENT: (S. Lefkowitz,CM Technologies) We have been promotingthisECAD system
for many years now. I'd liketo let it not go unnoticedthat we agree with Dr.
Bumay's observationthat dielectricmeasurementsin conjunctionwith TDRs
can be very useful. We have been very successful over the years in
producingsystemsthat do this, and I thinkthere is value.

QUESTION: (Dick Meininger,Char Services) Has anybodyconsideredwhen you'redoing
the oxidationdiffusionconsiderationfor yourcables that after 10 or 15 years
in situ you've got a layer of non-cablechemicals on the surface that may
actually slow that processdown and contribute to the data where it looks
much lowerthan youexpected?

ANSWER: (Sue Bumay,AEA) Yes, it'sone of the thingsthat has been recognized,that
particularlywhen you've got aging you get oxidized layer on the outside
surface. You can actuallyreduce the rate at whichoxygendiffusesin and so
youactuallyenhancethisheterogenousoxidationthat youget acrosscables,
or particularlyin acceleratedaging that could be a major problem.

QUESTION: (Dick Meininger, Char Services) But that isn't considering the other
contaminantsthat you have in the operatingenvironment.

ANSWER: (Sue Bumay, AEA) Yes, thiscould be a problemfor those techniquesthat
require a surface sample. One of the things that will need to be done is to
specifyinthe test procedurehowthe surface of the cable shouldbe cleaned
before taking a sample. Otherwise all that will be sampled is a 8 milligram
sample of surface crud.

QUESTION: (J.B. Gardner, Consultant) You mentionedthe EPR, XLPE, and the EVA
cables, but what kind of coveringsdo these have?

ANSWER: (Sue Bumay, AEA) All three of these materials are of interest. We were
specificallytalkingaboutinsulationmaterials but notexcludingEVA and EPR
sheath materials. Many countriesdo not use Hypalon as a sheath material.

Because of fundingrestrictions,and withthe number of participantsin
the program,the IAEA does not actuallyprovidefunding fordoing the work.
All it does is provide fundingfor holdingthe coordinationmeetings for us to
exchange informationand the individualparticipantshave to find fundingto
do their part of the program, and so one cannot actually undertake a very
extensiveprogram.

We decidedto actuallylimitit to at leastthree materials. We may have
to restricteven further inviewof the limitednumberof participantsso that we
could actually get some meaningful information from a small range of
materials. It wouldn'tcover everything,but at least we shouldbe able to get
some reasonably detailed data on some materials which are of interest
worldwide.
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1.5 Session D: EQ Testina

1.5.1 Summary of Remarks by Mark Jacobus (Sandia National Laboratory)
(Viewgraphs in Appendix E)

Mark Jacobusgave a presentationon Perspectiveson EQ Issuesfrom Research Testing.
He made the followingpoints:

- Addressed functionalperformancemonitoring;what parametersshould be monitoredand
what are the acceptance criteria?

- Suggested more fragilitytesting-raise temperaturesvery highto see if cables survive.

- Stated hisopinionthat the currentsequentialaging ingeneral is sufficientlyconservative
that you don't reallyneed to do simultaneousaging in most cases.

- Cited the conservatismof the mandrelbend test in IEEE 383-1974.

- Recommendedthat testingbe done of complete,installedsystems;that furthertestingbe
performed of bonded jacketed cables under realistic aging environments and
simultaneousaccidentenvironments;andthat detailed informationof all availablesources
be combined.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

QUESTION: (Rick Naylor, CECo) One of the main questionsthat I've had over the years
is: How come none of the Sandia reports are prepared under a quality
assurance programthat wouldallowus to be sure that the test protocolsthat
you use and methodologiesand the sequencingis performed in a controlled
manner versus a standard research lab? You've done a lot of testing and
probably have a better knowledge of test protocol than some of us.
However, we can't use any of it because every time you present a case
where yougo to fragilityor an end of life condition,we have to react to that
because you failed your test but our's passed. So we go on the defensive
because it's issuedas a NUREG and we have to lookat it. Can you address
that?

ANSWER: (Mark Jacobus,Sandia) One of the things is we are a research lab and we
do researchtesting. We do not do EQ testing. As suchwe are frequently
doingjust the kindof thingthat youmentioned;i.e., changingdirectionbased
on test results. Admittedly,there is notnecessarilya test plan thatwe follow
detail by detail, but I don't think that's necessarybecause we don't have an
end objective of qualifying a piece of equipment. We are trying to get
informationon the equipment. Now, all of the informationsimilarto the kinds
of quality assurance that is available for any EQ test is there. However, it
doesn't have the thingslike the test controlsthat specify you must follow a
test plan and documentevery time you deviate from it. We have a general
testplanand we documentwhat we actuallydo,which isthe importantthing.
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COMMENT: (Bill Farmer, NRC Retired) Mark, you mentionedthat the quality assurance
effortsthat are put into makingsure the test programsall are valid are run
under controlledconditions. The implicationis you run your tests sort of
withoutcontrols,and that's not reallythe case. You have specifictest plans
that are approvedand you conductthe test in accordancewiththose plans
and theyare all monitoredand have to meet qualityassurance requirements,
and calibrationrequirements.

COMMENT: (Gene Kopecky, Omaha Public Power) Your end product is not the
qualificationof a pieceof equipment,but yourend productis yourtest. What
you are lackingis Part 21 reportabUity.You are not acceptingresponsibility
for your own product, and I think that is what the gentleman from the
Commonwealthwas alludingto. We can't use your product because you
won't say, "It's error-free and we willstand behind it."

RESPONSE: (Mark Jacobus,Sandia) Oh, we willcertainly say that. However, we do not
accept Part 21 reportabUitysince we don't have any customerplacing that
responsibilityon us.

COMMENT: (Phil Holzman, STAR) I thinkthat to some extent some of these questions
are drivenfromthe observationthat in the pastwhen Sandia has done work
that has appeared appropriateand maybe useful as a basis to determine
qualificationof a piece of equipment, such as a cable, there has been a
sense from some in the industrythat the NRC has been unwillingto accept
that testingas a basis. I guessI woulddirectthat questionto someone inthe
staff andsay: Is that understandingcorrect,or shouldthisbe somethingthat
shouldbe looked at?

RESPONSE: (Mark Jacobus,Sandia) As I mentionedbefore, we do not do EQ testingor
qualify pieces of equipment. I was at many EQ inspections and very
frequentlyduringthose inspectionspeople wouldcite data from our tests as
supportingdata, not as the actual qualification. Becausevery rarely, if ever,
willyoufind inourreportsomethingthatqualifiesthingsexactlyas somebody
needs it anyway.

COMMENT: (Phil Holzman, STAR) In response to that, after having been on the
proceduralend of many of those inspections,that is true, we have used itas
supportingdata. In most of those cases the inspectorswould not allowthat
to be used as supportingdata because it was not done under controlled
conditionsand itwas not performedundera qualityassuranceprogram,even
though we reviewedand approvedthe portion ourselvesthat we used.

RESPONSE: (Mark Jacobus, Sandia) In that case we have to defer to NRC, because I
accepted those as supportingargumentswhen I was workingfor the NRC.
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COMMENT: (Rick Naylor, CECo) InformationNoticesare another case where research
informationis used againstus. Every case inwhich a failure comes up we
have to justifyit. But there has been a lot of researchthat is very good test
data that never sees the light of day because it cannot be used as
establishingmore reasonableassurance versus absoluteassurance.

COMMENT: (John Craig, NRC/RES) On the subjectof whetheror not it is acceptable to
use the research data as supporting information, and variations between
inspector'sopinions_I'm sure some NRC inspectorsaccepted itwhileothers
didn't. I think it is one of those issueswhere the bigger the uncertainty,the
more you want to rely on that kind of data, and the less willing somebody
was to give creditfor it. It is an on-balance kindof argument.

Regardingthe commentthat there is "informationnot seeing the light
of day," we have a clearresponsibilitywhen we conductresearch and when
we have inspectionfindingsto get the informationout to the industry. We
have done that by publishingreports. Now, I'm notgoingto argue that every
bulletin,generic letter,and informationnoticethat ever went out shouldhave
gone out. However,that is part of the processto give youthe information.
It didn'trequirespecificactions. You respondedto it. You characterizedthat
as "usingitagainstyou." I thinkthat gettingthe informationto the utilitiesso
they can make the properdeterminationwas the goal.

QUESTION: (MiltVagins, NRC/RES) Mark, youpointedout you're interestedin common
mode failure as differentiated from random failure. How do you do that
without a statisticalbase? What is random to me today could be common
mode tomorrowif I have 15,000 random failures out of, let's say, a half a
millionfailures and those 15,000 failures occur at one plant. How do you
make that determinationwithouta statisticalbase?

ANSWER: (Mark Jacobus,Sandia) If you, for example, look at a cable that has failed,
generally if that cable fails perhapsat a singlepointdue to a manufacturing
defect, and you'vegotfour othercablesthat all pass, youcan probablymake
a fairly good argumentthat one was random, perhaps. Now, you can also
say that mightbe commonmode. It mightbe indicativeof a common-mode
failure if that failure occurred at a defect in the insulationthat is a high
probabilityoccurrencein manufacturing.

COMMENT: (Milt Vagins, NRC/RES) All I'm really getting at is the fact that we are
dealing with polymers, and two batchesof polymersare never going to be
exactly the same. We have variationsin quantity. In otherwords, what you
are dealingwithis distributedspace. If we are goingto make anyjudgments
about whether it'sa common-modefailure or an individualfailure, you better
knowsomethingaboutdistributedspace, eitherthat or understandthe basic
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failure phenomena, which we don't. We understand it oxidizes but it isn't
general. So I'm just sayingthe use of the word "common-modefailure" and
the use of the word "individualfailure" has a lot differentmeaning in different
applications. I think we need a lot more testing and a lot more statistical
base to make that kindof judgment.

COMMENT: (James Gleason, Consultant) The one thingthat was kindof precedence in
the labs and from reviewinga bunchof qualificationassessmentreports,the
opinionwas wheneveryou had a failure, youassumed itwas commonmode
until you could prove that it was random. Normally, the proof that it was
random was by reperformingthe tests or doing additionaltesting on it to
prove, in fact, that youhad isolatedthe failure down to a root cause.

1.5.2 Summary of Remarks by James G/eason (GLS Enterprises)
(Viewgraphs in AppendixE)

James Gleason gave a presentation on EQ Testing Conservatisms. He made the
followingpoints:

- The presentationincluded examples from the NUS EQ Database to illustratethe wide
range of accidentconditionsthat could be encountered,and which equipmenthas been
tested.

- The example included peak accident temperatures for limitswitches from 1i different
plants and solenoid valves from 16 different plants showing the wide range of this
parameter in the differentorganizations.

- There were also data for radiation total integrated dose for solenoid valves and peak
temperature and total dose for electricalcables.

- The vast majorityof EQ testingincludedpreagingregardlessof the plant'srequirements.

- Because the presence of oxygenhas so much to do with aging, inverted containments
may help deter aging.

- The radiationdoses are typicallydone to beyonddesign bases events;severe accident.

- Considerable '_Norstcase" testing has been performed with worst case conditions
(envelopingmany line breaks and many plants), orientations,mountings,and loading.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

COMMENT: (MillardAllen,Allen EngineeringServices) I disagree withyou on one point.
You were sayingthat most cable has been pre-aged. That is probably true
of testing done by utilities,but not necessarilytrue of testing done by the
manufacturer. I have that from my ownexperience, and I won't mentionany
manufacturers.
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1.5.3 Summary of Remarks by Michael Saniuk (NTS)
(Viewgraphs inAppendix E)

Mike Saniuk gave a presentationon 'Test Simulations,How They Account for Installed
Conditions." He made the followingpoints:

- A lot of EQ testing is stillgoingon.

- EQ testing is performed to installedconditionsas often as possible.

- There are some shared costapproaches (Raychem splices).

- Areas for potential study are the basis for activation energies, and establishing a
correlationbetween aging and the abilityto withstandDBEs.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

QUESTION: (Paul Boucher,GPU Nuclear) Are you familiarwiththe industrycable report?
Eight utilitieswere chartered by NUMARC along with some experts in the
field. The industrycable report,coversall the testingthat was done as of two
years ago, and it covers all the activationenergies. That report is available
today.

ANSWER: (Mike Saniuk, NTS) I am familiarwith that report. But I believe if I have a
new cable insulationsystem,just because that report has identifiedcertain
activationenergies for a materialtype, that does not mean that the new one
is the same, or similar enough to use the report's number. Also, I'm not
referring to just cable in my presentation. This is an all-encompassing
instrumentarea also.

COMMENT: (MillardAllen, Allen EngineeringServices)Beingfamiliarwiththe progression
of EQ over a number of years, I think everybody understands that the
Arrheniusformula never meant anything. It was never intended to mean
anything,other than being the best that there was to offer. To say that we
are inaccuratewith the Arrheniusequation,that has always been the case.
Operating experience was supposed to bring this into reality, not the
accuracyof the Arrheniusequation.

RESPONSE: (Mike Saniuk, NTS) I don't disagree with that. Operating experience can
only get you so far. You don't know at that point unless you do additional
testingafter a certain number of years that it can withstandthe DBE.

RESPONSE: (Millard Allen, Allen EngineeringServices) Again, that is still having to be
based on imperfect methodology,and w_.are never goingto achieve perfect
methodologybecause the real world is nonlinear, is differential,is all of the
complexitiesof the real world.
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RESPONSE: (Mike Saniuk, NTS) I agree, but I believe I also gave a potentialanswer to
try to correlate those two thingstogether.

COMMENT: (Paul Boucher,GPU Nuclear) Regardingthe NUMARC industrycable report
[Low-Voltage Environmentally-QualifiedCable License Renewal Industry
Report,NUMARC Inc.,WashingtonD.C., Revision1, March 1983].; the report
looked at all plants and determined where the cables were, what types of
cables were used in all the plants, and the testing, includingequipment
qualificationtesting. The report summarizes the cables that are at most of
the plants. It includes information from Sandta on cables which have
problems above a certain temperatureand radiation. That report should be
lookedat as a startingpoint.

1.5.4 Summary of Remarks by Michael Kopp (Farwell & Hendricks)
(Viewgraphs in AppendixE)

Michael Kopp gave a presentationon "How SynergismsAre Accounted For In Typical
Testing Programs." He made the followingpoints:

- A lot of conservatismis builtinto EQ testing.

. Componentssee less stress in actual servicethan encounteredin EQ testing.

- Before beginningresearch, we shouldlook at what actuallyhappens in the plants,

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

COMMENT: (Paul Boucher,GPU Nuclear) Other than the Sandia Lab tests, I don't know
of any qualificationreport that I've reviewed in the last 12 years that ran
LOCA radiation before it went to thermal aging. In the real world, accident
radiationcannot occurbefore the 40-year life of the component.

1.5.5 Summary of Remarks by Richard Miller (Westinghouse)
(Viewgraphs in AppendixE)

Richard Miller gave a presentationon "Sensor EnvironmentalUncertainties." He made
the followingpoints:

- Sensor environmentaluncertaintiesare includedin plant setpoints.

- Leakage currentsin the cables could be a concern for I&C.

- Environmentalterms are usuallytreated as biases in setpointstudies.

- High confidencelevel is difficultto justify.
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS::

COMMENT: (George Sliter, EPRI) A messageto the NRC, please use theworkyou have
already. In 1986 Sandia publishedNUREG/CR-4301 ["Status Report on
EquipmentQualificationIssues Researchand Resolution,"Sandia National
Laboratories,Albuquerque,NM. September 1986], whichwas a statusreport
on equipmentqualificationissues, research, and resolution. Ten years of
research, millionsof dollars of research. It summarized all the work and it
had an industrypanel to lookat the conclusionsand make sure they were in
keepingwith the reality from the utilityside. I think you shouldlook at this
work and then update it with Ken Gillen's work that he has done since then.

The followingis a list of lessons learned from Dr. Lloyd Bonzon of
Sandia National Lab.: I) knowyour equipment,2) know yourenvironments,
3) maintain yourequipment,particularlyagainstmoisture intrusion,4) share
generic lessons from tests, and 5) synergisticeffects are second order
effects. We shouldconcentrateprimarilyon the firstorder effects, such as
moisture.
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2. TUESDAY NOVEMBER 19, 1993 MORNING BREAKOUT SESSION MINUTE8

2.1 Session A: Prlaalrla/PreconditioninQ

Approximately40 to 50 people attendedthisbreakoutsession. Dr. Carfagno made some
openingremarks about the goalsand objectives,and read his prepared questlons/llstof issues
(see Appendix B) that he hopedto addressduringthe session.

QUESTION: (Unidentified) A questionwas asked about the NRC statement that there
were major differences in the EQ programs between DOR plants and
NUREG-0588 Category 1 plants. The questionwas whether NRC knew if
plants didpreaging or just that they were not required?

ANSWER: (Sal Carfagno) Valve operators,motorwindingsand cableswere tested with
aging regardless of requirements.

NOTE: The followingquestionnumbersrefer to the listof questionsprepared
by panel members included in Appendix G. The questions are
presented in the order discussed.

QUESTION 1: In response to the technical basis for preaging, it was commented that a
database of materials that experience aging is necessary to eliminate
preaging requirementswherever possible. This would permitus to evaluate
the preaging requirements for only those components for which aging is
significant.

QUESTION 2: This questionasked how actual temperatures and radiation levelscompare
with test requirements? Phil Holzman commented that with the possible
exceptionof "hot spot"areas, the temperatureand radiationlevelsassumed
duringthe establishmentof equipmentqualificationare generallyhigher than
those actually occurringduring normal operation. The assumed radiation
levels are often higher by an order of magnitude or more. He cited the
UCONN study as evidence. Andy Hodgdon of Yankee Atomic provided a
different perspective. He stated that UCONN placed cables in a relatively
benignarea of containment(foraccessibilityreasons). Andytold of hotspots
at the Yankee plants that far exceeded the projected temperature and
radiation levels, especially in cable vaults and reactor cavities; i.e., 235°F
(113°C) and 300radlhr. at one of the BWRs. Harold Walker of NRC
supportedthisby sayingthat there were numerousoccasionswhere utilities
have come in with that observation. The conclusion reached Is that we
cannot generalize that the Initial assumptions used for preaging are
conservative. Recommendationswere madeto measure temperatures and
radiation levels at plants, and to develop a true indicator of what the
thresholdsfor damage are to variousmaterials and components.
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QUESTION 11: The panel skippedto question11 for a discussionof the aging management
techniquesthat are availableto supportEQ. Phil Holzman repeated his day
one observation of 8 methods, includingrobust design, and engineering
analysis. Larry Gradin supported this by saying that the volts/m, and
temperature ratings of cables are very conservative. Several people
commentedthat more informationis needed beforea completeand effective
aging management program can be developed. Ghassan Attlyeh, Niagara
Mohawk, stated that acceptancecriteriafor conditionmonitoringtechniques
need to be developed to know when the end of qualified life is reached.
Concurrence on thispointfrom others. However, Rick Naylor of CECo said
that some criteda exist; i.e., if <35V/mil, then failures can occur. Harold
Walker wonderedhowacceptance criteriaof CM techniquescouldbe related
to assumptionsmade usingthe Arrheniustechnique.

QUESTION 12: Other preconditioningtechniquesthatcouldbe usedwere addressedbyLarry
Gradin, who offered that 10CFR50.49 does not require preaging. Sal
Carfagno discussed the intent of IEEE 627 regarding significant aging
mechanisms; only those which are significant have to be addressed in
preaging. If it is not significant,then do not include it in EQ Program. S&L
stated that at activation energies of 1.3 and above, thermal degradation
is minimal. Ghassan Affiyeh, Niagara Mohawk stated, there is a lot of

J

data to support this plus information from ASTM and UL that we are not
taking advantage of. LarryGradin concurredwiththis statementand added
that onlygood engineeringis requiredto put a good EQ argument together;
a super database is not necessary.

QUESTION 13: Differences in requirements from DOR to NUREG-0588 plants were
discussed,with Harold Walker of NRC commenting that he feels that the
original DOR requirements are inadequate because of his feeling that
preagingis extremelyimportant. BillCluneof PECO stated that even though
Limerick is a Category 2 plant, at least 80% of the EQ Program meets
Category 1; Peach Bottomis a DOR plant, however,at least50% of their EQ
Programmeets Category1. Therefore, he felt confidentthat mostequipment
was pre-aged. S&L representativequestionedwhether or not NRC would
give credit for applying CM techniques rather than retesting. Milt Vagins
offered that no decisionshad been made by the NRC.

QUESTION 10: Is Arrheniusadequate and what are the uncertainties? Ken Gillen of SNL
emphasized that the misapplicationof Arrhenius in short term experiments
should be avoided; cited a Bell Lab experience with premature telephone
cable failuresdue to errors inArrheniusapplication. Recommended longer
term tests (-1 year) to reduce the uncertainty in the extrapolations. Even
withthistype of testing,extrapolationsto 40 or60 years stillraisesquestions.
Jack Lasky of Okonite said that he had data to show differencesbetween
Arrhenius and natural aging. Agreed that the "danger of extrapolation is
intense". The slope of the line changes with time, as do the activation
energies. Suggestslookingat elongationof new cables versus elongationof
cables prior to LOCA testing. He doesn't thinkthat thishas been done, it's
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only been looked at after LOCA testing. Sal mentioned that when one
considers assemblies such as SOVs, the complexity of the problem
increases. A discussionfollowedas to why the activationenergy changes.
Gillenstatedthat it is a 'complexstory',but methodsare being developed by
the IEC to make a standard inthisarea. P.K Das of Rockbestosand Solano
of TU stated that there was much data on activation energies, but it was
difficultto know which numbers to use. EPRI and NUS were identifiedas
sources.

Jack Lasky stated that the formulationsof cable materials have not
changed for cable since they were developed. This assures continued
adherence to the original EQ testing, but does not take advantage of
improvementsthat have been made since a new EQ Program would be
necessary.

The discussionthen turnedto whether preaging accurately simulated
naturalaging. Gillen thoughtthat if large radiationdoses are applied, then
'equal dose, equal damage' theory does not work. The materials are not
exposed to the effects of oxygen in that situation. Pre-aging for some
materials must also considersynergisms. A key element is to identifythe
failure mechanism;for cable it is elongation.

The internationalapproachesto agingwere discussed;the French are
movingtowards standardizedtests and activationenergies. They are also
working on methodsto determineresiduallife (althoughSal is skepticalthat
suchmethodscan be developed intime to be appliedto existingplants).

Andy Hodgdon of Yankee suggestedthat research be conductedto
quantifythe margin in ambientand accidentenvironmentsto determine what
the overalllevel of conservatismis. Itwas added that reasonable assurance
is OK; does not have to be scientificallyprecise.

Phil Holzman suggestedseveral research ideas as follows:

1. Are the methodologiesfor deriving activation energies and applying
them to servicelifeaccurate? Suggestsan assessmentof techniques
based on today's knowledge.

2. Radiation aging causes the most significant portion of aging
degradation (this is not universally agreed on). If it is over
conservative,then what effect doesthis have on qualifiedlife.

3. For some materials, preaging makes no difference in determining
qualified life. Research needs to identifythe materials/components
whichdo not require preaging.
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Dominion Engineeringrepresentative felt that the variety of plants,
A/Es, and cable manufacturersmakes it difficultto come up with common
requirementsfor extendingthe life of cables. Rick Naylor of CECO feels
strongly that research in this area is needed. Suggests more complete
testing rather than 'a littlehere, a little there'. Also thought that research
reportscouldbe more user friendly.

Sal then asked each of the panel members to summarizetheir thoughts:

Larry Gradin: shouldcorrect the perceptionthat DOR guideline plants are
different than plants with the latest requirements. DOR did require addressing
significantaging mechanisms;for equipment outside containment, analysis was
used.

Phil Holzman: reiteratedthe three itemsidentifiedabove.

Jack Lasky: Suggests forgettingabout activationenergies; concentrate on
techniques to compare naturally aged samples to those obtained from LOCA
testing.

Ken Gillen: Learn theenvironmentsthat we are dealingwithsothat they can
be properly simulated. Arrheniusis not goingto go away, so we better work to
understanditbetter. Acceleratedaging performed10 to 20 years ago iswrongdue
to oxidationrates being incorrect.

LouisTest: Real time data needs to be evaluatedto see how good the EQ
effortswere at time zero. Need to use tools like PRAs to focus on the most risk
significantequipment.

HaroldWalker: Need to reexamine the applicationsof Arrhenius to see if it
has been abusedor misused. If thereare othermethodspossible,then theyshould
be developed. Activationenergies applicationsare not consistent. We need to
identifywhichshouldbe usedfor differentmaterials. We need to put EQ issuesto
bed such as: a) radiation dose rate effects, b) what are acceptable condition
monitoringtechniques,c) real time data needsto be made available to NRC.

2.2 Session B: EQ OperatingExperience

Participantsin thissessionwere mostlyEQ personnelwithoperatingexperience. Among
the 40 to 50 people inthe session,approximately20 utilitieswere represented. A questionand
answerformat was used inthis session. The followingpointswere made:

- (Robert Smith, Duke Power) Operating experience is tied very closely to condition
monitoring. They are not separable. Operatingexperience is tied to everything.

- (Vince Bacanskas,River Bend) Don't know why we should be concernedabout cables
and penetrations. No good reasonspresented.
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- (Robert Smith, Duke Power) Question:Is there any type of equipmentout there that we
should be looking for things that are happening to it? Examples are cables and
penetrations that have a qualified 40 year life established using the Arrhenius
methodology,on whichwe don'thave full-fledgedmaintenanceprograms. Motoroperated
valve is another example. At Duke Power, we refurbish MOVs at every third outage.
Penetrations,we do inspectionson, but we do not go in and test seals to see how hard
they are. When a guy workson a pieceof equipment,he looksat a cable, but there is no
maintenance schedule. One recommendationthat should come out of this session is
exactly what kind of equipmentwe are talking about.

- (James Houghton, NRC) Relays and cables do not have good information,but motors,
circuit breakers, etc. have enough information and if the EQ program is working, the
failure rates should be low.

- (VinceBacanskas,RiverBend)Exceptfor MOVs, the recordson operatingexperienceare
good. The questionson how to use thisexperience shouldbe,

1) howto validate the old conceptwith the experienceand/or

2) howto modifythe existingones using the experience.

- (James Houghton,NRC) EQ componentsshouldbe replacedmoreoften due to the rules.
If there is life left on EQ equipment,what shouldwe do? Shall we replace it, or use it
longer?. What about the old plantsthat do not have EQ programsif they want to extend
their life?

- (Vince Bacanskas, River Bend) NRC is hung up with the difference in test standards.
When the EQ test documentswere reviewed,the standardswere different.

- (George Hubbard, NRC) One importantpoint is the difference in standards as well as
whattheywere tested for. The differencesbetween DOR andCategory 1 were identified,
but that is no bigdeal.

- (George Hubbard, NRC) It is felt that in the area of solenoidvalves or limit switches,
industryprobablygot rid of them and upgradedthem.

- (George Hubbard,NRC) It isimportantto get informationon the differencebetween DOR
and newer standards. Hopefully, some of this information will be obtained from the
planned plant visits. Some plants mightbe DOR plants, but their equipment might be
qualifiedto much higherstandards. We want to find out these things.

- (Kent Brown,TVA) Questionon where they keep EQ equipment.

- (Unidentified) Plants will try to meet only minimum requirements and maybe no
informationwill be given out.
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- (Robert Smith,Duke Power) No more activationenergy study shouldbe conductedinthe
new research. Operating experience shows that plants are actually conservative.
Oconee of Duke Power installedsacrificialcablesin 1970. Some sampleswere analyzed
by Universityof Connecticut. The materialsare Neoprene and EPR, and they are not
gettingthe radiationdamage predictedby Arrhenius plots. I indenter was also used on
cables, and the level of damage is much less than predicted. Should focus on DOR
guidelinesthat did not have preaging.

- (George Hubbard, NRC) The current rule says all safety equipment in a harsh
environment should be EQ tested. Maybe, we can rule out some non-significant
equipmentoutsidethe containment.

- (Robert Smith,Duke Power) Data on monitoringof environmentand testing more useful
at plant licensingthan recalculationanalysis.

- (George Hubbard, NRC) Program shouldlookat whether cable has residuallife after 40
years.

- (B. Metro, Westinghouse) Some EQ components should be removed from the EQ
programs.

- (Unidentified)Ventilationchange will get rid of harsh environment,and can take many
pieces of equipmentoff the list.

- (Robert Smith, Duke Power) For utilitiesto do testing and other extra research efforts,
they need guarantee that NRC willaccept it. Guidelinesand resourcesare needed.

- (George Hubbard, NP,C) On the issue of DOR vs later requirements,the main issue is
how they actuallyage vs predictionbased on Arrheniusmethod.

- (Robert Smith, Duke Power) Utilitieswill be happy to answer those questions,but NRC
shouldmake it clearwhat programsit wants.

- (George Hubbald, NRC) Lots of data out there, but what data should we look at? No
good answers now.

- (Vince Bacanskas, River Bend) Why don't we continue the existing data analysis
programs? Why don't we stay on the courseof theaging program? Why change course?

- (Robert Smith, Duke Power) We want to have somethingconcrete.

Jit Vora came into the session meeting room to describe the NPAR program and its
accomplishments,whichcan be summarized as the following:

- NPAR programstudied30 componentsand 20 systemsresultingin 130 technicalreports

- 25 years of EQ programs and 10 years of NPAR program represent large amount of
information. Let's use these results.
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- This workshopwillshow the way to go from here. We will find out what else shouldbe
done.

- Maintenance rule will be implementedin 1996.

- (Jerry Edson, INEL) Cable failuresrepresentsmallportion(6%) of all the failures,and 3%
of that 6% are related to the environment.

- (Robert Smith, Duke Power) Measured radiation is much lower than was calculated.
Environmentaldata should be emphasized to showthat the real environmentis milder
than predicted.

- (Vince Bacanskas,River Bend) Utilitiesare monitoringall the temperaturesin the harsh
environmentarea twice a day.

- Question: How many monitorsare needed? What is appropriate?

- (Robert Smith, Duke Power) Don't ask for regulationfor monitoring. Don't recommend
that.

- (B. Metro, Westinghouse)Old plants do not monitorthe temperaturesas the new ones.

- (George Hubbard, NRC) NRC doesn'tknow howmuch data is enoughfor monitoringthe
environment. Is 5 years good? 10 years?

- (G. Kopecky,Omaha PublicPower Dist.) Establishclear guidelinesfor the inspectorsto
follow to eliminatethe individualdifferences.

- Representativesfrom some utilitiesbrieflydescribedtheir activitiesrelated to EQ:

Oconee: Trendingsurveillanceprogramis active.

Florida Power: When EQ fails an LCO should be generated. At Florida Power,
everythingis open to air except the containment. Water and moisture problemsexist.
Unanticipatedenvironmentalfactors cause unexpectedfailures, too.

San Onofre: Dailywalkdownis needed to find problemssuchas steam leaks from valve
packings. As the plantsage, environmentalstressescan change.

PSE&G (Salem): Inthe pressurizedenclosure,environmentalchangesreducedqualified
life. Hot spotsreducedthe cable'squalifiedlife.

Survey at this session shows that most of the utilities check whether it is an EQ
equipmentor not on work request.
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- (Robert Smith, Duke Power) Questionsthat we are trying to answer:

1) How many utilitieshave processesthat providefor EQ input? Processes like root
cause analysis. All the utilityrepresentativesraised their hands.

2) Do you evaluate equipment at the end of itsqualifiedlife? After replacement?

- Three plantstook a lookat the periodicreplacementof components.

- Gulf States: MSIV solenoids failed prematurely within the normal EQ
environmentsdue to design defects.

- PSG&E : Fuses, microswitchesfailed before theirqualified life.

3) DoestheArrheniusmethodprovideenoughconservatism?Most attendeesbelieve
SO.

2.3 SessionC: ConditionMonitoring

Dr. George Sliter of EPRI, the sessionchairman, provideda general introductionof the
panelists and let the audience introducethemselves. He stated that today the real workshop
begins. There were 50 to 60 people inattendance,with 22 utilitiesrepresented at the session.
Dr. Sliterprovided some guidelinesand protocolfor the session. He mentionedthat many of
the people who were originallyinvolvedin the developmentof IEEE STD-323 were present
today at the varioussessionsof the workshop. The NRC was commendedfor doing a goodjob
on the workshop. Dr. Sliter read the NRC questions on EQ (see Appendix H) to get the
audience in the rightframe of mind.

Some of the panelistsmade initialcomments:

- Wells Fargo of PacificGas & ElectricCompany, stated that he has confidencein EQ but
knowsthat he has not addressedeverything,so CM is necessary. We need to develop
more tools for normal surveillance.

- J.B. Gardner felt that if EQ's primarygoal is to identifycommoncause failures, then this
is the most important issueto resolveat thissession.

- Dr. Sliter commented that nuclear power plants are designed with redundancy, and
therefore there is a tolerance for random failures. That is why EQ aims at identifying
common cause failures (CCFs). He stated that there are two classes of CCFs: generic
and environmental. Generic CCFs cause pointdefects,and result from errors in design,
fabrication, installation,etc. EnvironmentalCCFs are the province of EQ and result in
bulkdamage.

At this poirlt observationswere made by the audience:

- Pointdefects will not generallylead to CCF.
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- You cannot test or examine cables in containment.

- The plant personnel are a bighelp in findingproblemsbecause they are observant.

- Are we talking about CM on inaccessiblecable? Yes if we can, and we will discussthis
later.

- Wells Fargo pointedout that you have to lookfor hot spots. In hisplant, itwas found that
some cablesthathad been originallyevaluatedfor an environmentof 104 degrees F were
actuallyseeing temperaturesrangingfrom 160 to 200 degrees F.

- We need to come up with ideas that are useful inthe field.

- At our plant, if we find somethingdegradedwe simplyreplace it.

- George Sliter asked the audience if they consider common cause when they replace
items. (no response)

The sessionthen shiftedto a discussionof CM techniques,whichwere categorized into
groups: 1) those techniques that are good maintenance practices, 2) those that are more
formal, but notfull EQ requirements(voluntary),and 3) those that are EQ requirements. (Note:
the followingdiscussionis what was summarized in the PM session)

• Discussionon maintenance good practices

- Includeambient temperature monitoring,training, visual/reportingof anomalies,
feedback of actualdegradation,ALARA concerns.

- The purposeof surveillance is to determine if "it is OK now".

- The amountof CM required may increaseas a resultof the Maintenance Rule.

• Discussionon more formal, but not full EQ requirements

- Root cause analysis, aging monitoring,circuit meggering as part of periodic
checks.

- A show of hands was taken in regards to which utilities have in-situ cable
specimens. Six affirmatives: Toledo Edison, Oconee, Nine Mile 2, Vogtle,
Northeast Utilities,Maine Yankee. For these in-situsamples,mechanicaltestsand
OIT are performed.

- Another show of hands for which utilities have EQ personnel involved in
maintenanceactivities.Responsewas some, but no counttaken.

- ,_;omeutilitiesare actually using ECAD and Indenter testing to monitor cable
condition.
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• Discussionon CM as part of EQ program

- Inspection,accessat end devices, photographs,environmentalmonitoring.

- GenerallyCM is not specifiedas part of EQ.

- EQ equipment is flagged on workorders by some utilities.

- If effectiveCM were available,most utilitieswould use it.

The discussionthenturned to categorizingCM techniquesintogroupssuchas promising,
some promise, limitedpromise,etc. Dr. Sue Bumay's (AEA Technology)viewgraph was used
as a startingpoint. (The resultsof thisdiscussionare summarized inthe CM summarysession.
Commentsfrom this discussionare notedbelow.)

° Discussionon categorizationof CM techniques

- Dielectrictests pickout the worst spot on the cable.

- One way to get an unaged cable sample if there are no new ones available, is to
use a sample from controlroomcable inthat ithas been in a benignenvironment.

- Jacket degradesfaster than the insulation,so there is justificationfor monitoring
the jacket to trend aging degradation.

- TDS not yet out of the lab, and it cannotbe used for unshieldedcable.

- The premise for most CM techniquesis that conditionof equipment must stay
equal to or better than artificiallyaged equipment that was LOCA tested.

- With all CM techniquesyou need cross correlation.

- Sometimespullingout a cable is not a bad idea to get a sample, when no other
optionsare available.

- UK, Ontario Hydro, and EPRI were mentioned as having ongoing research
programsthat could be usefulin providingeffectiveCM techniques.

- The utility members of the audience were asked if they would want condition
monitoringto be a regulatory requirementfor EQ. Althoughthey had previously
indicatedthat CM was important, they responded that they would not want CM
added as a regulatory requirement.

- Under what circumstanceswouldit be prudentto use CM in EQ?

1) When you suspecta problem,

2) For a systematicprogramfor selectedcables,
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3) To supportextended qualifiedlife,

4) For cables identifiedas importantby riskprioritization.

- Then coursesof actionwere identified.(see sessionsummary)

2.4 Session D: EQ Testinq

This sessionwas attended by30 to 40 people. Discussionsby the panelistswere guided
bythe listof preparedquestionson the subjectof EQ testinggiveninAppendixH. The session
opened with questionsfrom the floor.

- (Dave Jackson, NAMCo Controls) They want to focus on IEEE requirements during
qualificationtestingof products. Why are new requirementscontinuallybeing brought in,
and of what benefitare they? He isreferring,forexample, to changesin requirementsfor
thermalcycling,mechanicalcyclingduringaging,multipleLOCA profilerequirements,and
plant specificseismicrequirements.

- (R. Miller,Westinghouse) The standardsare presentlybeing revisedto removewhat are
consideredexcessiverequirements. The IEEE 382 standardwillsoon beginthe revision
process.

- (James Gleason, GLS Enterprises) This sessionis intendedto focus on EQ of electrical
equipmentrather than seismicrequirements.

- (Unidentified)What are the NRC requirementswith respectto IEEE standards?

- (SatishAggarwal,NRC) If youmeet the requirementsof IEEE Stdo323-1974 you satisfy
the requirementsof the NRC;we have notendorsed IEEE Std. 323-1983. However, NRC
has endorsed IEEE Std. 344-1987 for seismicqualificationof electricaland mechanical
equipment.

- (SatishAggarwal, NRC) The inputfrom the workshopis more importantto NRC to help
to determine where to proceed from here. Should we concentrate on electrical
equipment,electricalcable, etc. only? Shouldwe do additionaltesting,and if so, to what
standards?

- (Paul Boucher, GPU) What is the role of the NRC? If the industrydid contributeall of
their test results would this information then be used to determine which qualified
equipment is safe and whichneeds more work?

- (Paul Boucher,GPU) The NUMARC report [Low-VoltageEnvironmentally-QualifiedCable
License Renewal Industry Report, NUMARC Inc., Washington D.C., Revision 1, March
1983] showsthe status of EQ electricalcable in all nuclear plants at the present time.
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- (James Gleason, GLS Enterprises) We want to get opinionsin this session from the
industryabout EQ testingissues. Is more research needed on each topic? If so, what
direction should thiswork take? For example on the subjectof electricalcables, what
else shouldwe be lookingat? Shouldtestsbe structuredsothat researchtest resultsare
validfor the purposeof industryusingall or part ofthe resultsto qualifysome equipment?

- (Charles Butz, DuPont) What does the nuclear industry need in the future as far as
insulation on electrical cables? Many new polymers have been developed and are
available that would help the nuclear industry, but testing is very expensive, and the
manufacturers are not sure how to proceed with testing, what are or will be the
requirements? The 200 Mrad radiation requirements, for example, are overly
conservativeand may unnecessarilyeliminatemanynew polymersthatwouldlegitimately
add to the safety performanceof nuclear plants.

- (Paul Boucher,GPU) One bigquestioniswhat are we goingto do aboutthe older plants
(DOR guidelines)? Afterall these years, no consolidationof test resultsand information
has been reached.

- (Charles Butz, DuPont) Maybe we shouldbe lookingat two separate areas for tests: 1)
old equipmentand 2) new productsand equipment.

- (James Gleason, GLS Enterprises) The new generationof plantsshouldconcentrate on
the design aspects of reducing EQ requirements. They should lookto relocate safety
related equipment out of the harsh environment areas, thereby cuttingdown on the
quantityof EQ requiredequipment.

- (Charles Butz, DuPont) Our [cable insulationmanufacturers]dilemma is: I have a new
product, now how do I test it? The way you test will determine whether the product
passes or not. Radiationfirst,thermal aging second,or whatever ordermightbe chosen.

- (James Gleason, GLS Enterprises) IEEE Std. 323-1974 says that the test must be
performed in the worst case sequence. IEEE Std. 383-1974 says that the test must be
performed in the worst case sequence. In general if the productor equipment is not
affected by a certain condition,suchas cyclicaging, then there is no need to include it in
the qualificationtestingfor that productor equipment.

- (Michael Saniuk, National Technical Systems) Industry wants to keep the cables and
equipment that they already have. In the future they may look to new and better
products, and to relocatingequipment intoless harsh environments. For now, industry
wants to know if the old equipment is okay, or if additionaltestingwillbe required.

- (Satish Aggarwal, NRC) The NRC will look at all informationand test reports that are
available before decidingon its course of action. If more testing is needed, we want the
input from thisworkshopto helpdecide on what courseof actionto follow.

At this point, the session chairman directedthe discussionto the considerationof the
questionslistedin AppendixH for SessionD.
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1. Does experience continue to support the validity of the hypothesis that the proper
application of sequential testing can simulate natural in-plant aging? if not, would
simultaneous testing be more appropriate?

- (Mark Jacobus, SNL) If you do a sufficientlyconservative sequential test, then it is
acceptable. We must know what the environmentsare in order to determine what is
sufficientlyconservative.

- (James Gleason, GLS) Do you know of any cables that needed simultaneoustests?

- (Mark Jacobus, SNL) Everything tested so far has been tested to such conservative
conditionsthat they sufficientlyenvelopethe actualplant conditions.

- (MichaelSaniuk,NationalTechnicalSystems) Are there commercialsimultaneoustesting
facilitiesavailable?

- (Chades Butz, DuPont) Yes there are several.

- (Chades Butz, DuPont) Simultaneoustests shouldincludemoisture.

- (James Gleason, GLS) Several tests are done consideringmoisture, for example, on
electricmotors. Rightnow we are coveringcablethermal and radiationas simultaneous
vs. sequential.

- (Chades Butz, DuPont) Why don't we do it both ways: sequential thermal, sequential
radiation,and simultaneous?

- (James Gleason, GLS) That is probablya good idea for brandnew productsto uncover
the synergisms.

- (M. Kopp, Farwell & Hendricks) Sequential testingseems to be okay provided you have
the conservatismsbuiltin. You wouldgo to simultaneousto investigatefurtherif youhad
failures occurringduringsequentialtesting. We should be lookingat what are the plant
environmentalconditions.

- (Satish Aggarwal, NRC) Are there instrumentationsin the plants that can provide this
information?

- (M. Kopp,Farwell& Hendricks) There is not extensiveinformation,and there hasn't been
in the past.

- (R. Miller, Westinghouse) Synergistictestingmay tell you a lot about the equipment.

- (BillDenny, Ogden) He has reviewed nearly all the testinginformation,research reports
and other documentationon this subject, and it appears to him that we have all the
informationthat we need. You just haveto locateit, review it, and put it togetherin order
to apply it to the present questions. Everythingabout cables is already known,you just
have to consolidateit and present it to NRC.
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- (Mark Jacobus,SNL) The problemwiththe testingthat has alreadybeen done is that you
don't know all the aging effects. We don't know everythingwe want to know about the
aging of electricalcables.

- (Chades Butz, DuPont) Agrees with Jacobus, we don't know all the factors related to
testing particularlyin the eady days.

- (Bob Gehm, Rockbestos) It seems that the conservatisms have serendipitouslybeen
includedfor electricalcables:90 degrees C., 40 years life, 200 Mrad.

- (JamesGleason, GLS) To summarizethe discussionson thisquestion,sequentialtesting
is okay so long as the conservatismsare left in. Given the level of knowledgewe have
today, manufacturersmusttestnew cablesto whatever are the worstcase conditionsfor
the electricalcable.

- (Bob Gehm, Rockbestos) Note that thermalaging is cdttcalfor jacketed cable: there will
be different activationenergies for the insulationand the jacket materials.

. (James Gleason, GLS) If you have several differentmaterials in a piece of equipment,
youmust selectthe lowestactivationenergymatedal to determinethe aging, even though
this results in overagingof the other materials in the equipment.

2a. How have the following been accounted for In EQ testing? Cable-to-connector
interfaces?

- (Mark Jacobus,SNL) He does not see any significantissueson this subject.

- (James Gleason, GLS) He agrees with Jacobus, there are no significantissues on this
subject;they use qualifiedconnectorsand spliceswhenever they do cable testing.

- (Mark Jacobus,SNL) It is not a research issue, but it is an area that testers and plants
must be aware of, and that variationsmust be adequatelyjustified.

- (James Gleason, GLS) If a plantinstallsequipmentinthe same configurationto which it
was qualified,then there is no problem.

- (M. Kopp, Farwell & Hendflcks) System tests are more realisticbecause then you are
able to check cables, connectors,loops, lengthsand all their interactionstogether.

- (Dave Jackson,NAMCo) Complainedthat they have been losingmany vendorsthat had
been supplyingqualifiedcables for use in their products.

2b. How have the following been accounted for In EQ testing? Thermal/radiation hot
spots?
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- (Mark Jacobus, SNL) You are supposedto test to the worst case conditionsin order to
cover hot spots. For example, in yesterday'ssessionit was mentionedthat Gulf States
had a problemwith exceeding300 degrees which was beyondthe boundaryenvelopto
which the equipmenthad been qualified. This equipmentwas no longerwithin the EQ
limits.

- (James Gleason,GLS) inmostcases ifyouexceedqualifiedenvironments,the equipment
has to be replaced and the conditionthat caused the problemmust be corrected.

- (Mark Jscobus, SNL) This is more a questionof environmentalmonitoring. You must
know your environments.

- (Paul Boucher,GPU Nuclear) This is not really an EQ testing issue, but rather a plant
specificenvironmentalmonitoringissue.

2c. How have the following been accounted for In EQ testing? Long cable
overhangs?

- (James Oleason, GLS) Sand;atested cables over sharpedges withweights hangingon
them, and no breaks were found.

- (Mark Jacobus, SNL) They didn'tsubsequentlyLOCA test them.

- (James Gleason, GLS) He didn'trecallever havinga cable seismicfailure. The Mandrel
bend requirementcovers the issue.

- (Mark Jacobus,SNL) There shouldn'tbe anylong unsupportedrunsina plantwithoutthe
proper supports. This is an installationissue.

. (James Gleason, GLS) Agrees with Mark Jacobus, SNL that this not really a research
testing issue, but rather an installationissue.

- (M Kopp, Farwell & Hendrlcks) The connector configurationquestionis a valid testing
issue, but it is consideredduring EQ testing.

2d. Are addltlonal EQ testlng requlrements or marglns needed?

- (M. Kopp, Farwell & Hendricks) Marginsare adequate.

- All the other panelistswere in agreement.

3. Are technlques used to impose comblned thermal and radlatlon aglng In current EQ
testlng stlll valld? How are synerglstlc and dose rates effects accounted for?
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- (Mark Jacobus, SNL) Dose rote effect is a synergism;again, ifconservatism is built in to
the test, then the dose rate synergismis covered.

- (Chades Butz, DuPont). Don't some Sandia reports show dose rate effects for some
materials?

- (Mark Jacobus, SNL) Yes, butif 1 Mrad is the actual level, andwe testat 50 Mrads, then
we adequately cover the dose rate synergism. With new materials, you may want to
investigatethe details more thoroughly. You wouldthen run a series of tests.

- (Bob Gehm, Rockbestos) Dose rate effects are more noticeableat the lowerlevels. For
most polymersat approximately200 Mrads (based on elongation)the effects are found
to converge.

- (M. Kopp, Farwell& Hendricks) Is that publishedinformation?

- (Charles Butz, DuPont) Cautionshould be used when generalizing that the effects on
polymerswill converge at about 200 Mrads. For today's cables, yes, however for new
polymersthis cannotbe generalizedas true in all cases.

4. What tests could be performed on naturally-aged cables (In.situ) to substantiate EQ
tests?

No discussionof thisquestiontook place.

5. In view of the increasing use of PRA techniques, is it still justifiable to use the
deterministic, single sample approach used intraditional EQ practice? What are the
possible alternatives?

- (Mark Jacobus,SNL) He is comfortablewith it the way it stands today. What we have
done to thispointis okay.

- (R. Miller,Westinghouse) A singlesample is not realisticfor sensors, suchas pressure
transmitters,temperature transmitters, etc.

- (Michael Saniuk, NationalTechnical Systems) When economicsare removed from the
picture, it is better to test multiplesamples. You try testingto differentqualifiedlives. In
AppendixB testing,you have assurance that all samplesare builtthe same way, withthe
same specs, materials,procedures,tools,etc. If you have commercialequipmentthat is
then being EQ tested, you don't have that same assurance.

- (Dave Jackson, NAMCo.) What is considereda sample for cable?

_ (Mark Jacobus,SNL) 10 feet is what the standard (IEEE 383) says.
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- (James Gleason, GLS) You need to do more than one sample if possible to gain
confidence in your results. Michael Saniuk, National Technical Systems's point on
commercial vs. Appendix B programequipment is important. You have to have more
confidencein your results.

- (Paul Boucher, GPU Nuclear) Rosemountand NAMCo have been doingmultiplesample
testingthroughthe years,and buildup confidencebased on similarityas more and more
modelsare tested. Economicsoften limitthe number of samples.

- (R. Miller, Westinghouse) These were the same basic modelsbut in different ranges.

- (SatishAggarwal, NRC) Experiencehas shownthat in EQ testing,if one sample fails, a
secondwas tested. If several attempts were made before a sample passes, then what
level of confidencedo we have? Shouldwe seek testingbyseveral differentlaboratories
to justifythe qualification?

- (Dave Jackson, NAMCo.) Testing labs get different results,especially in the case of
LOCA testing.

- (R. Miller,Westinghouse) Westinghousedoesn't recallany caseswhere equipmentfailed
qualificationtestingand no changeswere made to the design before a new testwas run.

- (James Gleason, GLS) When a failure occurs during EQ qualification, it is first
determinedif the testspecimenhas failed or if the laboratory'stest equipment has failed.
When the failure is in the test specimen,the failure is consideredcommon mode and a
failure analysis performed. Unless the analysis shows that the failure was definitely
caused by some random phenomenon,the failure is consideredcommonmode and the
item is not qualified. Prior to repeatingtests, one or more of the followingis performed,
a test specimenredesign,lesseningof test conditions,changesin acceptancecriteria,or
lessening of qualified life (assuming a test specimen with reduced qualified life has
passed). Tests are restarted at the last point successfulperformance was recorded.
When redesign,changes inconditionsor acceptancecriteriahave been made, this most
likelycauses the testingto be restarted at the beginning.

In all cases, an itemis qualifiedonlywhen a test specimenhas a clear path of successful
performance throughall phases of the testing. A mistakethat uninformed people have
made is by havingtest data whichshowsthat the equipmentdid not perform, attributing
a probable cause or even a design changeand not retesting. The bottomline is that the
recorded data stillshows inadequateperformance, unlessretestingwas done.

Even for truly random failures and for laboratory test equipment failure, the test is
restarted at the last pointthat successfulperformance was recorded.

As an example, they had two itemsunder test, a 20 year qualifiedlife unit and a 15 year
qualified life unit. The 20 year test unitfailed, and the 15 year specimen had passed.
The vendorelected to drop the 20 yearqualificationtestingprogram(thus assuminga 20
year common mode failure), and simplyoffer the unit as having a 15 year qualifiedlife.
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- (Satish Aggarwal, NRC) Ifwe were testinga 10-20 ft. length of cable, and foundthat 3
out of 4 samples passed, but one failed. What wouldwe assume in such a case?

- (R. Miller,Westinghouse) We favorthe use of a least3 samplesif possible. We can then
use engineering judgement to determine whether the failure was common mode or
random failure. Testing by multiplelaboratoriesis not necessary. However, a set test
plan is essential.

- (Michael Saniuk, National Technical Systems) Multiple samples is important. Using
different labs is not necessary, just make sure that they follow good practices and
techniques.

- Mark Jacobus, SNL and M. Kopp, Farwell & Hendricks agreed with R. Miller,
Westinghouseand Michael Saniuk, NationalTechnicalSystems.

- (Bob Gehm, Rockbestos) What are the feelingsabout lab accreditation?

- (James Gleason, GLS) The major labs have no problem withthe idea of accreditation.
However the utilitiesuse a number of smaller specialty labs that were not financially
capable of attainingand maintainingaccreditation,so thiswould be a problem for these
smaller labs. Therefore, insteadof accreditation,QA programswere then used to cover
the question of lab credentials. For example, during one 1 year period, at least one
laboratorywas subjectedto 56 on3-week audits.

- (James Gleason, GLS) He agrees withtestingof multiplesamples. He also feels that it
is a good idea for the researchlabsto testunderan AppendixB/PaRd21-type QA program
so that the industrycan make use of the results.

• (Satish Aggarwal, NRC) What do youmean by multiple?

- (James Gleason, GLS) For itemslikecable, youcan cut it up intomany smallersamples.
For things like electric motors, you wouldtypicallyuse 2 or 3 samples. For statistical
analysis,youwould need 5, 6, or more samples.

- (Charles Butz, DuPont) Intheir testing,they wouldnormallyuse from 3 to 5 samples of
exactly the same item. The main thing is to try to determinethe reason for any failure
that may occur.

- (Bob Gehm, Rockbestos) They take 3 samples of exactly the same item, for example,
jacketed cable, unjacketed cable, multiconductor,etc. But note that there may be
different levels of voltage for each applicationof a particulartype of cable. One cable
model, for example, can be usedfor power cable at one voltageand for instrumentation
and controlservice operatingat a lowersignalvoltage level.
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6. How do current EQ methods account for unanticipated modes of failure (i.e.,
moisture intrusion failure paths, interface relaxation/creep effects)?

This subjectwas covered in November 15, 1993 presentationsby Mark Jacobus, SNL,
"Perspectiveson EquipmentQualificationIssuesfrom ResearchTesting," and Michael Saniuk,
National Technical Systems, 'q'est Simulations- How They Accountfor InstalledConditions,"
and in the above discussionsfollowingEQ TestingSession question2.

8. Due to a numbering error there was no question number 8.

9. The LOCA simulation test includes exposure to two cycles of the predicted LOCA
environmenL The additional peak transient is intended to assure performance
margin. How realistic is this test profile in terms of demonstrating that adequate
margin exists?

- (Michael Saniuk, National Technical Systems) Two transient LOCA tests are a valid
meansof testing:the firstpeak isattainedwithsuperheatedsteam,thenwhen thesecond
peak occurs, everything is already saturated. This is very conservativeand covers the
margin.

- (R. Miller, Westinghouse) Westinghousebelieves that the singletransient with margin
builtin is adequate. This is ;asgiveninthe IEEE Standard 323-1983.

- (M. Kopp, Farwell & Hendricks) Two peaks is simplystressingthe equipment twice. A
singlepeak transient with marginis adequate.

- (James Gleason, GLS) We did away with double peaks since there is no quantifiable
marginattained indouble peaks.The singlepeak transientwithmargin is adequate. The
entiretest chamber is broughtup to the normalcontainmenttemperaturepriorto initiating
the accidenttest simulation,(e.g. 150°F) this is typicallydone usingsteam. The typical
worstcase LOCA and MSLB requirementsare superheated steamconditions,for instance
350°F and50 psigissuperheated,saturatedconditionswouldrequirepressuresinexcess
of 100 psig. Thus for the typicalsuperheatedLOCA requirements,the ramp wouldmatch
the requirementas close as practicable,usingsuperheated steam. The temperature and
pressurewould be controlledto meet andslightlyexceed the ramp rate, temperature and
pressure requirements. The temperatureand pressure requirementstypically contain
15°F and 10 psig margin. At the time that the LOCA requirementsachieve saturated
conditions,then saturated steam conditionswould be utilized in the test chamber.
Chemicalsprayswould be added at the time of maximumpressureand saturatedsteam
conditions.This allowsthe chemicalspray maximumpenetratingcapabilityand since the
conditionsare saturated, the pressureprofileis not over tested. Since much equipment
is susceptibleto pressure,over pressurizationis avoidedwhen ever possible.For items
likesplicesand cables,whichare notas sensitiveto pressure,saturatedsteam conditions
couldbe performed,butthese wouldresultinhigh pressuresexceedingthe design bases
andtypicallygreater than 100 psig. Thermocouplesare placedwithin2 inchesof the test
specimensand normallythree thermocouplesare utilized.
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- (Mark Jacobus, SNL) He has no strong opinion on the issue. IEEE Std. 323-1983
requiresonly 1; Sandia uses 2 peaks, the most importantissueis that the profileshould
match the specificplant conditions.

- (Bob Gehm, Rockbestos) The early testingwas done usingone peak only. Most of the
testing showed that if equipment passed a one peak LOCA, then they also passed a
secondpeak LOCA successfully.

- (James Gleason,GLS) In hisexperience,the peak was notthe mostcriticalportionof the
test. It was when the chemicalspray came on that thingsbegan to fail. The moisture
intrusionwas what caused the most problems.

10. LOCA chambers have exhibited difficulty in controlling steam pressure and internal
temperature such that temperature overshoots in excess of the test profile plus 15
degree margin often occurs. What is the impact on the qualification test results
when equipment is exposed to these conditions? How adequately is the LOCA
accounted for?

- (MichaelSaniuk,NationalTechnicalSystems) Overshootingtemperature isnot as critical
as overshootingthe pressure. Higher pressure can cause additional failures by the
processof moistureintrusion.

- (R. Miller,Westinghouse) It is importantto get the ramp correctly,so that the integrityof
the sample'sseals can be verified.

- (M. Kopp,Farwell and Hendricks) Considersovershootto be a conservatism,so it is not
considereda problemin research testingactivities.

- (James Gleason,GLS) He foundthat itwas generallyokay if overshootoccurredduring
a testingrun as long as the equipmentpassed. However if the equipmentwas damaged
duringa run in whichovershootoccurred,then the testinglab was responsiblefor doing
the test over again.

- (Paul Boucher,GPU) The importanceof adherence to a specified test ramp depends on
the type and nature of the sample that is being tested. They have found that the test
ramp can be a very hard thingto match up.

- (R. Miller, Westinghouse) For example, if the sample has seals, the ramp is very
important.

- (Mark Jacobus,SNL) This is not reallya researchissue, it is more of a testing lab quality
issue.

- (M. Kopp, Farwell & Hendricks) In the presentcontext however, the research testing is
being used to verify the validityof old test results. In that respect, adherence to a
specifiedtest ramp becomesimportant.
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- (Satish Aggarwal, NRC) The NRC needs assurance that the equipment qualification
methods are valid. Test profilesthat were used to qualify equipment must match the
profilesspecifiedfor the plants.

7. The post-LOCA simulation test of the IEEE standards (IEEE Stds. 383-1974 and 323-
1974) demonstrates margin by requiring mechanical durability (mandrel bend) for
cables and Immersing them in water while being energized. Is the needed margin
adequately accounted for in this test or is the test considered to be too
conservative (and on what basis?).

- (MichaelSaniuk, NationalTechnicalSystems) The mandrelbendtest followingthe LOCA
test is ultra-conservative.

- (Satish Aggarwal, NRC) If we have naturallyaged cable, do we then bend it around a
mandrel?

- (Michael Saniuk, NationalTechnicalSystems) I stillbelieve it is ultra-conservative.

- (James Gleason, GLS) He agrees withMichael Saniuk,NationalTechnicalSystems,that
the mandrelbend requirementfollowingthe LOCAtest is ultra-conservative.For naturally
aged cables, if you want to do this test, you shoulddo it in-situ. This is because when
you move the cables to remove it from the plant, then you will wind up doing more
damage, or at leastas much,as the mandrelbendtestwouldinflicton the cablesamples.
You couldnot definitivelyidentifywhichdamage was the resultof cable removal process,
and which couldbe attributedto the mandrelbend test.

- (Mark Jacobus,SNL) During his researchtestingwork that is reported in NUREG/CR-
5772 [NUREG/CR-5772, "Aging, Condition Monitoring,and Loss-of-CoolantAccident
(LOCA) Tests of Class 1E Electrical Cables," Volumes 1, 2, and 3, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM. August 1992], they included a mandrel bend test for
cables after they had undergonea LOCA test. They found that cables failed the post-
LOCA mandrel bend test even after they had successfullypassed the LOCA exposure
test. They notedthat the onesthat did fail inthiswaywere marginalanyway. Therefore,
this representsa conservatism. He feels that theyshouldperformthe mandrel bend test
on the naturallyaged cables.

- (Michael Saniuk, NationalTechnicalSystems) He feels that any failure casts a doubt on
the capabilityof the equipment. This is fine if research testing results in failure, but it
doesn't then mean that the DOR-qualifiedcables are no good.

- (Paul Boucher,GPU Nuclear) He feels that removingthe naturallyaged cablesfrom the
plant will ruinthem. He also feels that the mandrelbend test is not realistic.

11. What gives you confidence that cables have been qualified to accident conditions?
What conservatisms are typical in qualification testing?
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- (James Gleason, GLS) Many of the DOR qualifiedcableswere qualificationtested with
preaging. Any that weren't pre-aged may be good researchspecimenchoices. Are any
of the experts aware of DOR cable that was not pre-aged?

- (Mark Jacobus,SNL) He was not aware of any that had not had some sort of aging.

- (Michael Saniuk, NationalTechnicalSystems) He feels that itwould be valid researchto
retest or revaluate whether the qualificationwas adequate.

- (R. Miller,Westinghouse) He agrees.

- (Mark Jacobus, SNL) He feels this is valid. Also if there is equipment that was
insufficientlypre-aged, then it shouldbe reevaluated.

- (Satish Aggarwal, NRC) Shouldthe NRC ask all utilitieswhether all safety cables were
tested, what requirementswere used, and what pre-aging methodswere used? Is this
too much informationto request?

- (BillDenny, Ogden) If the NRC wantsto do researchtestingon oldcables, and requests
informationon the cables in their plants, then NRC must let the plants know up front
exactly howthe informationis to be used,and howthey planto treat a failure if itoccurs.

- (Paul Boucher,GPU Nuclear) EPRI/NUMARC/NRC or some similarcentralized industry
organization should consolidateall the informationthat exists on qualified cables and
equipment. This wouldbe the mostcost effectiveapproach.

- (SatishAggarwal,NRC) Should the NRC seek the informationon electricalcables being
used in harshenvironmentsonly?

- (Michael Saniuk, NationalTechnicalSystems) The informationthat Mr. SatishAggarwal,
NRC is looking for is already available in the NUMARC cable report ("Low-Voltage
Envirot=mentally-QualifiedCable LicenseRenewal IndustryReport," NuclearManagement
and Resource Council, Inc., Washington, D.C. Revision1, March 1993. (Includes In-
Containment Cable Database as Appendix A and Cable-Related LER Database as
Appendix B)).

- (Paul Boucher,GPU Nuclear) We qualifyequipment to the worst case conditions
that they mightencounter. However the equipmentmay not always be applied in
those worst case environments.

12. How have synergisms been addressed in cable qualification? What about other
devices?

Synergismswere covered in the November 15, 1993 presentationby Michael M. Kopp,
Farwell& Hendricksentitled"How Synergismsare Accountedfor inthe TypicalTest Program,"
and in the above discussionsfollowingEQ Testing Session question3.
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3. TUESDAY NOVEMBER 16, 1993 AFTERNOON PLENARY SESSION MINUTES

On Tuesday November16, the SessionChairmensummarizedthe resultsof the individual
breakoutpanel sessions. Allworkshopparticipantswere inattendance for thisplenarysession.
The minutesof these summariesare presentedhere.

3.1 Openin,qRemarks

John Craig (NRC/RES) made the followingopeningremarks:

- The workshop has identifieda number of questionsthat need to be answered related to
environmental qualification. The sources of these questions are plant operating
experienceand testingexperience.

- The NRC is notstarting over in lookingat the issueof EQ. Rather, theywillbuildon past
work.

- The fact that questionsexistrelatedto EQ does notmean that the staff has concludedan
immediate safety issueexists which requirescorrectiveaction. It just means that more
information is needed or a consolidationof information is required on this subject to
answer the questions,and determinewhat, if any, action is necessary.

- This workshopis the beginningof a series of interactionsbetween NRC and the industry
on the subjectof EQ. The linesof communicationwill remain open.

- If anyonehas additionalcommentson the workshop,they can be sent to the NRC or BNL
for inclusionin the proceedings.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

None.

3.2 Chairman's Summary of SessionA: Preaging/Preconditionina

SalvatoreCarfagno made the followinggeneral comments:

The goal of this summary is to give a fair representationof the inputobtainedduringthe
panel sessions,some of which are suggestionsand some questions. No effort was made to
resolvedifferencesor disagreements. These shouldnot be consideredrecommendations. It is
up to the NRC to evaluate and decide on the approachto resolve issues.

The followingitemswere then presentedas a summary of the panel sessionresults:

- It is suggested that the importance-to-safetyapproach adopted by the international
communitybe investigated.Can PRAs be usedto identifyimportantequipment;e.g., can
LOCA test specificationsbe modifiedif a PRA shows the plant can be maintained in a
safe conditioneven if the equipment fails withina few days after the start of the LOCA?
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- It is suggestedthat cables be tested in-situ. Also,smallsamplesshouldbe obtained from
operatingor decommissionedplantsfor testing. The propertiesof cables aged inservice
shouldbe comparedto propertiesof cables subjectedto acceleratedaging to determine
if there is conservatism in the existingpractices. After determining the conditionof
naturally aged cables, develop methods of accelerated aging to simulate the naturally
aged condition. To the extent otherequipmentis of interest,do the same for it.

- In the area of operatingexperience,it is suggestedthat data be identifiedthat the utilities
should obtain to evaluate the adequacyof existingqualificationprograms, as well as to
evaluate recommendationsfor modifyingindustrystandardsandgovernmentregulations.
Industryfulfillmentof the need to monitorservice conditionsvaries, therefore, guidance
may help.

- Now that we have about 25 years of operatingexperience,we shouldevaluate the aging
occurringin serviceand answer the followingquestions:

- Do the data identifyequipmentwhichdoes not age significantly?

- Can preconditioningbe modifiedor omittedfor such equipment?

- How do serviceconditionscompareto the conditionsassumed in
qualification;are some less severe or more severe?

- How can such informationbe used in modifyingqualifiedlife?

- On the issueof DOR Guidelinesversus 10 CFR 50.49, it is suggestedthat the adequacy
of equipment qualifiedby the DOR Guidelinesbe evaluated; e.g., if cables are the key
issue, the perception that cables were not aged should be corrected. Instead, the
adequacy of the acceleratedagingthat was done shouldbe evaluated.

- On the issue of margins,the originalmarginsincludedin the standardswere arbitrary.
We shouldtry to determinethedegree of conservatismassociatedwiththe margins. Also,
we shouldtry to quantifythe overall level of conservatismin the EQ process.

- On the issue of the ArrheniusMethod, the followingquestionsshouldbe answered:

- Is this methodadequate to establisha qualifiedlife?

- To what extent is extrapolationacceptable?

- What are the acceptablemethodsof determiningactivationenergy, e.g.,
is TGA acceptable?

- How do we define relevant indicatorsof degradation?

- How is the selectionof end pointsdetermined?
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- The data (ASTM, UnderwritersLab) that supportsthe view that, if
activationenergy is greater than 1,3 eV/molecule, then thermal
degradation is minimal,shouldbe reviewedto determine if thresholds
can be set for thermal aging, just as we have done for radiationaging.

- On the issueof radiationagingcombinedwiththermalaging, itshouldbe determined how
importantdose rate and synergisticeffects are in the contextof the overall qualification
process and the entire program of assuring plant safety. If they are judged to be
important,state-of-the-art modelsshouldbe verifiedby additionaltestingundercombined
thermal and radiationenvironments.

- On the issueof alternativesto the present EQ approach, i.e., preconditioningto simulate
significantaging mechanisms,the followingoptionsshouldbe evaluated:

- Omit preconditioningaltogether?

- Standardize testingas foreigncountriesare doing,withoutrequiringa qualified life, and
depend on surveillance,maintenance,and refurbishmentto assure equipment adequacy.

- Specifystandard values of activationenergy.

- Use differentapproachesfor differenttypesof equipment,based on resultsat PRA/PSA
analyses.

In additionto answeringthe above questions,degradationmonitoringproceduresshould
be evaluated. NPAR has establishedthe state-of-the-art, therefore, NPAR results should be
reviewed to identify methods that have prospect of predictingresidual life and which merit
further research.

One often stated opinionis to make sure that all existinginformationis digested relative
to the issuesto be decided.

- In reviewingthe workshopinput,the followingfactors shouldbe taken into account:

- What is the key informationneeded to resolvethe issuesfaced?

- What is the relativevalue of the candidate investigationsin resolving
the issues?

- When are resultsneeded?

- What are the prospectsof successof the candidates?

- Is the realistictime needed for investigationconsistentwith satisfyingthe need?
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION: (Alex Marion, NUMARC) On the issue of operating experience the panel
suggestedthat utilitiesshouldevaluatedata on inserviceaging. Was the cost
and value added of suchan activitydiscussedby the panel?

ANSWER: (Salvatore Carfagno) I don't recall if those specificpoints were discussed,
however,several utilitiesapprovedof lookingat the operatingexperience to
identifyproblemsthey are not aware of. Also, it was felt that some guidance
would be useful.

COMMENT: (Bill Farmer, NRC Retired) 1) Regarding the implicationthat accelerated
aging is conservative,this is not true in some instances. High radiationdose
rates used for accelerated aging can mask real aging and, therefore, not
accurately simulate the effects. For example, the oxygen diffusion
phenomenon,lowdose rate effects,etc. There are some materialsthat don't
age in accelerateddosageas fast as inactual plantoperation. Consideration
must be given to this issue.

2) Regarding end points, from the SNL work, when measuring elastic
properties90% can be lostand the component can stillpass. Therefore, it
won't be easy to find end points.

QUESTION: (P. DiBenedetto,DiBenedettoAssoc.)Regardingprogrammaticand planning
aspects, 1) how willEQ researchdata be integratedintothe actionplan, and
2) willschedulingimpactthe EQ task action plan?

ANSWER: (John Craig, NRC) 1) There are a number of activitiesidentified to look at
data. The NRC is workingwith the National Labs to integrate this data into
the plan. 2) The planhas an aggressiveschedule. In orderto accomplishall
activitiesthe NRC willstructure and prioritizeits approach.

COMMENT: (Phil Holzman, STAR) In S. Carfagno's commentson margins, it shouldalso
have been mentionedthat there needs to be an investigationintothe margin
assumptionsregardingaccidentand normalradiationdoses.

3.3 Chairman's Summary of Session B: EQ OperatingExperience

Robert Smith made the followinggeneral comments:

The panel session focused on three main areas; 1) DOR guidelines versus later
standards,2) Where to focusresearchresources,and 3) what EQ issuesneedto be addressed.
In the contextof operatingexperience, the followingquestionswere raised:
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- What operatingexperiencedatabases exist?

- What are they telling us?

- Are there EQ failure experienceswhich require more attention?

The followingitemswere then presentedas a summary of the panel sessionresults:

- On the subjectof DOR guidelinesversus later standards,emphasisshouldbe placed on
how the testing was done and not what standard was used. The equipment does not
knowwhat standardwas used.

- Researchfocusshouldbe towardsafetysignificantJcdticalcomponents/systems/etc.The
tools to be used include PSAs, operating experience, and emergency procedures.
Equipmentoutsidecontainmentmay not need to be includedin the research effort.

- Existingresearch shouldbe utilized,such as NPAR and EPRI work.

- Plants shouldbe categorizedbased on potentialsensitiveareas for equipmentrequiring
EQ, such as hot spots, to identify locationsfor monitoring,frequency, and durations
needed to validatedesigns. It may be possibleto do thison a generic basis, however, it
must be realized that this will take time and money to do. To accomplish this, an
acceptable agreement withthe NRC Staff is needed.

- EQ is integrated into all aspectsof the plant, e _, maintenanceand operation. Existing
programs seem to be working. Criteria should be developc,_to address the issue of
"value added" by additionalwork.

- Operatingexperienceseemsto indicatethatwe are gettingsmarterconcerningwhat and
whereto look. Rootcause, equipmenthistory,andmaintenanceprogramsallhave an EQ
emphasis, and the programsare working.

- The conservatismbuiltintothe currentaging methodologyforEQ is not beingchallenged.
This is verifiedby the UCONN cable programand the PACE cable program.

- There are efforts being made to examine the effectivenessof current EQ practices. For
example, at Duke a program existswhere sacrificialcables are examined to determine
their condition. CommonwealthEdisonalso has a similarprogram. Most plantsdo some
preaging;even those subjectto DOR guidelines.

- Researchshouldlookat reproducingcablecharacteristicsthat existpriorto a LOCA. This
could be used as a benchmark to measure against. It could also be used to provide a
basis for acceptance criteria.
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION: (P. DIBenedetto,DiBenedettoAssoc.)1) Overthe past 15 years researchand
testing has been performed in the area of EQ and the results have been
givento the Staff. How willallthis informationbe documented? 2) Will there
be an opportunityfor industryto comment on the initiationof a new EQ
research program?

ANSWER: (John Craig, NRC) 1) The Staff willhave to lookat the informationavailable,
however, at the current time we don't know how this review will be
documented. The Staff will address this issue. If anyone knows of
informationthat should be reviewed, please bring it to the attention of the
NRC. 2) A proposedplanwill be publishedas a public record. This will not
be for public comment, however, the Staff will consider suggestions on
whether this plan shouldbe issuedfor review.

QUESTION: (Phil Holzman, STAR) As a follow up on the last question, many of the
questionsprovidedhave beenwell investigatedand inputon further research
shouldbe based on that information. How will industry knowthat the NRC
will use that information?

ANSWER: (John Craig, NRC) As stated previously,it is not known howthe NRC review
of existing information will be documented. There were a number of
questionspublishedin the Federal Register to stimulate discussion in this
workshopand they were successful.

COMMENT: (Alex Marion, NUMARC) Related to the NRC review of existinginformation,
System Component EquipmentWorksheet (SCEVV)summary sheets exist
which provide a standard format for assessing information by the NRC.
These shouldbe used for the NRC review.

QUESTION: (Rick Naylor, Commonwealth Edison) Can the NRC assure the industry
accessto work from any new program in the form of peer reviews, such as
was done for the NPAR program?

ANSWER: (John Craig, NRC) There will be a peer review process.

QUESTION: (G. Kopecky, Omaha Public Power) What assurance can NRC give that
research data will be made available to the Commissionso that everything
won't have to be redone?

ANSWER: (John Craig, NRC) Some of the databases that have been discussedat this
workshop are undefinedand it is not clear as yet how they will be defined.
We will lookat definingdatabases based on accessto the Staff.

COMMENT: (BillFarmer, NRC Retired) Regardingthe researchprogramplan,one aspect
of the programdependson the availabilityof actual aged cables from plants.
Currently there are road blocks to obtaining these cables. Utilities are
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reluctantto participatebecausethey are afraidthat adversefindingsmay be
used against them, to it is very difficultto obtain samples. The Big Rock
PointCablesare available,butlittlewas knownabouttheir inserviceoperating
environment;no fundinghas been available to perform testing research on
them yet. If the industrypullssamplesfor testing,it is hopedthat the results
of those testswill be made available to the NRC Staff.

COMMENT: (Rick Naylor, CommonwealthEdison) In reference to the last comment,the
issueof separationof regulationand researchmustbe addressed. Currently,
there is too muchdsk to the utilityto providetestsamples to the NRC. There
shouldbe a separationof regulationand research.

COMMENT: (Robert Smith,Duke Power) In reference to the last twocomments,samples
sent to the manufacturer for testing don't get any attention, therefore, the
utilitiesare hesitant to do sample testing. This is because there is no
separationof regulationand research. We don'tknowenough yet about how
to remove cable from the olderplants. You cannot controlwhether damage
was done duringthe removalprocess.

QUESTION: (J. B. Gardner, Consultant) Did the operating experience panel discuss
commoncause failures?

ANSWER: (Sonny Kastud,MOS) The paneldidnot specificallydiscusscommoncauses
failures, however, they did discussroot cause analysis of failures, which
addresses common cause failures.

ANSWER: (George Sliter, EPRI) Common cause failures are looked for during root
cause analysisandare importantin conditioningmonitoring,however, it isnot
importantto look at random failures. If the root cause is determined to be
random, then the failure is not importantto the qualifiedstatus.

3.4 CheJrmani_Summary of Session C: ConditionMonitoring

George Slitermade the followinggeneral comments:

- There are a number of benefits of conditionmonitoringincludingthe assessment of
actual (not artificial)aging and all significantaging mechanisms.

-important factors to considerare:

- identificationof reliableCM indicators

- assessmentof costeffectiveness

- CM shouldbe able to gauge performance in accidentconditionsas well as normal
conditions
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The agenda for the panel session on conditionmonitoringincluded the followingfour
topics:

- Role of surveillance/CM in EQ (today's practices)
- PromisingCM techniques
- Useful troubleshootingtechniques
- Views on courses of action

The followingitemswere then presentedas a summary of the panel sessionresults:

- There are three groups of surveillance/CMpracticescurrentlyin use:
- maintenancegood practices
- more formal practices
- EQ required practices

- Maintenance practiceshave the followingcharacteristics:
- they are voluntary and qualitative
- they includethe reportingof anomaliesfoundvisually/sensoriallyduring
maintenance or walkdowns (limitedto what can be sensed by humans).
- they require trainingto be effective
- they are limited by access/ALARA

- The more formal practiceshave the followingcharacteristics:
- they are voluntary and quantitative
- they involvethe measurement of ambient/operationalenvironmentof cable
(some plants)
- they involveroot cause analysis
- they includeage monitoringof cable samplesplaced in plants(several
utilities),includingsome elongation/indentertests
- they includeelectrical teststo check operability
- they includecable inspectionsduring maintenanceof end devices

- EQ required practiceshave the followingcharacteristics:
- they includethe inspectionof cable ends at terminations/enddevices
(flagged in workorders)
- they includethe measurement of environmentalconditions(some plants)

- Utilitieswill considerthe applicationof cost-effective CM techniques as they become
available.

- PromisingCM methodsfor monitoringaging degradationcan be categorized as follows:

- Group A: Currentlyavailable/potentiallyuseful(trial use providingdata/accidentcriteria
in approximately2 years) which include:

- non-destructivetechniquessuch as indenter, OIT, dielectricloss,
and densitymeasurements
- destructivetechniquessuchas elongationto break, bend test, and
testing of specimens removedfrom plant
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- Group B: Underdevelopment(available/usefulinapproximately5 years) which include

- infrared, torque tests,and time domain spectroscopy/spectrometry

- Group C: Under development (available/useful in approximately 10 years) which
include:

- on-line ground currentand near infraredreflectance

- The followingtable categorizes each of these CM techniques

,j ,, .. I I il III P_I - I ..... I III I I III

MECHANICAL (M)
PHYSICAL (P) MEASURES

CONDITION CHEMICAL (C) LOCALLY (L)
GROUP TECHNIQUE INDICATOR ELECTRICAL (E) GLOBALLY

(G)d
IHHI Ill Ill i i I Ill II i lillll i i ill i

A Indenter' Compressivemodulus M L

OIT OIT (remaining P/C L
antioxidant)

DielectricLoss= Dielectricloss(tan 6) E G
,i.,i |i ., i, i , ! , ,, ,.i , i . | i, ,, ,,! m, H

Dens_ Density P/C L

B Infrared Oxidation PIC L
, nH

Torque Tester Shear modulus M L

TDS Dielectricloss E G/L

C GroundCurrent= Leakage E G
:""' ml Ulll ii i III i II I I Ilw_l_

a) Cannot be used directlyon XLPE insulation(usejacket matedal as indicator)
b) Works on all cable materialsexcept rubbers (old)
c) Must be shieldedcable
d) Whole cable length

- PromisingCM methodsfor troubleshooting(monitoringlocal defects) are the following:

- TDR
- Insulationresistance
- Capacitance
- Polarizationindex
- Partial discharge
- Hi Pot (AC/DC) in air, water, pre-ionizedgas (He)

- In response to the question should CM (as opposed to surveillance) be part of EQ
programs,the panel's answer is no.
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- The circumstancesunderwhichitwouldbe useful/prudentfor an owner operator to apply
CM to cables are as follows:

. adverse operationaltrends
- suspicionof operationalconditionsgreater than design/EQ
- support of cable qualifiedlifeextension
- PSA pdoritizatton

- The recommended courseof actionis as follows:

- Examine state-of-the-art/dataand identifycost-effectiveCM and
troubleshootingtechniques(includeinternationaldata)

- Support and encouragedevelopmentof most promisingtechniques,
(includingtrial uses/research)

- Supportand encourageinternationalcable materials/monitoringdatabase

- Develop PSA methodsfor pdoritizingapplicationof CM to cables (and
otherelectricalequipment)

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION: (M. Allen, Allen Engr. Services) Time domain spectroscopy was not
mentionedas a troubleshootingtechnique. Was it considered?

ANSWER: (George Sliter, EPRI) Yes, it is a troubleshooting technique and was
mistakenlyleftoff.

COMMENT: (Mark Jacobus, SNL) I hesitate to agree that dielectricloss is a promising
techniquesince SNL test data has indicatedthat it is not promising.

COMMENT: (George Sliter,EPRI) In referenceto the lastcomment,tl_eNRC shouldopen
a dialogue between M. Jacobusand S. Bumay.

COMMENT: (JohnCraig, NRC) In reference to the last two comments,the NRC is aware
of the differencesin opinionon this issue.

COMMENT: (J. Steiner, Abo Biddle Instr.) Data is available from NIST, Ontadc Hydro,
etc. which showsthat dielectriclossis significant.

QUESTION: (Unidentified, Duke Power) Over the past five years the utilities have
instituted life extension programswhich include cable tests. These tests
includeall the techniquesdiscussed. Has this been considered?

ANSWER: (Unidentified)Thiswill be considered.
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3.5 Chairman'sSummary of Session D: EQ Testing

James Gleason made the followinggeneral comments:

There is a large volumeof data that has been collectedand passedto the Staff. Also, a
lot of data is still available at the utilities. Discussionshave been held about making this
available to the Staff. The NRC has assured us that they will utilize existing data in their
researchconsiderations.

The followingitemswere then presentedas a summary of the panel session results:

- For typical conservative environmental requirements, such as 90°C/200 megarads,
synergisticeffects are secondorder effects and sequentialtesting is adequate. For new
cablematerials,multiplesequencesmay be prudentto assure considerationof synergistic
effects, and new testingtechniques may be required.

- If installedin accordance with manufacturersrecommendationsand qualificationreport
requirements,then interfaceshave been properlyaccountedfor in EQ testing.

- Equipment operated within the qualificationenvelope is considered qualified for all
temperature/radiation hot spots up to the envelope. If the qualification envelope is
exceeded, an investigationis neededto determine continuedrelianceon the qualification
report.

- Samples shouldbe represen'tativeof theequipmentbeing qualified. Multiplesamples are
encouragedbythe majority,Ilowever, itdepends on what theobjectiveof the testprogram
is.

- Mandrel bendtests are conservativeinall respects. Some thinktheyshouldbe performed
for research;some don't.

- IEEE standard 323-1974 includes _ temperature profilewith two peaks for EQ testing.
The panel discussedthis and feels that two peaks are not needed for qualificationtests.
Margins on temperature and pressureare adequate to accountfor margins in accident
conditions. IEEE Standard 323-1983 doesnot requiretwo peaks, however, thisstandard
is not endorsed by the NRC.

- In the EQ test program, one shouldtry to controltemperature and pressure to simulate
accidentconditions,however, there is a trade off on whetherto meet the ramp rate or to
minimizeovershoot. The panelfeelsthat overshootingontemperatureand pressure adds
more conservatismto the qualification,therefore, this is not a problem.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION: (Kent Brown,'TVA)An in-houseprogramfor EQ testingof new cablewith new
materials is beinq considered and I question the need for worst case
sequentialtestingD,'_volvingthermal-radiation-LOCAconditions.Is there a way
of usingshort term tests?
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ANSWER: (James Gleason, GLS) The tests specified in IEEE Standards383 and 323-
74 may not be enough due to synergisticeffects. Multiple tests may be
required. In general, based on SNL data, radiation-thermaI-LOCAis the
preferred sequence. There are screeningtests that can be done first.

COMMENT: (Salvatore Carfagno, Consultant) In reference to the last question,early in
the developmentof the standardswe were told to use existingtechnology.
NUREG-0588 also says that knowneffects shouldbe considered.

COMMENT: (Bill Farmer, NRC Retired) In reference to the last comment, the issue of
sequence was studied by SNL with the French using six inch cable
specimens. Sequential irradiationand simultaneoustesting was done and
elasticity/tensilestrengthmeasurementswere made for both.

COMMENT: (Salvatore C__.,f.agno,Consultant) In reference to the last comment, when
irradiationis done priorto thermal aging, the sequence is usually (aging &
accident) radiation,thermal aging, and LOCA test. The questionthat should
be asked is whether includingaccidentradiation prior to (instead of after)
thermal aging producesconditionsdifferent from inserviceaging.

QUESTION: (P. DiBenedetto, DiBenedetto Assoc.) What is the Staff's position on
endorsement of IEEE Standard 383-1974 and will a regulatory guide be
issued?

ANSWER: (Satish Aggarwal, NRC) IEEE Standard 383-1974 is not acceptable to the
Staff and NRC does not plan to endorse it. Therefore, no regulatoryguide
will be issued. The informationinthis IEEE standard is obsoleteand the fire
test as described is not acceptable. The Staff's positionon this standard is
containedin a brief report,whichwillbe put in the PDR.

QUESTION: (BobGehm, Rockbestos)What isthe relevantstandardfor EQ testingtoday?

ANSWER: (Satish Aggarwal, NRC) The requirementsfor qualificationfor all safety-
related electrical equipment are contained in IEEE Std 323-1974. For
qualificationof cables,the Staff willdecidethe acceptabilityof IEEE Std. 383-
74 on a case-by-case basis.

COMMENT: (James Gleason, GLS) IEEE Standard 323 doesn't specify a particular
testing sequence; it requiresthat the worst case be used.

QUESTION: (Phil Holzman, STAR) Was there any discussion on saturated versus
superheatedsteamconditionsduring LOCA testingand are there any data to
showwhich is more accurate?
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ANSWER: (James Gleason,GLS) If there is a superheat requirementthe testshouldgo
to superheated conditionsand limit pressure at the maximum plus margin.
When the conditionsgo backto saturated,then the chemicalspray is applied
andthe conditionswillstaysaturated. Thissequencehas more of an impact.

C3MMENT: (J.B. Gardner, Consultant) There is an NPEC report available which
discussesthe IEEE Standard383 concerns.

QUESTION: (R. Weinacht, Bait. Gas & Elect.) Was there any discussion on the
acceptabilityof extrapolationfor post accidenttime duration?

ANSWER: (Mark Jacobus, SNL) Based on PSA results, safety equipment is most
importantduring the first few days of an accident, therefore, extrapolation
should not be a problem. If the PSAs are wrong, this may need to be
reconsidered.

3.6 Ooen Discussion

The floor was then opened for general questionsand commentsfrom the audience:

QUESTION: (Rick Naylor, Commonwealth Edison) Does the Staff still think there is
somethingwrongwith cables?

ANSWER: (JohnCraig, NRC) The Staff never thoughtthere was a safety issue on EQ
of safety equipment,butthere are somequestionsthat need to be answered.
Throughthisworkshopthe Staff has learned a lot.
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NRC WORKSHOP ON
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION

ERIC S. BECKJORD, DIRECTOR
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Thank you, John. Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. It is my pleasure to welcome the
distinguished guests and participants to the NRC workshop on Environmental Qualification of Electric
Equipment.

A dictionary definition of workshop is "a group of people emphasizing flee discussion, exchanging
ideas, demonstration of methods, practical applications of skills and principles, and participation i
problem solving." Our goal for this workshop is to address the technical issues related to EQ in flee
discussion and benefit from the expertise and skills of the participants.

The purpose of the workshop is to solicit your inputs on technical issues related to EQ. The staff
hopes to gain your flank opinions and open exchange of ideas. Then based upon the results of the
workshop we intend to develop and finalize an NRC research program plan with well defined specific
projects, milestones, and schedules. The workshop and your participation in it will enhance the research
program in terms of both its technical value and ultimate utilization of results.

Upon reviewing the workshop agenda, I find that over the next 2 days, you will be exchanging
ideas, and discussing methods and practical applications on four (4) important technical issues related
to the Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment that is within the scope of I0 CFR Part 50.49.

The issues are:

One, PreaginafPreconditioning of insulating materials associated with the electric equipment of
interest. Preaging or Preconditioning of insulating materials is essential to properly simulate the
influence and effects of operating environment over the life of the equipment.

Second, what can we learn flora the Overatine Exoerience of over 25 years, including designs,
applications, qualification, replacement, refurbishment, and maintenance? Operating experience
undoubtedly provides an invaluable library of information. If the information and data have been
recorded, we can lea,'n a great deal.

Third, the issue for the participants to consider is Condition Monitoring Methods useful to detect
defects and anomalies in insulating materials preferably prior to failures and provide for decision making
process for timely mitigation of the degradation effects. Perhaps one result may be a process of
continuing qualification for some electrical equipment.

The fourth issue to be discussed is EO Testing. This discussion provides insights into the testing
process and questions related to the level of confidence which is demonstrated by current testing
practices.
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These issues are complex. On the other hand, when I look around this room and read the names
of the participants and their involvement in EQ related issues, I realize that at this workshop, we have
the country's top experts as well as international experts in the EQ field. I am confident that meaningful
results will obtain during the next 2 days, addressing the four technical issues I just mentioned.

The workshop participants include scientists and engineers fxom the utilities; architect engineers;
electric equipment manufacturers; universities; research institutes; national laboratories and consultants,
as well as NRC staff. Also present in the audience today are the members of the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards-and delegates form overseas.

I look forward to the technical presentations and discussions and hope to receive significant feedback
on the technical issues and how the insights gained from this workshop can be reflected into the
development of NRC's near-term and long-term research program. I request that you keep in mind as
you deliberate in your breakout sessions and panel discussions, that the technical issues and their
resolutions eventually must be integrated to address the very bottom line issue of how to ensure that the
electrical components and systems, within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49, will continue to perform their
intended functions. For example, will a cable _ from one end to other, withstand, at a given
position its lifetime, the necessary voltages and supply and/or carry the power that may be needed during
and after Design Basis Events?

I am determined to ensure that the results of the NRC research program on EQ are applied
effectively and on a timely basis. These results will be utilized to help answer the technical safety and
regulatory questions related to EQ. As I stated earlier, our goal is to develop a comprehensive research
program plan that reflects expert knowledge and plant operating experience. This workshop provides
the NRC, industry, and interested members of the public with an opportunity to exchange ideas and
experience that will be utilized as we develop an EQ research program plan. With your help and
participation, I believe that this workshop will provide an outstanding first meeting in a series of meetings
which will focus on the environmental qualification of electric equipment.

I am truly delighted to have you all at this workshop and again welcome.

Now, I would like to introduce to you Mr. Ashok Thadani, who is the Director of the Division
of Systems Safety and Analysis of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. He will provide the NRR's
regulatory perspective on EQ issues. Ashok.
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WHY EQ IS A CONCERN

* As a result of license renewal activities, the staff
determined that the differences between the qualification
requirements for older plants and newer plants should be
reassessed for current operating plants.

• Sandia National Laboratory tests results raised questions
with respect to accident performance capability of certain
artificially aged equipment.

* A preliminary risk scoping assessment indicated that
inadequate EQ could be a significant contributor to core
damage frequency.

• The Fire Protection Reassessment Report concluded that
EQ should be reviewed to identify and correct any
programmatic weaknesses that may exist.



COMPARISON OF EQ REQUIREMENTS

Preaging* Test Synergistic Operating
Margins Effects Reactors

1979 DOR N N N 60
Guidelines

NUREG-0588 N** Y N 24
Cat. II

,_ (IEEE STD
323-1971)

NUREG-0588 y Y Y 24
Cat. !
(IEEE STD
323-1974)

* Accelerated thermal and radiation aging
** Preaging required but only for valve operators & motors



SANDIA CABLE TESTS

Damaged Cable Test - to determine the minimum insulation

thickness needed to survive a loss-of-coolant accident

,> (LOCA) test at the end of qualified life.

Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) Cable Test - to study the

possibility of extending cable qualification to 60 years

for license renewal.



SANDIA TEST CONCLUSIONS

• Bonded-jacket electrical cables may be susceptible to
failure during LOCA when installed service conditions
exceed temperatures of 50 oC (122° F) for 40 years.

• Qualification testing that does not use the jacketed
configuration may not be representative of actual cable
performance.

• Testing indicates a potential problem with using
accelerated aging of cables to simulate actual plant aging.



RISK SCOPING STUDY CONCLUSIONS

• There are currently large uncertainties associated with
electrical equipment EQ issues.

• Reduced equipment reliabilities due a harsh environment
could significantly increase core damage frequency
estimates for both PWR and BWR plants and change
current PRA perceptions regarding important risk
contributors

• Core damage frequency impact of EQ is plant specific.

• More detailed technical work is needed to compare the risk
impact of the different EQ requirements, to reduce risk
uncertainties associated with EQ, and to evaluate the
impact of risk reduction measures.



RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
FIRE PROTECTION REASSESSMENT REPORT

• Report issued February 27, 1993

• Specifically identified EQ for review

• EQ action plan includes EQ programmatic review by
DSSA/SPLB

• PMAS reviewing applicability to other generic issues
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MAJOR ELEMENTS OF EQ TASK ACTION PLAN

1. INFORM COMMISSION

2. MEET WiTH INDUSTRY
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EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION - A BRIEF OVERVIEWz

Salvatore P. Carfagno
Consultant

DEFINITION

Equipment qualification (EQ) is a process for demonstrating
reasonable assurance that safety-related equipment can
perform its specified safety function(s) at any time during
its service in the operation of a nuclear power generating
station. It is part of a comprehensive system of defense in
depth, that includes redundance and diversity of safety
systems. A principal objective of EQ is to protect against
common cause failures that could affect more than one safety
system within an interval too short to permit corrective
action on the first failure before other failures occur.

This overview is limited to a discussion of the

environmental qualification of electrical equipment; it
omits any discussion of mechanical equipment and seismic
qualification, which is the other main element of EQ.

REGULATORY REQUIREMENT
Equipment qualification is performed in accordance with a
variety of industry standards, Regulatory Guides, and
federal regulations or rules. One of the federal regulations
provides a convenient definition of the equipment that
requires qualification and the functional capability
expected of it. This document is Part 50.49 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 10, which in early 1983 codified
the requirements for environmental qualification of electric
equipment important to safety for nuclear power plants.
Equipment important to safety was defined as including
safety-related equipment required "to remain functional
during and following design basis events ...." nonsafety-
related equipment "whose failure ...could prevent
satisfactory accomplishment of safety functions ...." and
"Certain post-accident monitoring equipment." Design basis
events were defined "as conditions of normal operation,
including anticipated operational occurrences, design basis
accidents, external phenomena, and natural phenomena for
which the plant must be designed to ensure..." that the
following capabilities are maintained: "(i) the integrity of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary, (ii) the capability

*The intent of this overview is to provide a general review
of the highlights of equipment qualification. For
comprehensive information on this topic and the documents
mentioned _e.g., industry standards and regulatory
documents), the reader should consult a reference such as
the Electric Power Research Institute report by P. Holzman
and G. Sliter: Nuclear Power Plant Equipment Qualification
Reference Manual.
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to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition, and (iii) the capability to prevent or mitigate
the cmnsequences of accidents that could result in potential

,i

offsite exposures...
DEVELOPMENT of INDUSTRY and REGULATORY DOCUMENTS
In this brief overview, the following account is not
comprehensive; but it highlights the changes in EQ
practices. When the first EQ programs were initiated in the
late 1960s, very little guidance was available; and
qualification was conducted in accordance with generally
accepted industry practice. (The first applicable IEEE
documents did not appear until 1971.) Accordingly, the early
qualification programs concentrated

on simulation of design basis events (DBEs), particularly
the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).

A major change in EQ occurred in 1974 with the publication
of IEEE Std 323-74 and its endorsement by Regulatory Guide
1.89. This standard specifically called for demonstration of
a qualified life, the main option availab3_ for doing so
being the accelerated aging of equipment to simulate the
degradation of its ability to perform the specified safety
function(s) during the qualified lif_. Many industry
representatives had objected to this requirement, but others
held that the requirement was already encompassed in an
earlier standard (IEEE Std 279-71). To some of those who
contributed to development of the standard, it seemed quite
reasonable to require that simulation of hazardous
environments (e.g., LOCAs) be conducted with specimens that
had been preaged to simulate their functional capability at
the end of the expected period of service. However, when
manufacturers attempted to comply with the preaging
requirement, the limitations of applicable technology were
immediately apparent. Consequently, IEEE found it necessary
to publish a supplement to IEEE Std 323-74, in effect
acknowledging that the state-of-the-art of aging is limited
and stating "it is expected that known technology be
utilized in any aging program. Optionally...aging...may be
addressed by operating experience, analysis, combined, or
ongoing qualification..." The options did not provide
significant relief, and industry was left to cope with the
preaging requirement within the limits of existing
technology. [The reader should consult the sections of this
report on the Preaging Session of the Workshop for further
discussion of this topic.]

IEEE Std 323-74 also introduced the use of margins to
increase the severity of testing to simulate accident
conditions. These margins were intended "to account for
normal variations in commercial production of equipment and
reasonable errors in defining satisfactory performance."
When combined with the conservatisms employed in defining
service conditions and functional requirements, the
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introduction of margins significantly increased confidence

in the qualification process.

A later revision (IEEE Std 323-83) explicitly acknowledged

that the equipment located in mild plant environments,

defined as those that do not change significantly when a DBE
occurs, does not require the demonstration of a qualified

life. (It is recognized that equipment in a mild environment

may experience sigificant deterioration as a consequence of

its operation, independently of the environment.) For such

equipment, surveillance and maintenance suffice to provide

reasonable assurance of operability.

Two NRC documents that have played a key role in EQ are the

so-called DOR Guidelines (published in 1979 as an enclosure

to an NRC Bulletin) and NUREG-0588 (published for public
comment in late 1979 and revised as an 'interim staff

position' in 1981). NUREG-0588 established two categorie_C_ef.....
Qualification: Category I for equipment qualified in

accordance with IEEE Std 323-?4 and Category II for

equipment Qualified in accordance with IEEE Std 323-71. The

DOR Guidelines and NUREG-O588/Category II both allowed

equipment aging to be addressed by analysis, with the

exception that NUREG/Cat II required that valve actuators
and motors qualified in conformance with IEEE Stds 382-72

and 334-71, respectively, should comply with the NUREG/Cat I

requirements (i.e., requiring preaging). Both Cat I and Cat
II of NUREG-0588 required margins; however, Cat I stated

ti_at the margins suggested in IEEE Std 323-74 were to be

used as a guide, and Cat II stated that the design margins

would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

The main consequence of this history of developments in

standards and regulatory requirements is that approximately
80 (older) operating nuclear power plants are licensed in

accordance with requirements that allow more flexibility in

addressing the aging issue than is permitted to the

remainder of the plants.

EQ AS a DETERMINISTIC PROCESS

An important feature of EQ is that qualification is achieved

(in practically all cases) by the testing of one specimen.

It is called a deterministic process in that a procedure is

specified, acceptance criteria are defined, and the

equipment passes or fails based on whether it meets the

acceptance criteria. EQ does not result in a measure of

reliability, which would require the testing of many

specimens. The several conservatisms built into the EQ
process are thought to justify reliance on the testing of a

single specimen.

EQ RESEARCH

Considerable research on EQ has been sponsored by the NRC,
DOE. and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). To
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some extent the findings of the research have been reflected

in modifications of the EQ process. The 1984 revision of

Regulatory Guide 1.89, for example, states that synergistic

effects identified prior to initiation of qualification

should be accounted for. The synergistic effects that had

been identified by research at that time were radiation dose

rate effects during the simulation of radiation aging and

the difference in degradation resulting when the sequence of

thermal aging and radiation aging are reversed.

The results of probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) show

that accidents can be controlled much more easily than had

been assumed in the early history of nuclear power. It is

possible that PRAs will influence the further development of

EQ. However, many are concerned with the adequacy with which

PRAs account for equipment aging in normal service and
failure rates under DBE condittions.

EQ REVIEWS

In the early 19BOs, a detailed review of the utilities'

documentation of their EQ programs was conducted by the NRC

to verify compliance with applicable regulatory

requirements. Although numerous deficiencies were

identified, many of them attributed to inadequate

documentation, the deficiencies were all resolved by

additional analyses, some additional testing, equipment

replacement in some cases, and improved documentation.

The NRC has also conducted plant inspections, including

review of the utilities' EQ files (for relatively more

critical equipment items) and plant walkdowns to verify

whether equipment was installed in accordance with the

documentation and to uncover any deficiencies. These

inspections likewise uncovered some problems that required

corrective action by the utilities.

In short, EQ has received considerable attention during the

last 25 years. Very substantial investments have been by the

utilities in implementing EQ programs, by the Government in

exercisino its regulatory function, and by both parties in

sponsoring research to advance the state-of-the-art.

LESSONS LEARNED

Our 25 years of experience have taught us ways in which to

improve the qualification process and to maintain equipment

in a qualified state. Although these lessons are covered by

the four major topics of this workshop, it may be reasonable

to mention some key points here. With respect to preaging,
we have learned that there are considerable uncertainties in

the process of conditioning equipment to simulate the

degradation of functional capability that takes place during

a given period of service and that the qualified life

established by preaging is not a precise number. Operating

experience has identified equipment that needed to be
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replaced, identified hot spots and key equipment items on

which to focus attention, and taught us how to maintain and

refurbish equipment so that age-related degradation for many

equipment items never proceeds very far and the functional

capability is restored to the level of new, or nearly new.

equipment. Condition monitoring has revealed deviations

between service conditions assumed when EQ programs were

initiated and actual service conditions; in some cases so-

called hot spots have been identified that were not

considered during qualification; but often it has been found
that the assumed conditions were much more severe than the

actual service conditions. In addition, the development of

equipment condition monitoring has helped us identify the

need for corrective action before equipment fails; and we

are trying to develop methods for predicting the remaining

useful life of equipment. In the area of testing, most of
the development took place during the first decade of

experience, when we learned of better ways to design and
build test facilities to simulate specified test conditions

more accurately, to install test speciments to better

simulate plant installations, how to avoid damaging

equipment and compromising its performance, and how to

calibrate measuring instruments and record data to provide
accurate accounts of equipment performance.

As must be obvious from the foregoing account. EQ is not a
process amenable to precise definition. As with much of

engineering, it requires the exercise of engineering
judgment. The 'truth,' for want of a better word. lies not

at a specific point, but in a range within which one must

make choices. Depending on the objective, the choice may lie

closer to one side of the range or the other; we must be

carefu! not to go outside the range of technically justified
choices.
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NUMARC EQ Perspective

by Alex Marion

GOOD MORNING. IT IS A PLEASURE TO BE HERE TODAY TO PROVIDE YOU A

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE NUMARC PERSPECTIVE ON EQ.

NOW I PROMISED NOT TO DWELL ON LICENSING AND POLICY ISSUES. AS

YOU CAN IMAGINE, AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF NUMARC, THIS SEVERELY

LIMITS MY CHOICE OF EXCITING TOPICS ESPECIALLY WITH REGARD TO A

PERSPECTIVE ON EQ. BUT I WILL TRY TO KEEP MY WORD.

QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN RAISED RELATIVE TO THE ADEQUACY OF SOME

ELECTRICAL CABLES AND GENERALITIES HAVE BEEN MADE INDICATING THAT

FAILURES OF IE EQUIPMENT IN HARSH ENVIRONMENTS COULD HAVE A

POTENTIAL RISK IMPACT. QUESTIONS WILL ALWAYS BE ASKED - AND

THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH THAT. THE STATE OF KNOWLEDGE AND

TECHNOLOGY IS ADVANCING AND WE MUST PROGRESS WITH IT. YOU CANNOT

SUCCESSFULLY ACHIEVE A LEVEL OF PROGRESS WITHOUT ASKING

QUESTIONS. THE TROUBLING REALITY TO MANY INDIVIDUALS IS THAT

SOME OF THESE QUESTIONS MAY ULTIMATELY FOCUS ON DECISIONS AND

ACTIONS TAKEN IN THE PAST.

IN THE CASE OF EQ, THE PAST WAS QUITE SOME TIME AGO: AN INITIAL

BULLETIN IN 1979, FOLLOWED BY SUPPLEMENTS TO THE BULLETIN,

GENERIC LETTERS, A REGULATION, REGULATORY GUIDE, INSPECTIONS,

VIOLATIONS, ETC. A TREMENDOUS EFFORT WAS PUT FORTH BY THE NRC

AND THE INDUSTRY. HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS WERE EXPENDED

ACROSS THE INDUSTRY TO DEMONSTRATE PROPER PLANT AND SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE IN RESPONSE TO DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS. THE QUESTION
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I OFFER YOU IS WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED FORM ALL OF THIS ACTIVITY

DURING THE PAST 14 PLUS YEARS??

I DO NOT CONSIDER AS AN OVERWHELMING LEARNING EXPERIENCE THE

CONCLUSION THAT FAILURE OF CLASS IE ELECTRICAL CABLES IN A HARSH

ENVIRONMENT COULD BE RISK SIGNIFICANT t. RATHER, I ONLY CONSIDER

THIS CONCLUSION AS CONFIRMING WHAT MANY HAD ALREADY KNOWN - THAT

IE EQUIPMENT IS INDEED IMPORTANT. QUITE POSSIBLY THE SOLE

SIGNIFICANCE MAY BE THE FACT THAT WE CAN NOW DEMONSTRATE THE

LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE WITH RISK-BASED METHODS. BUT WE MUST BE

CAREFUL NOT TO BE LULLED INTO THINKING THAT IT MAY BE MORE

IMPORTANT AN ISSUE TODAY THAN 14 YEARS AGO.

AGAIN WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?? WHAT IS IMPORTANT TODAY THAT MAY

NOT HAVE BEEN ADEQUATELY ADDRESSED 10 - 15 YEARS AGO?? THE

ADVENT OF NEW TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES SHOULD NOT NECESSARILY

DECLARE THE PAST NULL AND VOID. DETERMINISTIC APPROACHES USED IN

THE PAST PROVIDED FOR LEVELS OF DEFENSE IN DEPTH. HOPEFULLY,

WITH INSIGHTS GAINED FROM PROBABLISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENTS WE CAN

QUANTIFY THE REASONABLE LEVELS OF DEFENSE IN DEPTH AS OPPOSED TO

THE ADDITION OF ANOTHER LAYER.

ARE CLASS IE CABLES IMPORTANT - OF COURSE THEY ARE!I AFTER ALL

CONSIDER THE MONIES SPENT ON CABLE RESEARCH UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

THE NRC'S NUCLEAR PLANT AGING RESEARCH PROGRAM. ADD TO THIS THE

QUALIFICATION TESTING CONDUCTED BY CABLE MANUFACTURERS AND

UTILITIES. WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?? AS AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER I
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ALWAYS BELIEVED PROPERLY DESIGNED ELECTRICAL CABLE TO BE RATHER

ROBUST. THE WEAK LINK MORE OFTEN THAN NOT WAS THE TERMINATION

POINT. GIVEN THE FINITE TYPES OF MATERIALS EMPLOYED IN CABLE

INSULATION SYSTEMS, I HAVE DIFFICULTY ACCEPTING THE IDEA THAT

THERE ARE QUESTIONS STILL REMAINING.

DO WE NEED TO UNDERSTAND AGING AND ITS EFFECTS IN DEGRADING THE

PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY OF CLASS IE EQUIPMENT?? OF COURSE WE DOt!

UNDERSTANDING MATERIALS USED IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF A
¢

CLASSS IE COMPONENT IS NOTHING NEW. IT NEVER WAS! HOWEVER, A

NEW ENGINEERING DISCIPLINE EVOLVED - EQ ENGINEERS. THIS IS NOT

INTENDED TO BE DEROGATORY, BUT ONLY TO EMPHASIZE THE

SPECIALIZATION OFTEN RESULTING FROM NEW PROGRAMS (IN THIS CASE

EQ) THAT IN EFFECT DIVERTED FROM CORE DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND

PRACTICES.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?? IN ADDRESSING THIS QUESTION, I PROPOSE

THAT THE TRUE UNDERLYING ISSUE IS TO WHAT DEGREE. FOR EXAMPLE,

CONSIDER LEVELS OF MARGIN. WHAT ABOUT UNCERTAINTY?? TO WHAT

LEVEL OF INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION?? TO WHAT LEVEL OF ASSURANCE -

REASONABLE OR OTHERWISE?? WHAT ABOUT .... ?? HOW ABOUT...??

THESE QUESTIONS CAN CONTINUE AD INFINITUM. HOPEFULLY, DURING THE

COURSE OF THIS WORKSHOP YOU WILL ADDRESS MANY SIMILAR ISSUES AND

I TRUST DEVELOP THOUGHTFUL INSIGHTS.
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MORE THAN 250 INDIVIDUALS FROM THE NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY

REPRESENTING UTILITIES, NRC, MEDIA, CONSULTANTS, NATIONAL

LABORATORIES, MANUFACTURES, ETC. ARE HERE TODAY TO DISCUSS WHAT

IS REFFERED TO AS THE "MOST SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL ISSUES RELATED

TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS." [THAT'S A DIRECT QUOTE FROM THE BROCHURE

ANNOUNCING THIS WORKSHOP.]

IT GOES ON TO HIGHLIGHT THE FOLLOWING TOPICAL AREAS:

PREAGING

OPERATING EXPERIENCE

CONDITION MONITORING

TESTING

IN REVIEWING THE LIST OF RENOWN AND KNOWLEDGEABLE INDIVIDUALS

PARTICIPATING IN THE PANEL SESSION DISCUSSIONS ON EACH OF THESE

TOPICAL AREAS, I WAS STRUCK BY THE FACT THAT MANY OF THEM

PARTICIPATED IN THE LAST EQ WORKSHOP HELD ABOUT II YEARS AGO IN

BETHESDA. UNFORTUNATELY, I PARTICIPATED IN THAT WORKSHOP AS

WELL. MANY OF THE SAME ISSUES WERE DISCUSSED THEN. THE SESSION

ON OPERATING EXPERIENCE SHOULD BE ENLIGHTENING SINCE THE INDUSTRY

HAS 14 YEARS EXPERIENCE WITH QUALIFIED EQUIPMENT.
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I HOPE YOU DON'T LEAVE TOMORROW WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT THE

TOPICAL AREAS ARE THE "...SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL ISSUES..." IF

YOU DO THEN I TRULY BELIEVE YOU HAVE MISSED AN OPPORTUNITY TO

CONTRIBUTE. I SUBMIT THAT QUESTIONS ALONE SHOULD NOT LEAD TO

RESEARCH IN A REGULATED INDUSTRY. RATHER, INVESTIGATING PROBLEMS

THAT HAVE AN IMPACT ON PLANT SAFETY SHOULD BE THE GOAL OF

RESEARCH WITH A FUNDAMENTAL FOCUS ON SEEKING SOLUTIONS. THESE

SOLUTIONS MUST DEMONSTRATE A SAFETY IMPROVEMENT THAT CAN BE

REASONABLY APPLIED. IF THIS IS NOT ACCOMPLISHED BY YOUR ACTIVE

PARTICIPATION AT THIS WORKSHOP, THEN I WILL LIKELY SEE YOU IN

ANOTHER 10-15 YEARS AND _SK AGAIN - WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED??

THANK YOU.
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PREAGING/PRECONDITIONING

Salvatore P. Carfagno
Consultant

INTRODUCTION
As outlined in the overview of equipment qualification
presented earlier in this Workshop, preaging is the
component of qualification that is intended to simulate, in
a short time (weeks, or at most, months), the functional
degradation of equipment that takes place during normal
service over a period extending as long as feasible, ideally
as long as the anticipated life of the plant. This
presentation focuses on the conditioning of a representative
specimen of equipment through accelerated aging.
Consequently, it is limited to equipment - whether it is
located in a harsh or mild environment - that is expected to
undergo significant degradation of its functional capability
during normal service.

The EQ overview should be consulted for the introduction of
the preconditioning requirement, the distinction between the
aging commitments of older and newer plants, and the results
of research and operating experience; the latter topic is
covered thoroughly elsewhere in this report.

DEFINITIONS
To begin, it is useful to define the terms used in the
preceding paragraph: preaging, preconditioning, and
accelerated aging. The term aging relates primarily to the
passage of time and all the changes in equipment
characteristics that take place with time. Degradation
focuses on the reduction of the functional capability of the
equipment, particularly the required safety function(s), as
distinguished from irrelevant changes. Conditioning refers
to whatever is done to equipment (e.g., heating.
irradiation, vibration, cycling) to simulate the
deterioration of its functional capability. In this account.
preaging, or more simply aging, will be used in reference to
the deterioration of functional capability during normal
service; and preconditioning, or accelerated aging, will
refer to the simulation of functional deterioration. The
prefix "pre" emphasizes the fact that the aging or
conditioning takes place prior to the occurrence, or the
simulation of, a design basis event (DBE). Accelerated aging
emphasizes the fact that the preconditioning is done in a
time short relative to the real time simulated.

QUALIFIED LIFE
The objective of accelerated aging is to simulate the
functional degradation of equipment that is anticipated to
occur from the time the equipment is manufactured until it
may be required to perform its safety function(s) during a
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DBE. One outcome of this process is the determination of a
qualified life, which is defined in IEEE Std 323-83 as "The
period of time, prior to the start of a design basis event,
for which equipment was demonstrated to meet the design
requirements for the specified service conditions." A note
adds that "At the end of the qualified life, the equipment
shall be capable of performing the safety function(s)
required for the postulated design basis and post-design
basis events."

In practice, the goal of most conditioning programs has been
to simulate the aging that takes place during 40 years of
service, the period for which operating plants have been
licensed. Any deterioration that occurs prior to plant
startup has not been addressed consistently; and, in fact,
plant startup is generally taken as the beginning of
qualified life. In reviewing the development of the aging
requirement and its implementation, there appears to have
been an implied assumption that safety-related equipment
would be put into service and simply left in place for the
operating life of the plant. That this is far from what
happens in practice is amply evident; and this point is
discussed further, later in this document.

For safety-related equipment, the greatest demand for
functional capability is anticipated if. and when, a DBE
occurs; and this could happen at the very end of qualified
life, i.e., on the last day that a plant is scheduled to
operate. Therefore, unlike most equipment we use in ordinary
life, the functional capability of safety-related equipment
used in nuclear power plants must have a very substantial
functional capability at the end of its qualified life. This
point emphasizes the importance of not using the term 'end
of life' in place of 'end of qualified life.'

AGING ANALYSIS

To establish a preconditioning program, it is necessary to
collect considerable data. The following list outlines the
data needed,z

Definition of the safety function for normal service,
including any abnormal occurrences, and applicable design
basis events.

Identification of materials of construction,
particularly all degradable materials and parts.

I Numerous references are available that explain each
category of data and the analysis, not only in general
terms, but also for many specific equipment items. Principal
among these are the reports produced by the NRC's Nuclear
Plant Aging Research program.
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Identification of all equipment failure modes.

Definition of all service conditions.

Definition of the equipment operating conditions.

Definition of all activities, such as maintenance,
surveillance, calibration, parts replacement, and in-service
testing, that can affect the functional capability.

The aging analysis proceeds with the identification of the
significant aging mechanisms, which are defined basically as
those that adversely affect the ability of the equipment to
perform its safety function and that cause degradation
during the Qualified life that is appreciable compared to
the degradation caused by the DBEs.

From the definition of service and operating conditions, one
identifies the stressors that contribute to significant
aging mechanisms. These stressors include heat, radiation,
humidity, pressure, vibration, electric fields, and dirty
and corrosive atmospheres. To acclerate the aging effects of
these stressors, it is necessary to have aging models: in
practice, however, models have been applied only for thermal
and radiation aging. With few exceptions, the Arrhenius
model has been used for thermal aging and the equal
dose/equal damage model for radiation aging. Wherever the
other stressors have been considered, the preconditioning
has often been based on military specification testing,
without any mathematical correlation between the effects of
the test and deterioration during service. For cyclic
devices, such as relays and valves, the deterioration caused
by operation has been simulated by putting test specimens
through a number of cycles, usually substantially exceeding
the number anticipated in service. If the equipment has
parts that deteriorate much more rapidly than the entire
assembly and it is feasible to replace the parts, e.g..
electrolytic capacitors, O-rings, and bearings, then
suitable replacement intervals have been established.

In the early days of equipment Qualification, there was a
tendency to Qualify for the severist plant environment
(i.e., inside containment), so that the equipment would be
qualified for application anywhere within the plant. Later,
it was recognized that this approach did not make sense
economically; and better guidance to account for aging was
produced. In part, this was reflected in the explicit
recognition that only significant aging mechanisms needed to
be simulated. More important was the recognition that in
plant locations where the applicable DBEs are not expected
to change the service environment, the ability of safety-
related equipment to function does not change when a DBE
occurs. Accordingly, for such equipment it is not necessary
to establish a qualified life by preconditioning. Aging can
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be accounted for by analysis, and equipment operability can
be adequately assured by monitoring and maintenance.

APPLICATION of the ARRHENIUSMODEL for THERMALAGING
The Arrhenius model relates the rate of a chemical reaction
to the frequency with which the reacting molecules collide,
the energy needed for the molecules to react (the activation
energy), and temperature. It is strictly app]icable to
situations in which a single reaction takes place; however,
it has been applied successfully to situations invo]ving
complex reactions, particularly if a single reaction is
dominant in any given temperature range. For any material,
the frequency factors and activation enegies must be
determined experimentally, and they should be determined for
the same reaction that is responsible for the deterioration
to be simulated. It is also necessary to establish an end
point, or the maximum extent to which the reaction may
proceed if the material's deterioration is not to compromise
the equipment's ability to perform its safety function. If
all these data are available, it is possible to calculate
two things: the time (life of the material) to reach the end
point under normal service conditions and the accelerated
aging conditions, i.e., the elevated temperature at which
the same end point can be reached in a shorter time.

An example may help to make the use of the Arrhenius mode]
clearer. For cable insulating materials, it has been found
that the property that corre]ates wel] with retention of
insulating capability is retention of the initia]
elongation. The end point frequently selected is 50%
retention of initial elongation. By measuring changes in the
elongation of insulation specimens after different exposure
times, one can plot a curve of 'percent of initial
elongation retained' vs 'time of exposure' at a given
temperature. The process is repeated at several temperature
levels. In accordance with the Arrhenius model, the p]ot of
the 'natural logarithm of the time to end point' vs the
'reciprocal of absolute temperature' shou]d be a straight
]ine and the slope of this line yields the activation
energy. A regression analysis of the experimental data
should be performed to obtain the best value of the slope
(the activation energy) and a measure of its uncertainty.
Such analyses have shown that, for data typical of those
used in qualification programs, a qualified life of 40 years
may have an expected va]ue at 95% confidence between
approximately 10 and 400 years for therma] aging alone.

Experiments of the type described, performed in research
laboratories, have shown good correlation with theory. In
fact, research at Sandia "=ational Laboratories has extended
the model to include aging due to heat and radiation
combined, and excellent correlation with experiment has
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interactions may not be well understood and, further, may be
difficult to simulate.

DOES PRECONDITIONING CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFICANTLY to ASSURING
SAFETY?

It must be clear from this discussion that accelerated aging
produces at best a rough approximation of the degradation
that occurs in real service; and the determination of
qualified life produces a number that has considerable
uncertainty. In view of this, one may ask whether
preconditioning specimens prior to simulation of design
basis events adds significantly to the assurance that
safety-related equipment can perform as specified. To answer
this question, we need to recall that accelerated aging,
especially when coupled with the possibility of additional
deterioration caused by handling of the preconditioned
specimens in preparation for DBE simulation, is probably
more likely to result in overaging than in underaging of the
equipment specimens. _e must also note that our ability to
determine whether equipment has met the acceptance criteria
for a DBE simulation is better than our ability to measure
the residual functional capability that may remain in a
specimen after the DBE simulation. Accordingly. if two
designs for the same function (e.g., control cables made by
two manufacturers) both pass a DBE test, except that one was
preconditioned and the other was not, we would be compelled
to have greater confidence in the preconditioned specimen.
If this argument were accepted as justification for
preconditioning, we would have to accept the possibility
that some equipment items that might be truly capable of
meeting the design requirements might nonetheless fail to
Qualify because of overaging during preconditioning.

The value of preconditioning and alternatives that may be
proposed to account for aging merits further study.

WHERE ARE WE?

Because of the increasing recognition of the uncertainties
associated with preconditioning, there has been a trend to
place greater emphasis on other methods of assuring the
safety of nuclear power plants, Utilities are investing more
effort in surveillance, maintenance, and condition
monitoring than was true during the early history of the
nuclear industry.

At this stage of our experience with the operation of
nuclear power plants, we have learned where the weak links
are. Equipment has been upgraded, refurbished, or replaced
as indicated by performance in service. Most plants are
making effective use of surveillance and maintenance.
Condition monitoring techniques are under development, and
increasing use of them is anticipated.
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been obtained for a number of polymeric insulating materials
used in electrical cables. However, there is less evidence
of a correlation between these research results and what
happens to cables in service.

Thermal aging analysis is very sensitive to the value of
activation energy, and the activation energy is very
sensitive to material formulation; therefore the activation
energy is frequently not known for the specific material of
interest, or it may not be known for the property of
interest. If one resorts to quick methods of determining
activation energy (such as thermal gravimetric analysis) the
value obtained is not as dependable as a measurement of
activation energy based on the particular property that
correlates with deterioration (e.g., the correlation of
retained elongation of cable insulating materials with
retention of insulating properties).

OTHER FACTORS that CONTRIBUTE to UNCERTAINTIES in QUALIFIED
LIFE

In addition to the uncertainty associated with the
application of the Arrhenius model to thermal aging, several
other factors contribute to the difficulty of determining a
qualified life. For one thing, the stressors that contribute
to deterioration exist simultaneously in service, but it is
usually necessary to simulate them sequentially in
accelerated aging: although in a few instances, thermal and
radiation aging has been conducted simultaneously. Research
has identified certain materials and conditions under which
synergistic effects cause the combination of heat and
radiation to produce more deterioration than that produced
by separate thermal and radiation aging. With regard to
radiation, research has shown that the equal dose/equal
damage model is deficient: for some materials the
deterioration at the high dose rates used in some
accelerated aging programs produces significantly less
deterioration than is expected to occur in service. Since
practical models for the aging effect of other stressors do
not exist, it is not feasible for these other stressors to
correlate preconditioning with equivalent time in service.
Furthermore, accelerated aging does not directly account for
many factors that affect equipment operability. In the case
of cables, these factors may include damage during
installation and deterioration of the insulation at points
of high stress, such as places where there exists a long
overhang of cable around a relatively sharp edge. Turning to
equipment that consists of assemblies of different parts and
materials, other problems of accelerated aging are
introduced: since the materials may have different local
environments and will likely have different aging rates, it
is not feasible to precondition the assembly to the same
equivalent age throughout (some parts may be overaged and
others underaged). To the extent that interactions among
different materials contribute significantly to aging, these
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At present, concern is focussed on those items of electrical
equipment that are not readily amenable to refurbishment or
replacement if that should be shown to be necessary. Two
items that have been identified as falling within this
category are electrical cables and penetrations. As the life
of operating plants increases, it becomes increasingly
important to evaluate reliably the ability of these items to
function as required and to estimate their remaining useful
life.
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TRANSCRIPT OF REMARKS BY LOUIS TEST

Sal Carfagno picked me to do the history because I guess I'm the only one old enough to have been
there, and then he proceeded in his opening remarks to cover all the history very adequately and
thoroughly.

Before I start I have to say something to Alex. I never expected to agree with you so much, but I do.

We've had something of a history together, also. We lose sight of the fact that there is no substitute
for good design, and that was in our mind when we started this business. The trigger was in the late
sixties with the issue of IEEE 279.

They in a paragraph started everything that brings us here today. They said, "You ought to test stuff
to make sure it will do what you say it does, particularly with regard to safety equipment," which 279
was the guide for the design of safety systems. They were concerned primarily with single failure
common cause that the accident might take out the equipment, all of the redundant equipment.

My boss received a call from a friend of his saying, "We need a volunteer from your organization to
form this new subcommittee on qualification." He put it to us that one of us would have to do it, and
I think I was talking instead of listening so I was chosen. As no good deed will go unpunished, here I
am.

We came up with IEEE 323, and it was, basically, a design engineering test certification standard. It
flew in the face of IEEE practices in that normally standards reflect existing practice and that practice
which is the most beneficial is the one that's documented.

We were flying completely blind in a new area. There was no preaging. As I said we were very
naive, mostly a bunch of design engineers. We didn't get much attention until we issued the
standard. It had no seismic. We didn't know what to do about that. Again, talking instead of
listening I sai_ "Well, that's simple, we've all had freshman physics and a little mechanics. What
could be more?"

I was then chairman of the Seismic Task Force to write 344, surrounded immediately by a bunch of
dynamicists whom I couldn't understand, but I could get the coffee and arrange for the rooms.

We got feedback from 323.71. It got a lot of attention primarily from the NRC through my good old
friend Charlie Miller, who fed back the comments, '_Vell, suppose the equipment is real old when the
design basis event occurs, is it still qualified or is it going to be near death?"

We didn't know. We sent out the call for more experts, and the next thing I knew, again, I was
inundated with chemists and physicists and physical chemists and the word "arrhenius" came up. I
thought it was the guy that owned the Greek restaurant down at the corner.

We had a big educational job to go through including ourselves, first. We made many momentous
decisions, thousands of hours -- all in addition to our regular jobs, of course. First of all, as Sal
mentioned, we attacked how many should you qualify? How many should you test? The electrical
industry was big on classes, classes of insulation, classes of motors, classes of this, classes of that.
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The first suggestion I remember was, "Well,if it's less than $100, let's call that Class A and we will
test 100 of them. If it's more than $100 but less than $500," and so forth, obviously not because even
in those days when we didn't have PRAs we knew that some little piece of equipment might be far
more important than some big thousand horsepower motor that cost half a million.
As a practical matter, we decided that we would test the design as embodied in one instrument or
one device. We understood the ramificationsand we understood the lack of the so-called "reliability"
aspect of such an approach, so we set about to poll the experts, primarily design people, some
application engineers, and we had a fairlywide base of input as to: What do you think your
equipment is good for? Ten percent in this particular area, 20 percent,
50 percent?

We collected all of this and sat around in a room in a motel in Chinatown in San Francisco and
thrashed it out and came up with margin. With which we were all very comfortable. We all thought
it was exceedingly conservative. In the years that have gone by, and my own experience with a large
qualification program, I am still comfortable that we have a lot of margin -- I mean, a lot of
conservatism built in.

Furthermore,we tracked back later on the conservatisms in the environments that were calculated. I
won't go into that, but there is a lot. We included sequential testing. Again, questions from NRC
through Charlie Miller. Is there a way? Is there a most severe way?

This developed the synergistictechnologythat we decided that again polling a lot of experts that, yes,
there was one sequence that we felt was more severe than all the rest. It might not be completely
realistic, but then we were workingas a group sort of isolated from the world and we decided that
that was a reasonablygood, if perhaps a slightlyconservativeapproach, again.
Following that, of course, you are all by now familiarwith the outcome of all that: the regulations;
the programs; as Alex pointed out, the millions of dollars that went into doing this. I look back on it
and feel some responsibility for it, but I feel good about it. Because in running program for my
former employer -- I didn't run it but I was the program manager, did things like that. I was sort of
the technical advisor. The results were excellent. The good designs passed, the bad designs failed.
When you did your failure analyses, you found out, yeah, there was a design flaw. I can't remember,
of course I don't have the data any more. I'm not in that business. I can't remember a single failure
that we were able to trace back to aging. When we looked at failures, we found design flaws. That
has made me sleep better nights and made me feel a little better about the whole process.

Subsequently, as you are all aware, we are into modern times now. The daughter documents were
developed. Again, a very solid group of very hardworking guys put out some excellent pieces of
work, and here we are today.
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' What Are The Fundamental Lessons
Learned From Operating Experience Vs.

Preaging or Preconditioning?

O

_ Why is the Nuclear Industry Still
Struggling With Concern Over Preaging
br Preconditioning 10-12 Years After We
Met Together In Various Aging
Conferences Nationally and
Internationally?

Are their Problems or Perceptions Of
Problems?

Hopefully We Will Find Some Answers
Together. The Best Answer May Be
Based On Experience Based Validation
and Practical Engineering Assessments.

2
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Can it be a perception that unique "age-
related degradation" exists today based on:

(1) a focus on license renewal and
maintenance almost remote from actual
performance based assessment of electrical
equipment in service,

(2) lack of use of more than 100 years of
electrical equipment standards
development, reliabilit.y, failure data, and
equipment understanding,

(3) perceiving failures due to misapplication
or equipment operation beyond its design
intent as "aging degradation" rather than
understanding the root cause,

(4) taking the very few suspicious operability
problems and extrapolating these suspicions
to all electrical equipment, or

(5) attempting to over-generalize from
valuable aging research without use of the
key and vital element of Engineering
Analysis.
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PREA GING RES ULTS EVEN WHEN
VALIDA TED BY POSITIVE EXPERIENCE r#

CAN NO T BE THE COMPLETE S TORY --

(1) It is recognized that performance during
service, even if it greatly exceeds laboratory
based predictions, does not necessarily
assure adequacy during design basis
accidents. Performance during accidents is
addressed in other panel sessions.

(2) Vigilance must continue to prevent the
attention to the trivial or insignificant many
overshadowing the few significant concerns
discovered in our industry which "appear as
aging". Failures are usually the results of
misapplication, contamination, or other
factors.
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Necessary Def'mitions As A Foundation of
Common Understanding:

Failure (IEEE 100) is the termination of the
ability of an item or equipment to perform its
required function.

Significant aging degradation (IEB 79-01B)
is defined as that amount of degradation that
would place in substantial doubt the ability of
typical equipment using these materials to
function in a hostile environment.

Significant Aging Mechanism is a
mechanism which in its normal and abnormal
service environment causes degradation during
the installed life of the equipment that
progressively and appreciably renders the
equipment vulnerable to failure to perform its
safety function(s) under Design Basis Event
conditions.
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Typical Results of Experience Vs. Pre-
Aging Available In Brief Presentation- 1

Motors - The still current Class 1E motor
qualification standard, IEEE 334- 1974 "Standard
For Type Tests of Continuous Duty Class IE
Motors for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," is
the basis for motor qualification, referencing
IEEE 117 and IEEE 275 methodology. The use of
the methodology contained in IEEE 275 has in fact
been utilized for decades for the design of motor
insulation systems throughout industry.
Westinghouse testing from the early 1950's
through 1970's "represents an accumulation of
almost 10,000,000 hours (over 1000 years) of
thermal aging time on coils". Whereas the
conservative IEEE 275 Arrhenius thermal life
curve impfies a 2-5 year fife actual Westinghouse
life data exceeds 20-50 years".
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Typical Results of Experience Vs. Pre-
Aging Available In Brief Presentation - 2

Transformers - Actual field experience from GE
has demonstrated that the standard IEEE
methodology of accelerated thermal aging of
insulation systems is conservative. Data
correlating IEEE Std 259, "Standard Test
Procedure For Evaluation of Systems of Insulation
for Specialty Transformers" and field data
demonstrated the use of IEEE standard
methodology is conservative (5-10 times or more)
of laboratory fife.

Cable - Worldwide commercial industry, LERs,
NPAR research, EPRI research, interviews with
dozens of experts, mdicates a remarkable low
number of failures of cables. Investigation of
failures which have occurred especially for low
voltage cables indicates failure attributed to
physical damage, poor ter_ations, cable abuse,
operation well beyond its ratings. Actual service
Hte based on comparison to Arrheldus
methodology may be 3-10 times predicted life.

B-20
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Is Successful Experience Based On
Conservative Endpoints?

Endpoint Selection. The use of the typical
accelerated aging techniques (i.e., the
application of short time stresses which are
more severe than normal stresses) such as the
Arrhenius methodology appears conservative.

The application requires the determination of
a readily determined "endpoint" prior to DBA
stress. For the materials of major concern (i.
e., electrical insulators) the endpoint is
determined based on a change in a physical
property such as elongation which is
determined by lab test methods which are
often conservative in relation to the equipment
installation.

Mathematically significant change in other
properties such as compressive strength,
dielectric strength, compressive set, etc often
do not relate to specific operability needs.
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Is Successful General Experience Based
On Conservatism & Margin In
Derating And Applications?

Derating- Standard practice utilizes electrical
equipment on a derated basis (temperature,
loading, cycling, ere) as it is a well known
phenomena that the "life" of most equipment
increases in a continuous manner as the stress
level is decreased below rated value. Praging
typically assumes full operation at full rating.

Operating Regime- Typical application of
much nuclear-safety-related equipment is not
continuous, the design basis is either
continuous or conservative.

B-22
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PUTTING CHANGE IN PERSPECTIVE

"Aging" should not be construed as always
being a negative contribution to equipment
capability or operability.

Aging can produce either a degradation or
improvement in a physical condition based on
your application criteria. In addition, the
change, whether a positive or negative change
may not be significant to operability. For
example, an accelerated aging process (e.g.
radiation) or a chemical means is used to
convert the thermoplastic polyethylene
material which is generally recognized as not
suitable for Class 1E service in a containment
environment subject to a LOCA event, to a
thermoset cross-lil_ed polyethylene material
which is recognized to have overall superior
qualities for nuclear plant safety related cable
service. Typical values of original elongation
are decreased by 50% in cross-linking yet most
other properties improve (operating
temperature rating, overload temperature
rating, and short circuit temperature
capability, radiation withstand capability, etc).
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Reality Of Equipment Degradation With
Time Deviates From Popular Perception

THE BATHTUB CURVE IS THE EXCEPTION
-- NOT THE RULE

Of all the non-structural components studied
by the airline industry when the initial
concepts of Reliability Centered Maintenance
were being developed 20-30 years ago only 11
percent were reported to have wear-out
failures. In addition to the general positive
results from experience vs. preaging, the data
from RCM indicates 68% of equipment has
infant mortality. Consequently, great care
must be taken before one replaces equipment
prematurely.

Aging Diversity Tendency - Tendency
towards diversity in redundant equipment due
to slight differences in operating temperatures
reported in EPRI NP 1558 results in deviation
times in failure at twenty years may be as
much as four years. Consequently, common
mode failures due to aging is less likely as
plants age. _24
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Figures 1-6 characterize
failurepatterns of typical
components. Of all
components, only eleven I_' f
percenthave wear-out _ _- ---
failures as illustrated in ............_..,- _-
Figures 1, 5, and 6 Note _ '
Figure 2 regarding infant
mortality. Therefore,
replacement which is
unnecessary may be counter
to safety by the introduction L,'."l -_- .... -_ ........_
of equipment in their /_
equipment mortality failure -- ..............._.,.. _ ............
region _,. 4" _ IlUlwm: ? percent.
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AGING MANAGEMENT METHODS

Engineering Based

!. Conservatism in Accident Conditions

2. Robust Equipment Design and Manufacturing
Quality

3. Preaging as part of EQ Testing

4. Analytical Evaluations of Aging Effects

Operationally Based

5. Maintenance, Inspections, and Operational
Testing

6. Conditioning Monitoring

7. Replacement

8. Equipment Degradation/Failure Investigations
and Corrective Actions
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I want to take thisopportunityto thank the NRC for invitingme to
participatein the panelsduringthisworkshop. Sal suggestedthat I
discussAgingManagementin the five minutesallocatedfor methis
morning. Inthis interestsof brevityand clarityand withyour
IndulgenceI have decidedto readsomepreparedtext. Thoseof you
who knowme undoubtedlyrealize thisis the onlyway I can possible
limitthistalk to 5 minutes.
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Phlllp M. Holzman - Preaglng Session
Aglng Management

Age related degradation must be addressed independent of our view
of environmental qualification as a method of providing reasonable
assurance that equipment would function when required during
hypothesized accidents or a means of minimizing environmentally-
induced common-cause failures during these accidents. I choose
here to describe all available methods of minimizing unacceptable
effects of age related degradation as aging management. These
methods can be broadly described in the following categories:

1. Conservatism in Accident Conditions

2. Robust Equipment Design and Manufacturing Quality
3. Preaging as part of EQ Testing
4. Analytical Evaluations of Aging Effects
5. Maintenance, Inspections, and Operational Testing
6. Conditioning Monitoring
7. Replacement
8. Equipment Degradation/Failure Investigations and Corrective

Actions
Please note the first 4 methods can be viewed as engineering-based
actions taken prior to equipment installation and use. The last 4 are
operational!y-based and directly involve the installed plant equipment.

Rarely can one of these methods alone adequately assurance that
age-related failures will not occur during accidents. Similarly, no
single prescribed mixture of methods is best for all equipment designs,
applications, and accident conditions. In part the "art" of EQ requires
the prudent exercise of engineering judgment to select an adequately
conservative mixture. Importantly, even for one specific situation,
several mixes may be adequate while others are clearly suspect. As
we discuss and deliberate during these two days. I urge you
remember that it is the collective application of these methods and not
reliance on a single one that should determine adequacy.



Preaging

Since this session is intended to focus on Preaging, let me comment
on it first. In the United States there has been an institutional
fascination with preaging as part of environmental qualification. From
a regulatory perspective its apparently quantitative nature is alluring
since it appears less prone to disagreements over adequacy. From
the industry's view the need to demonstrate aging tolerance prior to
installation and a historical focus on engineering vs. operational
solutions has conceptuallyfostered preaging as a preferred method.
However, as I'm sure you will hear, in the U.S. it appears some have
pushed the analytical precision of preaging-based age predictions
beyond the state-of-the art.

Other countries with advance commercial nuclear programs, such as
France and Japan, use preaging to demonstrate the inherent aging
tolerance of equipment designs. They do not attempt to develop
precise "life calculations" based on preaging test conditions. Rather,
they rely on operational-based methods to minimize aging effects. I
caution against viewing these types of programs as inferior to U.S.
methods.

Conservatism in Accident Conditions

Regarding conservatism in accident conditions, let me make two
observations. First, I believe that the radiation dose assumptions
associated with Design Basis LOCAs (and even normal operation) are

extremely conservative. My review of research work on aging and
accident effects for common elastomeric materials suggests that
radiation, and not thermal aging or accident steam conditions, is
producing the most degradation during qualification testing. Any
assessment of aging adequacy must consider the possibly excessive
conservatism in these radiation assumptions. Secondly, I note that
most qualification programs demonstrate equipment operability for
weeks or months post-LOCA. Yet, PRA insights suggest that only
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failures during the first few hours or days may have safety-
significance. If this is true then our aging management methods
should focus on those aging mechanisms that have the most adverse
impact on operability during this initial accident period.

Aging Analysis

Regarding the adequacy of using aging analysis in lieu of preaging,
there has been recent regulatory concern. It is my opinion that the
most cost-effective method of addressing aging for most outside
containment equipment potentially exposed to short-term, pipe-break,
steam conditions or to radiation-only LOCA conditions is through
robust design, limited aging analysis, and prudent application of the
four operationally based aging management methods.

Operatlonally Based Aging Management

The last four aging management methods can be collectively
described as operationally based. Condition monitoring, when
narrowly viewed a_ predicting future equipment condition based on
current and past measurements, has generated the greatest
engineering interest. I believe this "high tech" mentality misses the
significant benefits derived from prudent and cost-effective application
of the other operationally based aging management options. In a
broader context than EQ, both the NRC and the industry have
increased their attention on operation and maintenance as methods of
improving plant safaty and availability. I believe that we can all benefit
from less reliance on predictive technology and greater focus on
maintaining equipment condition.

Equipment Qualification Scope

If Sal will permit, let me make one final observation that is not limited
to aging per se. I believe that if the industry resources currently
applied to maintaining compliance with 10 CFR 50.49 were refocused
on a smaller more safety-significant set of equipment, then an overall
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safety improvement would occur. Unfortunately, the current
compliance framework requires the uniform application of qualification
methods to all 50.49 equipment without considering the severity of its
environment or its relative safety significance.
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Presentation by

Ken Gillen

TWO MAJOR PREAGING ISSUES

1. DIFFUSION-LIMITED OXIDATION- important
for both radiation and thermal preaging

2. VALIDITY OF ARRHENIUS METHOD
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DIFFUSION-LIMITED OXIDATION EFFECTS
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MODULUS PROFILES

Unique instrumentallows quantitativemappingof modulus (D-l) across
materialcross-section with 50 )amresolution.

RESULTS FOR NITRILE RUBBER
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ARRHENIUS ASSUMPTION- Degradation depends on underlying
chemical reactions

t ocexp (Ea/RT) (from reactiori rate theory)

t = time Ea = activation energy R = gas constant
T = absolute temperature
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CORRELATION BETWEEN SURFACE MODULUS & e/eo

SHOWS THAT SURFACE PROPERTIES DETERMINE
MECHANICAL FAILURE, IMPLYING THAT CRACKS
INITIATE AT HARDENED SURFACE, THEN
IMMMEDIATELY PROPAGATE
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GOOD NEWS
1. IF CRACKS PROPAGATE, ARRHENIUS (e/eo) OK*
2. IF THEY DON'T, ARRHENIUS PROBABLY CONSERVATIVE*

*IF Ea DOESN'T CHANGE IN EXTRAPOLATION REGION

BAD NEWS
1. IF JACKET(S) COVER INSULATION DURING EQ
SIMULATION, INSULATION OX_ATION MAY BE MINIMAL
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CURRENT OBJECTIVE- DETERMINE WHETHER Ea
REMAINS CONSTANT IN EXTRAPOLATION REGION

APPROACH. SENSITIVE TECHNIQUES (e.g., 02
CONSUMPTION, IxCALORIMETRY)
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:EPRI/NPD ....................................PRI Research to Support -"_
Cable Life Extension

• Naturalvs. artificialaging study (4 cable types in 9
plants since 1985; measured environments lower than
design; little degradation to date)

• (?able indenter aging monitor (uses compressive
rnodulus of installed cable to compare with qualification
40-year value; trial uses at CECO, Sandia and EdF)

• Oxidation InductionTime (measureof remaining
antioxidants; supplement to indenter)
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--p EPRI/NPD

RI Equipment Qualification Reference Manual!
(TR-100516, Noveml:-er 1992)

Authors: P. Holzman, G.Sliter

Contributors: S. Carfagno, S. Kasturi
- R. Bolt, J. Gleason, M.Skreiner

• Compilationof EQ technology,requirements,and
expenence

• 500+ pages; 600+ references
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JULY 1993 Event

o Recirc Pump Seal Degrading

o Drywell Temperatures Trending Up

o Plant Shut Down to Replace Seal

o Drywell Walkdown to Investigate
Temperatures

o Discovered Open Insulation Hatch
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HARSH DRYWELL ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATIONS SAFETY ANALYSIS

• Worst Environmental Conditions - Small High-Energy Break LOCA

• Reasons - Highest Temperatures (--330°F) for the Longest Time (3
hours) from the Environmental Design Cdteda

• Safe Shutdown Equipment Failures Assumed

• All ADS and SRV valves .'. Reactor Depressurization Failed

- RClC Steam Valve 1E51 *MOVF063 .'. RClC Failed

• SDC Suction Valve 1E12*MOVF009 .'. SDC Failed

• Drywell Hydrogen Igniters

• Systems Available for Reactor Injection

• Feedwater

• High Pressure Core Spray



HARSH DRYWELL ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATIONS SAFETY ANALYSIS

Drywell Base Line NRC Safety
Environment IPE Goal

Core Damage
Frequency 5.9E-08/yr 1.5E-5/yr 1.0E-4/yr

Percent CDF
Increase ........ 0.4% 0.06%

Note: Negligible Effect on Large Release Frequency
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Cable Degradation

• Operations problems, inspections and tests

- Thermal

9
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Manufactur:mg

NRC Workshop on Environmental Qualification



ermal Dettradatiea
Sequoyah Main Steam Valve Vault

• Degradation first noted April 1986

- MSW is 55' long by 25' wide by 50' high

• Numerous hot pipes
MSIVs, MFIVs and MSRVs

• 130 F design temperatures

* Steam leaks and _ing insulation

' - _ temps 100- 175 F

• Corrective action program implemented
I

NRC Workshop on Environmental Qualification



Operating and Inspection Experience

• Ring cuts when terminating

• Gouges at seals
9

• Gouges and tears from pulling

• Impact

.Pu_by

NRC Workshop on Environmental Qualification



Test and Inspection Experience

• No spec for void/particle size for LV cables

• LV cables have minimal dielectric ser,,ice

® • Tests should reflect service requirements

• Insulation/jacket thermal compatibility must be improved

NRC Workshop on Environmental Qualification



peri.ce
Particle Size Distribution
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EQ WORKSHOP SPONSORED BY USNRC

OPERATING EXPERIENCE PANEL

,_ REVIEW OF INDUSTRY OPERATING EXPERIENCE RELEVANT TO EQ

SONNY_._sruRI, MOS, inc.
11115-16/93
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. EXPERIENCE BASE

• SURVEYS AND REVIEWS

° WHAT WAS FOUND ?

• INDUSTRY RESPONSE

• PRELIMNNARYOBSERVATIONS
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EXPERIENCE BASE

INDUSTRY HAS ACCUMULATED:

• OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH EQUIPMENT AGE FROM A MINIMUM OF
7 TO A MAXIMUM OF 23 YEARS. OVER ONE AND ONE HALF DECADES
OF HEIGHTENED EQ AWARENESS

• EQ TESTING EXPERIENCE SINCE THE EARLY SEVENTIES

MOS



SURVEYS AND REVIEWS

• 4800 FAILURE RECORDS OF EQ EQUIPMENT AND NON EQ EQUIPMENT
FROM THE NPRDS, LER AND NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS DATABASES

. TELEPHONE SURVEY OF COGNIZANT EQ PERSONNEL FROM SELECTED
t_

UTILITIES DURING THE LAST WEEK

- EXPERIENCE WORKING WITH UTILITIES IN EQ PROGRAMS AND TRAINING
OVER THE PAST DECADE AND A HALF

MOS



WHAT WAS FOUND ?

• NUMBER OF EQUIPMENT FAILURES APPEAR TO BE PROPORTIONATELY
DIVIDED BETWEEN EQ AND NON-EQ EQUIPMENT RELATIVE TO THEIR
RESPECTIVE POPULATION SIZE

• VERY FEW (26 BOTH EQ AND NON-EQ) CABLE FAILURES

• MOV LEADS THE PACK

. CAUSE OF FAILURES TO DATE FOR BOTH EQ AND NON-EQ EQUIPMENT,
MAY BE CATEGORIZED UNDER ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE:

-- MISAPPLICATION
-- IMPROPER INSTALLATION

IMPROPER, INADEQUATE MAINTENANCE
LEARNING CURVE, i.e., PERSONNEL TRAINING IN EQUIPMENT
OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND EQ SPECIFICS

-- AGING EFFECTS

. THE FIRST FOUR ITEMS WERE LARGELY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE EARLY
HIGH FAILURE RATES FOR MANY EQUIPMENT CATEGORIES.

MOS



INDUSTRY RESPONSE

• STRENGTHEN THE ROOT CAUSE CULTURE AT ALL LEVELS INCLUDING
MAINTENANCE CRAFT

- SELECTED EQUIPMENT WALKDOWNS DURING OUTAGES

• STRENGTHEN THE PHYSICAL EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION CONTROLS

• STRENGTHEN THE INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE REVIEW PROGRAM

- EQ EMPHASIS IN MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL TRAINING
9

• PROMOTE AND PRESERVE A QUESTIONING ATTITUDE WITH RESPECT TO
EQ THROUGHOUT THE ORGANIZATION

• IMPROVE PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS AND IMPLEMENT FO-
CUSSED ADDITIONAL SURVEILLANCE AND INSPECTION FOR CERTAIN EQ
EQUIPMENT

. IMPLEMENT PLANT/EQUIPMENT SERVICE AMBIENT CONDITION MONITOR-
ING PROGRAM

. STRENGTHEN REPLACEMENT ITEMS (TECHNICAL EVALUATION) PROGRAM

MOS
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PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

• PLANTS APPEAR TO BE BETTER PREPARED TO IDENTIFY AND ARREST
POTENTIAL FOR EQUIPMENT VULNERABILITIES FROM COMMON CAUSE

• TECHNICALLY SOUND AND COST EFFECTIVE EQUIPMENT CONDITION
MONITORING PROGRAMS SPECIFICALLY FOR LONG LIFE ITEMS ON WHICH
MINIMAL MAINTENANCE IS BEING PERFORMED e.g., CABLES, PENETRA-
TIONS. ITEMS SUCH AS MOTORS MAY ALSO BE WORTH A CONSIDERATION
BUT ON A LOWER PRIORITY.

° IN MANY CASES THE ACTUAL SERVICE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE CONDI-
TIONS ARE LESS SEVERE THAN ASSUMED AND USED TO ESTABLISH
QUALIFIED LIFE. IN SOME CASES, THEY HAVE BEEN FOUND TO BE MORE
SEVERE.

• QUALIFIED EQUIPMENT ARE JUST AS VULNERABLE TO AGING EFFECTS AS
OTHERS.

• AVAILABLE EVIDENCE APPEARS TO SUGGEST THAT BECAUSE OF THE
HIGHER LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE AND SURVEILLANCE ATTENTION TO THE
HARSH ENVIRONMENT EQUIPMENT, THEY MAY BE EXPERIENCING FEWER
FAILURES, AND THAT WE CAN EXPECT A SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED
POTENTIAL FOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURES.

MOS
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APPENDIX D

PRESENTATION FOR MONDAY NOVEMBER 15, 1993
PLENARYSESSION ON CONDITION MONITORING
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Presentationby

GeorgeSIIter

F EPRI/NPD .................

Condition Monitoring of Cables and
Other Nuclear Power Plant

Electrical Components

George Sllter
Electric Power Research Institute

NRC Workshop on Envlronmental
Quallflcatlon ofElectrlc Equlpment

Rockvllle, Ms,landNovember 15-1 , 1993

_-- ..... Engineering & Operations
OtVG/GEWelkIt_IG t

F EPF_PD .......................How Cables Are Qualified
(IEEE 383 and 10 CFR 50.49)

• Type Testing (sequential aging/LOCA)

- Thermal aging (high temperature/Arrhenlus)

- Radiation aging (equal dose-equal damage) 50 Mrad
(high dose rate)

- LOCA simulation (150 Mrad and 15% margin on
temperature and pressure)

• Electrical Tests

- During LOCA -- rated voltage and current

- After LOCA -- 240 v/mil DC in water (5 to 15 times

operating voltage), bent to 40 dlams j........... Engineering & Operations
OtVG/GElgt:lk! t/gQ 2
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F EPRI/NPD ................... .........

Qualification to Older Criteria

• LOCA test on unaged cable (or radiation
aging only)

• Use separateeffectsteststo evaluate
whetherthe cable is susceptibleto thermal
(or radiation)aging

i.e., "noagingpriorto LOCA"

_-- .................... Engineering & Operations J
OtWM_lW¢_ lt,_ 3

F EPRI/NPD ................ --_Role of Condition Monitoring In
Equipment Qualification

• IEEE 323 -- Introduction: "Thisstandarddealswiththe
qualificationportionof the program."This"program"
includes

- "maintenanceand periodictesting"(1974 version)
- "maintenance,periodictesting,and surveillance"

(1983 version)
. IEEE definitionof "surveillance"(Std 387 on DGs):

- The determinationof the stateor conditionof a
systemor subsystem

• 1974 versionof 323 has nosignificantadditional
mentionof maintenance/test

_- Engineering & Operations Jiiii iiii i

01VG_£Wc_ 11_ 4
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Role of Condition Idonitorlng in
Equipment Qualification

(continued)
• 1983 versionof 323 givessurveillance/maintenance

moreof a role:

(1) if "theeffectsof the significantagingmechanismcan
be accountedforby periodicinservicesurveillance/
maintenance,"then"insteadof qualifiedlife, the
periodicsurveillance/maintenanceintervalbecomes
itsoperationallimitation;"

(2) documentationmustinclude"periodicsurveillance/
maintenanceintervaldetermination;"

(3) surveillance/maintenanceis a "methodof extending
qualifiedlife"

_--- -- ,,,, Engineering& OperationsJ
01V(VGIt_ IVID I

F EPRI/NPD......................... -_Difference between Survell!ance
and Condition Monitoring

NPP Common Aging Terminology (EPRI TR-100844)

• surveillance-- observationormeasurementof conditionor
functionalindicatorsto verifythatan SSC currentlycan function
withinacceptancecriteda

• condition monitoring-- observation,measurement,ortrendingof
conditionor functionalwithrespectto someindependentparameter
(usuallytime orcycles)to indicatethe currentandfutureabilityof an
SSC to functionwithinacceptancecdteda

• condition Indicator-. Characteristicthatcan be observed,
measured,ortrendedto inferor directlyindicatethecurrentand
futureabilityof an SSC to functionwithinacceptancecdterla

• functional Indloator (or performanceparameter).-condition
indicatorthat is a direct indicationof the currentabilityof an SSC to

funclionwithinacceptancecriteda Engineering& OperationsJ
0tVO_3El_lk 11/9l e
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F EPRI/NPD - ' .......................... _Value of Condition Monitoring
• EPRI Preface in 1980 "Review of Equipment AgingTheoryand

Technology"(NP.1558) says: "Aproductiveavenueforfutureresearch
may be to establishin.servicesurveillanceproceduresgearedto monitor
equipmentdegradationin termsof specificdegradationmechanisms
where theycan be Identified."

• EPRI recognizesthe valueof beingableto makean in-situmeasurement
of componentcorHitlonfortroubleshooting(effectsof inadvertentlygreat
ambienttemperatureor degradedequipmentperformance)and as the
basisforextendingqualifiedlife.

• EPRI also recognizesthe potentialvalueof conditionmonltodngas a
complementto traditional"up-front"EQ methods-- an In-situcheckin view
of the uncedaintlesintraditionalartificialagingmethodsbasedon
Arrheniusandequal does/equaldamage.

• However,basedon a decadeof researchinthisarea, EPRI concludes
that with1993 state-of-the-artthe abilityof in-situconditionmonltodng
techniquesforpredictingwithreasonablecertaintywhethera component
can pedormits safetyrelatedfunctionunderaccidentconditionsis

extremelylimited, jEngineering & OperatloneI I - I IIIII III I I

OWQ/OEI/_ tt_ T

F lllHI I II,

ep._pD..........
How Cables Fall

• Mechanical properties of insulation degrade before
electrical properties

° Failuremechanisms:

- Unshieldedcables -- insulationcrackingdue to aging
(withor withouthandling)leadsto electricalfailure
duringaccident

- Shieldedcables -- lowinsulationresistance,but
decreasefromagingis smallcomparedwith
decreasedue to accident

• Failurescausedonlyduringaccidentswithdamaged
insulation(high reliabilityinoperationis no surprise --
evencable withcrackedinsulationcan functionindry

_peratingenvironment) J
........... Englneedng & Operations _

OtV_O4Ell/_k_t_18 e

D-8
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F EPRI/NPD
Some Cable Condition

Monitoring/Surveillance Candidate Techniques

• Aging- destructive(bending,tensileelongation,
breakdownvoltage)

• Aging- nondestructive(indenter,oxidationinduction
time, density,dielectricresponse[IR, TDS])

• Damage (localdegradation)- nondestructive
troubleshooting(inspection,pneumatic,
hi-pot[air/helium],partialdischarge)

O.mt,on._.J
01VO_BES/dk11R_I 9

F EPRI/NPD ....EPRI Aging Monitoring Activities

• ConditionMonitoringof NP ElectricalEquipment(NP-33-57, 1984)

• SeismicRuggednessof Aged ElectricalComponents(NP-5024, 1987)

• Cable IndenterAgingMonitor(NP-7348, 1991)

• NaturalversusArtificialAgingof NPP Components(TR-100245, 1991)

• Time-DomainReflectometryforCable Changes(GS-6642, 1990)

• Power PlantPracticesto EnsureCable Operability(NP-7485, 1992)

• OxidationInductionTime as a Cable CM Technique(in progress)

• ImprovedConventionalCableTest Techniques(inprogress)

• Two Cable ConditionMonitoringResearchCoordinationMeetings

(NRC, W. Farmer/Sandia,Giflen,Bustard,Jacobus/EPRIcontractors)

• Two Cable ConditionMonitoringWorkshops(1988 and 1993)

Engineering & Operations J
01VQtG[Slm tt_ 1o

D-10



F EPRI/NPDEPRI Cable CM Workshop Conclusions -_

• Cablesvery reliable(even infossilplantupto 60 yearsold)

• Conventionaltroubleshootingtechniquesnotgoodfor monitoringaging

• Techniquesfor fossil/NPBOP needonlygiveconditionforfunctioning
underoperatingconditions

• Techniquesfor nuclearplantcablesmustpredictabilityto functionin
harshaccidentenvironment-- muchmoredifficult

• Collecting,maintaining,and usingcableinformationon installation,
environments,performance,and testingwouldgenerateusefuldatabase.

EPRI IS PLANNING (1) EXTENSIVE COMPUTERIZED CABLEDATABASE

(2) USER GUIDE TO IN-PLANTCABLEMONITORING TECHNIQUES

(3) METHODS FOR EXTENDING QUALIFIED LIFE

_'_ Engineering & Operations J
01VG/GES/¢t 11/g3 11

F spnuNPo Cable Technical Issues _'_

• Uncertaintiesinqualificationmethods

• Uncertaintiesinenvironments(hotspots)

• Acceleratedvs. in-plantaging

- Arrhenius/equaldose-equaldamage

- Dose-rate/synergisticeffects

• LOCA crackingof insulationwithbondedjackc*,

, Engineering & Operations J
0tVG/GES/cik 11/18 12
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F EPRI/NPD ' '

Sandla/NRC Research to Support
Cable Life Extension

• LOCA testsoncommoncablestypesaged
to 60-year condition(almostall functioned)

• Extensiveresearchon dose-rate/

synergisticeffects

Engineering & Operations
01VG/GES/dk 11/93 13

EPRI/NPD

EPRI Research to Support
Cable Life Extension

• Naturalvs. artificialagingstudy (4 cabletypes in9
plantssince1985; measuredenvironmentslowerthan
design;littledegradationto date)

• Cable indenteragingmonitor(usescompressive
modulusof installedcable to comparewithqualification
40-year value;trial usesat CECO, Sandiaand EdF)

• OxidationInductionTime (measureof remaining
antioxidants;supplementto indenter)

_'_ Engineering & Operations J
0tVG/GEB/cIk 11/110 14
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Table 4-I

MECHANICALTESTING TECHNIQUES

Sample Method

Cable Jackets
Rockbestos Tensile
BIW Fiber strips 0.040 in. x 20 mils x 2 in.
Kerite Fiber grips
Okonite Distance between grips I in.

Gage length0.5 in.

Cable Insulations
Rockbestos- 3 wires Tensile
BIW - 2 wires Small wires-fiberstrips 0.040 in. x 20 mils
Kerite x 2 in.
Okonite- 3 wires Large wires-fiberstrips 0.040 in. x 20 mils

x 2 in.

Fiber grips
Distance between grip 1.0 in.
Gage length0.5 in.

Shrink Tubinq
Tensile
Lathe used to create peels
Micro tensile Dog Bones
Cut in circumferentialdirection

SolenoidDiaphraqms
EPR VibratingReed
Viton Fiber strips prepared same as cables

PressureSwitch
Cover Gaskets Tensile

4 fiber strips 0.050 in. x 20 mils x 2 in.
taken from outer-mostedges

MicrotensileDog Bones taken from
middle of gasket

Grey Disk Tensile
Fiber strips 0.040 in. x 17 mils x 0.75 in.

prepared same as cables
Distance between grips .25 in.
Gage length = 0.125 in.

O-Rings Tensile
Entire O-Ring (specialtensile testing

fixture)
Distance between grips = 0.88 in.

[distancebetween centers of pulley +
I/2 (diameter.ofpulley)]

D-13



Table 3-6

COMPARISONOF ENVIRONMENTALCONDITIONS: ORIGINALVS. CURRENT ESTIMATESb

TOTAL DOSE
(MEGARADS/40YEARS) TEMPERATURE (°F)

Original Extrapolated Original Degredation
Utilityand Utility Measurements Utility Weighted
Location Estimate From LF Detectors Estimates AveraQe

AI 0.070 0.22 82 86
A4 0.00070 0.22 120 119
BI 19 0.38 140 123
B2 6.0 0.20 94 108
CI 0.049 0.32 106 104
C3 1.2 0.41 115 106
DI 6.0 0.87 130 130
El 0.70 0.10 135 144
E4 o.go 0.15 150 114
FI 0.010 <0.0070 95 100
F2 0.049 0.067 87 86
GI 22.1 0.018 130 133
G3 10 1.57 100 125
HI 6.0 1.50 130 115 i
H2 0.010 0.67 100 117
J1 240 NAa 175 NA
J2 0.16 NA 180 NA

a Not available
b As of December7, 1990.

])-14
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F EPRi/NPD ......

Information from
EPRI Equipment Qualification Reference Manual

Related to NRC EQ Workshop Goals

George Sliter
Electric Power Research Institute

NRC Workshop on Environmental
Qualification of Electric Equipment

Rockville, Maryland
November 15-16, 1993

Engineering & Operations J; O'JVGV/GESC4clk11/93 1

-_ EPRI/NPD ........
EPRI Equipment Qualification Reference Manual I

(TR-100516, November 1992)

Authors: P. Holzman,G.Sliter

Contributors: S. Carfagno,S. Kasturi
- R. Bolt, J. Gleason,M.Skreiner

• Compilationof EQ technology,requirements,and
experience

• 500+ pages;600+ references

, Engineering & Operations J02VGV/QESC_Ik I 1/93 2

D-16



F EPRI/NPD ' ' ' _,_EPRI EQ Reference Manual

• Writtento benefit utilitypersonnel, reactordesigners,
standardswriters,architect-engineers,equipment
manufacturers,test labs,and regulators

• Identifiestechnicalissuesthat couldbenefitfrom
additionalresearchsuchas:

- Uncertaintiesinacceleratedvs in-plantaging

- Conditionmonitoring

- Relationshipof qualificationto reliabilityand PRA

,, , Engineering & Operations J02VGVRIESC,/clk 11/93 3

f EPRI/NPD ............Top Two Sentences on Page 1-1 _'_
of EQ Reference Manual

iii

"Fundamentalto the safe "The responsibilityfor
operationof commercial qualifyin9 equipmentand
nuclearplantsand to the preservingitsqualifiedstatus
protectionof publichealth throughoutits installedlife,
and_ through whilecontrollingoperations
regulationisthe need to and maintenancecosts, lies
ensurethat safety withthe plantowner/
systemsand equipment operator."
can performtheir intended
functionsduringnormal
operation,earthquakes,

Qnd postulated accidents". Engineering & Operations02VGV/GESC,/elk 11_1_ 4

D-t7



F EPRI/NPD ........ ---_

Top Two Sentences of Page 1-1 of
EQ Reference Manual

Bia Messages:

1. Safety first; cost controlrightbehind it

2. Utilityneedsto qualify and preserve
qualificationduringoperation

'_._ , Engineering & Operations02VOV_Eb_clk I t/g3 s

,,,.-"--" EPRUNPD .......EQ Manual Overview of Qualification
(Section 1)

• Plantsare designedwithdefense-in-depth
(redundancy);tolerancefor single,randomfailures

• Qualificationaimsat eliminating"commoncause'
failures(systematic,multiple,non-random,concurrent
failuresthat can defeat redundancy)

• Two broadclasses

- Genericerrors(designerrors,fabricationdefects,
faultyinstallation,errorsin operationsor
maintenance)"EauiDmentQualification"

- Environments(ambientandoperational)

"Environment_,lQualification"_ov,_=,_ ,,_ e Engineering & Operations

D-t8
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EPRI/NPD

EQ Manual Overview of Qualification
(continuecl)

• Environment commoncauses

- Aging degradationduringoperation

- Accidentalandsuddenlyintensified("harsh")
environmentthattriggersfailureof redundant
components

Engineering & Operations
02VGViOESC_Ik tl _13 7

F EPRI/NPD '
Basic Approach to Qualification

(Section 2)

• Key measure forpreventingenvironmentallyinduced
common-causefailuresis EQ whichis deterministic

ratherthanprobabilistic;that is,a proofof test is

performedratherthan a statisticalanalysisof results

froma largenumberof tests. This is meantto provide
"reasonable assurance that common-causefailures

willnotoccur".

_Qw._,. _ a Engineering & Operations

i D-t9
i
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F EPRI/NPD ........... = ......... _.,_
Basic Approach to Qualification

(continued)

• Deterministicapproach:
- Defense-in-depth(redundancy)

- Conservativedesignanddesignverfication(EQ)
basedon conservativeboundingof operatingand
accidentenvironments(margin)

- QualityAssurance(App.B)
- Periodicperformancetesting
- Propermanufacturing,design,application,

installation,operation,andmaintenance

o_Qv_._'"_'__. o Engineering & Operations

F EPRI/NPD ..................
Basic Approach to Qualification

(continu_xl)

• Even rigidimplementationof abovemeasuresdoes not
providea quantifiablemeasureof systemor equipment
performancereliabilityunderprogressiveiymoresevere
environments

• Test oneprototypeto designlevelplusmargin(no
"fragility"dataat greaterlevels)

• No reliabilitydata

- Too expensive

- Not encouragedby regulator(see nextslide)

,,_ ,o Engineering & Operations0WOVR;IESC/r.lk
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F EPRI/NPD ....... "............ "" _ '_._

Basic Approach to Qualification
(continued)

DORGuidelines- "Ifa componentfallsat anytime
duringthetest,eveninaso-called"fail-safe"mode,
thetestshouldbe consideredinconclusiveforthe
entireperiodpriortofailure"

j_v_=_._ _,_. . - . ......... Engineering& Operations

F EPRI/NPD --EPRI EQ Reference Manual
EQ Preservation Stage

(Section 9)

• Qualificationprocessnotcompletedwhenqualified
equipmentisinstalledandoperational:
- Preventivemaintenance(servicing,surveillance,

conditionmonitoring,andrefurbishment)
- Correctivemaintenance(repairandreplacement)
- Replacementat endof qualifiedlife
- Extensionof qualifiedlife(usinge.g.,on-going

qualification,reevaluation,orconditionmonitoring)

,_ Englneedng& OperationsJ(_'VGV,'_EIIC/_k 11_,3

D-21



F EPRI/NPD " ' _..... '.............What During Operation Needs To Be _'_
Addressed for Potential Impact on

Equipment Qualification?
• Plantmodifications

• Installationof newequipment
• Changesin regulations
• State-<,C-the-artInformation modifying original

aseumptions and methodologies (e.g., research
results showing synergistic effects)

• Experiencewithequipment performance inyourown
or anotherplant

• Generic,industry-wideproblemsand issues

_v_ ,,A. ,=..... Engineering & Operations

F EPRI/NPD ............ -_

Fundamental Premise of Qualification

• Test sampleconditionpriorto the accident
simulationrepresentsor envelopesthe conditionof
the installedequipment

• Maintenance(as wellas environmentalmonitoring)
is relieduponto ensureenveloping

_wu¢_, !,_. 1,.... Engineering & Operations

D-22
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F EPRI/NPD
Surveillance/Condition Monitoring

• Because of the uncertainties in the EQ process plant
experience is invaluable for reducing the potential impact
of those uncertainties

• Only in the plant does equipment experience the
combined effect of all actual environments and
operational conditons

• Difference between surveillance and condition
monitoring

- Surveillance/periodic testing --go/no go--
functionability at a point in time

- Condition monitoring --quantitative and predictive--

estimates condition at future point in time jo=vov_=._c=,,_. _s Englneerlng &Operatlons

F EPRI/NPD.
EQ-Required and Discretionary Maintenance

• Required EQ maintenanceis minimumset of maintenance
actionsidentifiedby EQ programas beingessential

• Other specifiedmaintenanceactionsare called
"discretionary"

• Generally conditionmonitoringis not specified as
required EQ maintenance(ie it is descretionary;used for
expensiveequipmentor if prematureagingis suspected)

• Surveillanceis specified

Engineering & Operations J0¢=VOVIOE_,/dk 11/93 16
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F EPRI/NPD e_
Table 9.1

Questions to Determine the Need for EQ-Required Maintenanc

1. Doesthe maintenanceinvolvecomponentreplacementsnecessaryto
maintainthe testedconfiguration(e.g., replacegasketswheneverthe
equipmentisopened)?

2. Is the maintenancebasedon limitsor valuesestablishedby the agingportion
of the test program(e.g., replacecoil basedon timeandoperating
temperature)?

3. Does the maintenanceaddresssignificantagingmechanismsnotfully
simulatedbythe agingportionof the testprogram(e.g., examinerelay
contactsfor pittingor corrosion}?

4. Does the maintenanceaddressagingmechanismsthat renderthe equipment
moresusceptibleto failureduringthe accidentwhencomparedto normal
operation(e.g., periodiccleaningof a terminalblock'sinsulatingsurface).

5. Does the maintenancereducethe potentialforcommon-modefailures
resultingfromspecificagingmechanisms?

• 6. Does operationaland industryfeedback(Sec. 9._ indicatethe need for

_,,, specificmaintenanceactionsto addressspecificagingmechanisms?Engineering & Operations02VGV/GESC/c_ 11/93 17

F EPRI/NPD
Condition Monitoring can Support

Qualification Process

• Assess in-service aging
• Verify that assigned qualified life reasonable

• Assure that all significant aging mechanisms are
considered

• Must identify reliable condition indicators (performance
parameters)

• Should have ability to gauge performance not on;y
under normal conditions, but also accident conditions

Engineering & Operations J
02VOV/GESC._ 11_ 18
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F EPRI/NPDCondition Monitoring can Support _'_
Qualification Process

(continued)

• Unfortunately,qualificationtestingdoes not include
measurementsof conditionindicatorspriorto LOCA;
reasons--

- generally beyond state-of-art
- expensive
- fear that NRC would rejectqualification based on

measured condition indicator rather than LOCA test

• Such measurements might be considered in future
qualification testing, especially for long-lived
components

02wv_Esc_,,;_3 ,0 Engineering & Operations

SPRV"P°ConditionMonitoring As A
Predictive Tool is Limited

• EPRI Condition Monitoringof Nuclear Plant Equipment
(NP-3357, 1984)
- Some techniques show promise, but not enough

experience either in laboratory or plant to justify
widespread application

• EPRI Seismic Ruggedness of Aged Electrical
Components (NP-5024, 1987)

- Some candidate indicators not meaningful, others
"show promise"

..... Engineering & Opemtlons J02VGV/GESC/clk11/93 20
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Table 3-I

CONDITIONMONITORINGTECHNIQUES

Device Condition Monitorin 9 Technique Evaluated

Motors Insulation Resistance

Motors Pol ari zation Index

Solenoid Valves Insulation Resistance

Solenoid Valves Polarization Index

Solenoid Valves Dissipation Factor
Pressure Switches Switch Point -

Increasing Pressure

Pressure Switches Switch Point -
DecreasingPressure

PressureSwitches Deadband
Relays Pull-in Voltage

Relays Drop-outVoltage

Relays ContactResistance

Relays InsulationResistance

Contactors Pull-in Voltage

Contactors Drop-outVoltage

Contactors ContactResistance

Time Delay Relays Pull-inVoltage

Time Deiay Relays Drop-outVoltage

Time Delay Relays ContactResistance

CircuitBreakers ContactResistance

D-26



Table 3-2

RESULTS OF CONDITION MONITORING TESTS

Seismic
Perform- Potential

ance Monitoring Nature of Effectiveness of
Device Degraded Technique Trend Technique

Circ u i t No CR 10% I nef fec t i ve
breakers i nc re ase

Cont ac to rs No PI V 3% I nef fec t i ve
decrease

(improving)

Contactors No DOV No change Ineffective

Contacto rs No CR No change I neffect i ve

Motors No IR No change Ineffect i ve

Motors No PI

Motors No PI No change Ineffective

Pressure Yes Setpoi nt *#I Effect i ve
switches INC/DEC

Pres sure Yes DB *#I Effective
switches

Relays No PIV 3% Effect i ve
decrease

(improving)

Rel ays No DOV *#2 Effective

Relays No CR No change Ineffective

Rel ays No IR *#3 I nef fec t i ve

Sol enoi d No IR No change I neffect i ve
valves

Sol enoi d No PI No change I neffect ive
valves

*Notes

I. Trends were device dependent -- some increased, some decreased, some
constant, some erratic.

2. Trends were device dependent -- some increased, some decreased, some
constant.

3. Most decreased up to 4 percent. One increased by 77 percent.

D-27



Table 3-2 (continued)

Seismic
Perform- Potential
ance Monitoring Nature of Effectivenessof

Device Degraded Technique Trend Technique

Solenoid No DF No change Ineffective
vaIves

Time delay No PIV 14% Effective
relays decrease

(improving)

Time delay No DOV 5% Effective
relays decrease

Time delay No CR 2% Ineffective
reIays decreasing

(improving)

D-28



-" EPRI/NPD .........EPRI Has Focused on - _
Cable Conditioning Monitoring

(Simplest component expensive to replace)

• Two Cable CM Workshops (1988-1993)
• Cable Indenter

• Thermal Fingerprinting (differential scanning calorimetry
DSC)

• Oxidation Induction Time

• Improved Conventional Cable Test Techniques (IR
Partial Discharge, TDR)

• Cable Operability Report (recommends inspecting
condition of cable ends while maintaining connected

_equipment)
o_aw_sc_=-,. 2_ Engineering & Operations

/_conEPRI/NPD ........
clusmns From EPRi Cable CM Workshops _

• Cables very reliableeven in fossilplants up to 60 years old
• Conventionaltroubleshootingtechniques (hi-pot,IR, power

factor,etc.) notgood for monitoringaging
• CM particularlydifficultfornuclear plantcables in harsh

environment

• Collecting,maintaining,and usingcable informationon
installation,environments,performance,and testingwould
generate usefuldatabase;what techniquesare useful
today?

• Need standardizedmethodsfor
- polymertensiletesting
- activationenergymeasurements

_,_ -indenter j=vow_._ ,,_. ,, - Engineering & Operations
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F EPRI/NPDDesirable Attributes of CM Techniques

CMtechnioues should:
• Be relatedto acceptancecriteria(fornuclearsafety-relatedconditions,th_

acceptancecriteriamustbe linkedto accidentfunctionality)
• Minimizeintrusivenessor be non-disruptive
• Be possibleduringnormaloperation
• Not requiredisconnectionorlongequipmentoutages
• Be possiblefrom readilyaccessibleand convenientlocations(e.g., cable endsl
• Have repeatableresults
• Be applicableto a widevarietyof cable types
• Be applicableto a varietyof constructions
• Be applicableto varyinginstallationconfigurations(e.g., conduitsandtrays)
• Not requirespecialtraining
• Not demand highlevelsof expertiseandspecial tools
• Require minimalsafety precautions
• Not be detrimentalto adjacentcables

Be less expensiveto implementthanthe costof periodicreplacement............ Engineering & Operations
02VGV/GESC/clk11/93 23

F EPRI/NPD KAPTON
(Polyimide)

• Wire used for equipment connector"pigtails"
(especially on penetrations)

• Spiral wrapped polyimide tape bonded to conductor
with teflon

• NRC Information Notice No. 88-89 and EPRI Report
NP-7189 identify cautions

• Not forgiving of handling damage (4-8 mils thick)

• Avoid overbent, radiated wire in hot, moist condition

_joz_wE_,_,,_ 2, Engineering & Operations
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f EPRI/NPD .......
Other Potential Failure Mechanisms for Cables

• No credittakenforjacket in EQ (it istheremainlyto
protectinsulationduringinstallation);but
- jacketcrackingcan adverselyaffectperformanceof

electricalconnectorsin harshenvironments

- jacket may be bonded(or unbondedandstuckto)
insulationso that if jacketcracksfrom aging,crack
can propagateintoinsulation

• Certain instrumentationcable when heated
experiences buckling/kinking of coaxial center
conductor which penetrates through insulation (bad
weave angle of braid)

Engineering & Operations J02VGV/GESC._Ik11/93 25

F EPRI/NPD .......Qualification Experience
(Section 12)

Lessons learned about equipment vulnerabilities from testing and
plant service for the following types (with 137 references):

Cables
Cable Splices
Terminalblocks
Electdcmotoractuators
Motors
Solenoid-operatedvalves
Electronictransmitters
Instrumentswitches
Temperaturedetectors
Radiationandneutronmonitors
Containmentelectricalpenetrations
Battedes

_,_ Relays ./
0_vQwEsc_"',,,,3 _ , Engineering & Operations _-
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F EPRI/NPD ........... _%_

EQ Research and Development
(Section 13)

• Summary and overviewof EQ research
efforts by EPRI Sandia and NRC (NPAR)

• 155 references

• Appendix on material thermal and radiation
data (charts and tables cf activation energies
and dose/degradation)

• EPRI R&D includes EQ Data Bank material
properties training materials shelf life and
environmental monitoring

_jo_w.c_.._. 27 Engineering & Operations
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A7-8 MATERIAL THERMAL AND RADIATION DATA

'....'"1 " ""1 ' '"1 ' ''i'i ........' ' 'q -'" "I ' ,'_w
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FIGURE A7.4 Summary of property changes due to radiation (from Equipment Qualification Data
Bank [EQDB]) (A7-4)
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A 7.2 Radiation Data A7-9
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FIQURII A?,4 Summary of property changes due to radiation (from Equipment Qualification Data
Bank [EQDB]) (A7-4) (continued)
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INITIAL 11/15/93 PRESENTATION

BY PANELIST J.B. GARDNER, CONSULTANT

All the commentsof thispanelistare made fromthe perspectiveof onewho,after

leavingMIT, spent 35 years in cable design, manufactureand testing in the employof

a cable manufacturerand ten years in consultingfor several nuclearprojects.

For manyyears I have been involvedwith EQ testing,and EQ standardswriting.

In the lastdecade or more I havespokenand writtenabout EQ concerns. Some of this

has been published;Chapter 13 of NUREG/CR 4731 Vol. 2, Nov. 1989. "ResidualLife

Assessment of Major LWR Components- Overview," the introductorypaper "Cable

ConditionMonitoring- The ChallengeBeforeUs" forthe Feb. 1993 EPRI Workshopon

Power Plant Cable ConditionMonitoring(EPRI TR-102399), and as a contributorto the

Feb. 27, 1991 NPEC Ad Hoc C_mmittee reporton IEEE 383-74 RevisionIssues. It is,

of course, impossibleto delve into details of these concernsand issues in this brief

presentationalthough some have been and will be discussedin other parts of this

Workshop.

May I share a few general thoughtsfrom myexperiencethat couldbe helpfulor

provocativeto some of you.
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The relationshipof conditionmonitoring(CM) to equipmentqualification(EQ): For

a numberof EQ programs'issues,questions,or omissions,or for issuesof improperor

questionedinstallationor randomdamageto cablesystemcomponents,CM may be able

to give assuranceof adequateoperabilityboth at the time done and also in the future.

However, if there is no rationalquestionof a cable system'soperability,then the cost

and the possibilityof incurringnewdamage by imposingCM tests are strongdeterrents

to their use.

With the array of EQ questionswhich have surfaced and the large number of

safety-relatedcable circuitsin our nuclearplantsthe potentialengineeringchallenges

seem almost boundless. To utility managers they may appear staggering, indeed

prohibitive. Thus, I hopethisworkshopwill find itsway to recognizethe importanceof

and discusshow to now focusthe industry'senergiesand dollarsonly on the highest

safetypriorityareas of risk. If we can dothat, itwouldseem a very usefuland practical

outcomefrom thisWorkshop.

May I now notewhat seem to me are the four key elements to be consideredin

focusingon (prioritizing)the mostimportantcablesystemsafety issues. They may then

be related to how and where we shouldapplyCM methodologies:
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1. PotentialSusceptibilityto commoncause failure (CCFs).

Experienceand rationalitystronglyindicatethat moisturefrom steam or floodingis the

most likelytriggerfor CCFs in cable systems. Seismicstressor motionis generally a

distantsecondand with outplantdesigns,fire and missileseven less likely. Only those

CCFs whichoccurwithinthe time of requireduseand are not repairablewithinthat time

may be highrisksto safety. In cablesystems,the importantmoisturetriggeredservice

modesof failureare excessiveleakagecausedby cable insulationruptureor resistance

drop or splice/terminalseal compromise,insulationruptureor burn-throughdue to local

fault currents, and generation to spuriousvoltages due to moisture in connections.

Moisture-intrusionshouldbe a highprioritysafety concern. However, findingeffective

conditionmonitoringmethodsto detectsusceptibilityto moistureintrusionis stilla major

challenge. Fortunately,onlycable systemcomponentsin potentiallyharshor floodable

areas are susceptibleto moisture-triggeredCCFs

2. Importance to safety Having only one (very broad) safety classificationfor

i electrical systems, namely 1E, in our plants detractsfrom our practical incentivesto

prioritizethe many safety-relatedcircuits. PRA and times-requiredstudies related to

connectedequipmentseem so far to have had littleimpactin usefullynarrowingout CM

focuson those cable systemsof highestsafetyimpact. The writerassumesthey would

be those dealingwith the monitoringof and mitigatingthe effectsof a major accident if

it was to occur.
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3. Cable and seal/interface _oes Susceptibilityto potential moisture intrusion

leading to CCFs is greatly affected by cable system component materials and

constructions. Sensitivityto handling and installationdamage and to aging are very

material specific. (Properties such as embrittlement, cold flow, and plasticizer

migration). Nonshieldedtype cable, especiallysingle conductor,present particularly

difficultchallengesfor conditionmonitoring. Considerationof these factors shouldbe

made in focusingon circuitsmostat riskas well as in determiningthe best methodsof

conditionmonitoring.

4. Installationconfiguration Experience has shown us that certain installation

practicesmay cause more failuresor are furtherremovedfrom EQ test conditionsthan

others. The degree of riskmay therefore be installationdependent. Unfortunatelythe

installationconditionsalso can have a major effect on our abilityto apply many CM

methodologies.

The speaker sees little hope for any one or two super systems for either

prioritizingcircuitson whichto focusourCM or for the best methodsof monitoring. Not

onlydoes moreworkneed to be done indevelopingCM methodsbutsoundengineering

shouldbe used to narrowthe size of our target cable systemsso that it is practically

addressable.
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Presentation by

Wells Fargo

PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

Nuclear plants develop surveillance and maintenance
programs to assure continuing adequacy of
important plant equipment, especially nuclear
safety-related equipment ("Safety-Related structures,
systems, or components...") consistent with
10CFR50.65.

Electrical nuclear safety related equipment which
may be subject to a harsh environment must be
maintained in a state of readiness to perform during
the harsh environmental conditions of the nuclear
accident.

Cost- effective surveillance and maintenance
program should assure that equipment adequacy to
perform or remain operable is retained.

Criteria used for selection of a Non-Intrusive
Condition Evaluation (NICE) system to assess
selected conditions of relatively inaccessible in-
containment motors during normal operation is
presented. Included is the successful non-
confidential results from such a system.
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RELIABILITY CENTERED
MAINTENANCE

Use of Reliability Based or Centered Maintenance
techniques in the nuclear industry appears to
pro_se both a reduction in cost and improvement
in plant safety.

The Maintenance Rule is not prescriptive allowing
use of the prudent Reliability Centered Maintenance
concepts which is effectively endorsed by industry.
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PERFORMANCE OR CONDITION
BASED MAINTENANCE

NRC performance-based definition of Predictive
Maintenance:

Predictive _laintenance includes the methods used
to analyze and predict equipment performance so
that planned maintenance can be performed before
equipment failure occurs. Predictive maintenance is
a l_rform_¢e-b_ed activity. It includes the study
of the ongoing operation of the equipment and uses
performance--based criteria to determdne when
maintenance is required. Predictive maintenance
criteria are deter_ed by the type of analysis
required to describe equipment performance.
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NON-INTRUSIVE CONDITION
EVALUATION (NICE) SYSTEM BASED
ON MOTOR CURRENT SIGNATURE
ANALYSIS (MCSA)

Nuclear utility requested assistance regarding determination
of bearing adequacy for the relatively inaccessible
Containment Cooling Fan Motors.

Fan vendor or the motor subvendor indicates an expected B-
i0 life in the magnitude of 100,000 hours. The actual
statistical "life" of the bearing for a B-10 or today's L 0 life
being the point at which 10% of a group of bearings o_ a
specific design, size, load, are expected to fail.

Bearing "life" determination requires knowledge of radial
bearing load, axial bearing load, load factors appropriate to
specific bearing, etc. Due to conservatism in installation, the
L10 life should be well in excess of 100,000 hours. Lack of
specific data and complex evaluations makes the calculated
life difficult to project or provide sufficient confidence.

Motors are "enshrouded" by the mechanical fan assembly
with the further complication of in-containment location,
resulting in vibration analysis being not practical.

Modern non-intrusive signature analysis technique used to
determine if bearing vibration is significant.
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NON-INTRUSIVE CONDITION
EVALUATION (NICE) SYSTEM BASED ON
MOTOR CURRENT SIGNATURE ANALYSIS
(MCSA) (CONTINUED)

Non2 Intrusive Condition Evaluation (NICE) System selected
was Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) technique
that was first developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) under USNRC contract.

Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) is a remote
monitoring technique available from the motor switchgear or
MCC location or any convenient location along the motor
power lead by use of a simple clamp-on ammeter.

Motor current variations carried by the electric cables of the
motor includes information from the motor which acts as a
transducer by sensing load variations, mechanical vibrations,
and various motor problems. The current signatures are
processed by electronics into time and frequency information
which provide equipment condition indication, trended over
time which would allow early detection of degradation.

Technique has found problems with bearings, motor rotor bars,
determines slip frequency, determines starting time, determines
running load, can detect many circuit relay problems (e.g.
bounce), determines fan or pump rotational speed, determines
motor running speed, consequence of operation under degraded
voltage, etc.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

o Data from six motors for twenty four starting or
running conditions obtained in a non-intrusive
manner in well under three hours. Utility was
only able to confirm the longer than expected
starting time on a single motor using a somewhat
intrusive data logger by measuring voltage drops
through an available current shunt after more
than a manday of preparation and set-up time.
Furthermore, this traditional method did require
connections and disconnections at Class 1E
circuitry, while the MCSA technique did not.

o Bearing degradation was detected in one motor
which led to recommendation for investigation at
the next convenient period. Utility physical
inspection confirmed bearing defect with
resulting bearing replacement.

o Vibration was detected in signal which was not
characteristic of motor or bearing conditions.
Recommendation was made to inspect
mechanical interface and ventilation ductwork.

Inspection confirmed problem in mechanical
ventilation ductwork which was utility corrected.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
(CONTINUED)

o Long starting times and higher than expected
running currents and loading determined on
certain motors confirmed by plant personnel.

o Use of technique and subsequent validation by
utility confirmed usefulness and cost-
effectiveness of Non-Intrusive Condition
Evaluation by Motor Current Signature Analysis.
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RESULTS OF INDENTER TESTING
OF IN-PLANT AND ARTIFICIALLY AGED CABLE SPECIMENS

G. J. Toman and R. F. Gazdzinski

Ogden Environmental and Energy Services Co., Inc.
1777 Sentry Parkway West
Abington Hall, Suite 300

Blue Bell, PA 19422

ABSTRACT ACCELERATED AGING AND
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT

The IndenterPolymer Aging Monitor (underlicense

from the Electric Power Research Institute) is a non-de- Cable acceptancecriteria have been developed by repli-
structive method of evaluating the aging of cable insulation eating the accelerated thermal and radiation aging from the
and jacket material through measurement of compressive environmental qualification programs for the cables. Cable
modulus. For many cable materials, modulus changes in an specimens for a number of the cable types were taken from
orderly manner related to the degree of aging. This paper stock and subjected to incremental aging proportional to the
summarizes the results from both the in-plant and artificial aging from the qualification. Although it was desired to
aging programs. These results indicate that the in-plant develop acceptance criteria for all of the in-plant cables
cables tested have aged little by comparison with the artiff- tested, specimens for all cable types were not available at
cially aged specimens, and that practical acceptance criteria the start of the program.
can be developed to support use of the Indenter system in

field applications. Specimens included in the artificial aging program were
thermally exposed and irradiated in 10-year equivalent inter-

INDENTER OPERATION vals, with four lO-year intervals equaling the aging of the
environmental qualification program. Additional aging

.The Indenter is a non-destructive test device that mea- beyond that of the qualification program was performed to
sures a compressive modulus of jacket and insulation mate- identify behavior of the cable system beyond the qualified
rials of electrical cable. The modulus is determined by life limit. After being aged to the appropriate level, the
pressing a probe of known shape against the wall of the Indenter modulus was measured. The multi-conductor
cable at a fixed velocity (0.5 in/min or 12.7 ram/rain) while specimens were tested with one end having the jacket re-
measuring the force. The test is terminated and the probe is moved and the conductors fanned out to allow jacket and
retracted when a preset force limit (generally 2 lbf or 8.9 conductor testing on the same specimen. Figure 1 shows
N) is reached_ The modulus is calculated by dividing the Indenter modulus as a function of artificial aging (thermal
change in force by the change in position during the inward plus radiation) for the individual conductor jackets of Okon-
motion of the probe, ite Okolon cables.

The Indenter modulus measurements may be used for The instantaneous effect of temperature at the time of
tracking aging of materials that change hardness in propor- Indenter testing on Indenter modulus measurements was also
tion to the cumulative effects of thermal and radiation evaluated. As temperature increases at the time of measure-
stress. Materials for which the Indenter may be used to ment, the hardness and modulus decrease proportionately
track aging include ethylene propylene rubber (EPR), chlor- but to a limited extent for most of the insulations under
osulforuited polyethylene (CSPE), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), consideration. Figure 2 shows the correlation between
neoprene, butyl rubber, and silicone rubber. Some materi- modulus and specimen temperature (for a range of 70* to
als have,properties that cause the Indenter modulus to be 120*F, or 21.1" to 48.9"C) for the outer jacket of an Okon-
nearly constant over their life, making Indenter-based age ite Okolon cable. For unaged cable, the effect of measuring
evaluation impractical. Cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) cable modulus at 800F versus 70*F would be small; a cor-
is such a material. It should be noted that elongation-at- rection of approximately 2.4 lb/in would be required.
break is not a useful evaluation technique for XLPE because Similarly, an Indenter modulus of 120 lb/in at 80*F would
the elongation properties are reasonably constant over the be adjusted to approximately 128 lb/in at 70*F. Although
useful life of the material. However, if a jacket such as Figure 2 shows a large swing between 70* and 120*F for
neoprene or CSPE is used on an XLPE insulated cable, the the more aged cables, most tests will be performed between
Indenter may be used on the jacket to monitor the relative 70* and 90°F, making the correction factor much smaller
age of the cable, and, in many cases, making temperature correction unneces-

salT.
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During evaluation of the data from the artificial aging • Zion 2, a 1040-MW Westinghouse PWR with com-

program, a correlation between the thickness of the material mercial operation beginning in September 1974
being measured and its modulus after artificial aging was
noted. As the thickness of the material decreased, the aver- • LaSalle 2, a 1036-MW General Electric BWR with

age modulus value, for the same level of aging, increased, commercial operation begimling in October 1984.
This discovery is significant in that variation in rates of

aging related to insulation and jacket thickness has not The in-plant tests were performed in late 1991. The
heretofore been recognized, tested cables were located outside containment. It was not

possible to schedule containment entry for Dresden and
Figure 3 provides the conceptual basis for the formula- Zion. The tests at LaSalle were performed with the unit at

tion of acceptance criteria development for the Indenter. In power. However, during the Indenter testing, efforts were
this figure, Indenter modulus is plotted against % of the age made to test cables from a wide range of normal environ-
conditioning limit. This plot is based on the results for the ments so that information could be obtained for cables ex-

specimen with the same insulation and jacket thicknesses as posed to relatively cool as well as elevated temperatures.
were used in the manufacturer's qualification program. The
age conditioning limit equals the state ,of the cables at the Several different cable types were tested during the in-
end of the environmental qualification aging simulation. If plant trials, including Okonite Okolon, Kerite HTK, BlW

the Indenter modulus value at the 100% age conditioning Bostrad, and Samuel Moore (Eaton) Dekoron. During the
limit is taken as the end of qualified life, it may be assigned in-plant trials, 26 tests were performed on 19 different

any desired qualified life value and the in-plant readings cables at Dresden, 27 tests were performed on 22 cables at
may be compared to the accelerated aging results. For Zion, and 30 tests were performed on 22 cables at LaSalle.

instance if a 60-year life were desired, and in-plant mea- In each test, the temperature of the cable surface was re-
surements were made at 30 years and found to fall in the corded and 5 Indenter measurements were tak.en. These 5

region on or below the plot, a 60-year life would be indicat- measurements were averaged. The tests were performed
ed as possible. If the point fell above the plot line, a short- twice to determine the most appropriate probe speed to use:
er qualified life would be indicated. Depending on the once with a probe velocity of 0.2 in/min and once with a
distance above the line, additional actions could be required probe velocity of 0.5 irdmin. Evaluation of the results from
such as monitoring more frequently, performing alternate the in-plant trial verified that the 0.5 in/rain velocity pro-
evaluation techniques, or ultimately replacing the cable, vides satisfactory data, thereby allowing the tests to be
Efforts are continuing to develop clear, practical acceptance performed more quickly.
criteria.

Testing was performed at Dresden on both the outer and
OBJECTIVES OF THE IN-PLANT PROGRAM individual conductor jackets of Okonite cables. All but one

of the outer jackets had Indenter moduli between 56.5 and

The objectives of the Indenter program were to: 74.2 lb/in for the 0.5 in/min tests. The exception had an
Indenter modulus of 118.2 lb/in. The conductor jackets that

• Evaluate the utility of the Indenter under field con- were measured had Indenter moduli between 61.8 and 68.5
ditions lb/in. The surface temperatures at the time of measurement

ranged from 73°F (22.8°C) to 88°F (31.3°C). All of these

• Establish the Indenter methodology for evaluating cables were from original construction, making them at least
cable condition 20 years old at the time of testing. The normal maximum

design temperatures for the locations of the cables are either

• Establish acceptance criteria for evaluating the 104° or 120°F (40 ° or 49°C) depending on cable location.
as-found condition of cables

Testing of Okonite cables was also conducted at LaSaUe.

• Evaluate those in-plant cables tested as part of the The Indenter moduli for the outer jackets ranged between
program, and begin development of a utility's cable 55.1 and 73.4 lb/in for the 0.5 in/rain tests. The conductor
condition monitoring program, jacket moduli ranged from 64.4 to 79.5 lb/in. The surface

temperatures of the cables at the time of the measurement

IN-PLANT INDENTER TESTS ranged from 83.4 ° to 89°F (28.5 ° to 31.7°C). These
cables were at least 7 years old at the time of testing. The
normal maximum design temperatures for the location:_ of

The Indenter was applied to cables at three Common-
the cables range between 134 ° and 145°F (56.7 ° and 62.7 °-

wealth Edison Company (CECo) plants: C).

• Dresden 3, a 773-MW General Electric BWR with
A significant number of Kerite cables were tested at

commercial operation beginning in November 1971
Zion. The Indenter moduli for the outer jackets ranged
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from 50.2 to 69. I lb/in for the 0.5-in/min tests. The con- may be necessary under certain conditions to pro-
ductor jacket moduli ranged from 48.5 to 58.4 lb/in. The vide Indenter modulus information at a common
surface temperatures of the cables at the time of measure- temperature base.
merit ranged from 69* to 84"F (20.8 ° to 28.9°C). The
cables were at least 17 years old at the time of the tests. • The Indenter is a useful tool for evaluating both the
The normal maximum design temperatures for the locations level and rate of aging of cable materials that hard-
of the cables are 105 ° or 120°F (40.5 ° or 49°C) depending en (or soften) in an orderly manner. These materi-
on the location of the cable, als include EPR, CSPE, neoprene, and PVC. The

Indenter will not be useful for XLPE cables unless

Although the normal maximum temperatures for the a jacket with trendable properties is present.
plants are listed as being between 104 ° and 145°F (40 ° and
62.7°C), it is highly likely that the actual temperatures are * The accelerated aging tests permit the development
well below these values most of the time. The Indenter of useful acceptance criteria.
measurements (by comparison with the acceptance criteria
described below) also indicate that the cables have not been • Results from Indenter in-plant testing indicate that

exposed to the normal maximum design temperature on a the installed cables have not aged significantly and
continuous basis, appear to be aging at a slow rate.

COMPARISON OF IN-PLANT RESULTS • For one manufacturer's materials, a correlation

WITH THERMAL AGING RESULTS between conductor jacket thickness and the rate of
aging was observed.

Table 1 shows a comparison of Dresden Unit 30konite Use of the Indenter on the three CECo plants provided

in-plant Indenter moduli results with those of the accelerated an opportunity to inspect a substantial portion of the cable
aging program. The in-plant data have been corrected to systems at the plants even though Indenter readings were
70*F (210C) to compensate for the temperature of the taken on a limited number of cables. The overall conclu-
cables at the time of testing. Accelerated aging values for sion from these observations was that the cables were in

unaged, 10-year, and 20-year aging are provided. Howev- good condition and had not suffered significant hardening
er, the results of the tests indicate that the jacket materials from aging. The Indenter will provide objective data to
have temperature-corrected Indenter moduli that are below

support such observations for many of the more common
the 10-year aging data even though the cables had been types of cable used in the nuclear industry.
installed for more than 20 years. Only one jacket had an

Indenter modulus that was approaching the 10-year value.
An EPRI report detailing all of the pertinent findings ofThe individual conductors of this cable had moduli that

the program is currently being prepared.
were not significantly different from those of a new cable.

With respect to the Kerite cables, only a 5-kV specimen ACKNOSVLEDGNIENTS
was available for accelerated aging. Only one 5-kV Kerite

cable was tested at a plant, Zion 2. The average reading The authors would like to acknowledge the assistance of Ste-
for the in-plant measurement was 71.6 lb/in. The accelerat- phen Hunsader, James Krass, and David Peters (Commonwealth
ed aging Indenter modulus values for this cable type were Edison Company), as well as Dr. George Sliter (EPRI) during this
75.1 lb/in tmaged, 76.4 at 10 years aging, and 91.1 at 20 project.

years aging, indicating that this cable had not aged signifi- REFERENCES
cantly to date even though in service for 17 years or more.

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PROGRAM 1. Shook, T. A. and J. a. Gardner, "Cable Indenter Aging Moni-
tor," EPRI Interim Report IQP-5920,July 1988.

The following conclusions have been drawn from the 2. Toman, G. J. and J. B. Gardner, "Developmentof a Nonde-

in-plant Indenter program: structiveCable-InsulationTest," Proceedings International
ANS/ENS Topical Meeting, Operabilityof Nuclear Power

• The current generation Indenter is practical for use Systems in Normal and Adverse Environments,Albuquerque,
in plant applications. It is transportable and can NM, Sept. 29 to Oct. 3, 1986, pp. 289-296.
readily be used to test cables in trays, panels, and
junction boxes. The Indenter can be used to test
cables or individual conductors where approximate-

ly 3 inches of exposed surface along the length of
the cable is available. Temperature compensation
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Figure 1. Okonite Okolon Individual Conductor Jacket Moduli

Thermal Aging and Irradiation
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Figure 2. Effect of Jacket Temperature on Okonite Outer Jacket Modulus

Thermal Aging and Irradiation
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Table 1. Comparison of Dresden Unit 30konite In-plant indenter Moduli
with Accelerated Aging Results

CABLE JACKET/ SIZE TEST MODULUS DATA
NO. COND. TEMP TEST 70*F TEMP ACCEL. ACCEL.

*F AVERAGE CORRECTED t UNAGED 10 YEAR _ 20 YEAR 2
,

34169 Jacket 7/C #14 88.3 59.2 74.0 44.2 112 238

34170 Jacket 2/C #14 85.3 74.2 86.5 42.8 93.5 251

39870 Jacket 3/C #14 88.3 58.7 71.0 48.6 132 224

39871 Jacket 3/C #14 88.3 63.5 75.8 48.6 132 224

39873 Jacket 3/C #14 88.3 56.5 68.8 48.6 132 224

39876 Jacket 3/C #14 88.3 66.6 78.9 48.6 132 224

39876 Jacket 3/C #14 79.5 58.2 66.4 48.6 132 224

57125 Jacket 3/C #14 73 59.6 62.1 48.6 132 224

57127 Jacket 12/C # 14 73 118.2 120.7 47.8 135 292

l_ 57127 Conductor 12/C #14 73 66.3 66.3 99.23 113 388
to (red/black)

57127 Conductor 12/C #14 73 68.5 68.5 99.23 113 388
(black)

57127 Conductor 12/C #14 73 61.8 61.8 99.23 113 388
(green/black)

Notes: 1. Corrections are based on linear regression of temperature effect results.
2. Acceleration factors for aging are based on insulation. Jacket aging may be in excess of actual 10-year

and 20-year theoretical values.

3. This value is higher than expected and is most probably caused by residual compression from being cabled.



OXIDATION INDUCTION TIME CONCEPTS

Gary J. Toman
Ogden Environmental and Energy Services Company

1777 Sentry Parkway West
Abington Hall, Suite 300

Blue Bell, PA 19422

Oxidation induction time (OIT) testing is currently being developed for use in monitoring the
condition of insulation and jacket materials of cables in nuclear power plant service. OIT testing is an
established test methodology. The efforts underway at the University of Virginia for the Electric
Power Research Institute will provide a standard methodology and acceptance criteria for nuclear
power plant cable. OIT is a means of evaluating aging by measuring the period of time before a
small sample of insulation experiences rapid oxidation when subjected to a continuous elevated
temperature in an oxygen environment. The test evaluates the amount of anti-oxidants remaining in
an insulation material. The anti-oxidants are materials that react with oxygen from the atmosphere
surrounding the cable before it can react with the polymers of the insulation. As long as the anti-
oxidants are not depleted entirely in the material, the mechanical properties (and therefore the
electrical properties) remain relatively stable. Even a few percent of the initial anti-oxidant is
sufficient to prevent oxidation of the polymers. When the anti-oxidants are depleted, the material
properties will begin to degrade, in some cases relatively rapidly.

To perform an OIT test, a small sample of insulation or jacket must be removed from the
cable. The test requires about 8 milligrams of material. OIT testing is performed using a differential
scanning calorimeter. The material is heated to approximately 215"C in oxygen and held at this
temperature. The energy required to sustain the temperature is monitored. When the energy required
to maintain temperature begins to decrease, the material has begun an exothermic reaction, indicating
that the antioxidants have been depleted and that rapid oxidation is occurring. The period from the
start of the test until the point of rapid oxidation is the oxidation induction time. Figure 1 shows the
OIT for a cross-linked polyethylene sample. The intersect of the slope of the stable heat flow region
and that of the decreasing heat flow region is used to determine the OIT.

The OIT of a new material is approximately 45 minutes to an hour, depending on the test
temperature that is selected. The OITs of materials with advanced aging are on the order of minutes.
OIT results for cross-linked polyethylene are relatively easy to evaluate in that there is a clear change
in the OIT plot when the transition of exothermic reaction occurs. Some materials such as highly
filled ethylene propylene rubbers have plots that are more difficult to interpret in that there are
smaller amounts of polymers in the material and they are mixes of polymers that react in a less
orderly fashion than single polymers do.

With regard to removal of samples from plant cables, the test can be considered to be semi-
non-destructive; although samples have to be removed, they are small enough that cables do not have
to be destroyed or removed to obtain samples. Samples are expected to be taken by removal of
terminal lugs, stripping a small segment of insulation (0.5 em or less) and relugging the conductor.
Where information is required about the cable at some point other than the termination, scrapings of
the jacket or insulation can be taken. It may be possible that the scrapings may be shallow enough
that repairs to the insulation are not necessary.
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Figure 2 provides examples of OIT results for an cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) insulation
aged at various temperatures. OIT changes in an orderly manner in proportion to the degree of
aging. Acceptance criteria for OIT will be developed in a manner similar to that for the Indenter.
The aging portion of the environmental qualification program for the cables will be repeated, and the
OITs will be taken to achieve a limit for the cable materials. The report of the University of Virginia
OIT developmental efforts is expected to be published in 1994.
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Figure 1. Differential Power Curve and OIT Extrapolation for an XLPE Material Aged
to 0.1 MGy (DSC Temperature of 215°C) (Courtesy of Dr. A. Reynolds,
University of Virginia)
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NRC Workshop on Environmental Qualification

of electric equipment

Nov 15- 16. 1993
Holiday inn Crowne Plaza
Rock, lie. Maryland. USA

"An overview of the current status of cable

condition monitoring techniques"

S G Burnay

AEA Technology
Harwell, UK



tAEA

Current initiatives in cable aging & monitoring

• EPRI cable monitoring workshop (Feb 1993)

I,A

"_ • IEC guide for in-serviee monitoring (SCI5B WG2)

• IEC technical report on aging of cables

• IAEA coordinated research programme on cable aging

m



IEC Technical Report

* _ for in-service monitoring of radiation

agingof intoning materials

lp
tA

** • a summary of worldwide ex_rienee on ea_le

monitoring techniques

0 inelu_g limitations and current status

[dra__report will be circulated to member states in early 1994]



Cable monitoring techniques

Requirements:

• Preferably non-destructive

• Can be used in-plant

• Unaffected by variations in -

temperature
dose rate

moisture

• Sensitive to state of degradation

(preferablybefore failure)

• Applicable to wide range of cables

• Reproducible

• Capable of identifying 'hot-spots'
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Cable condition monitoring - techniques available

• _1 tests- no sampling

• indenter

• sonic velocity
• near IR reflectance

• torque tester

, Local tests - with microsampling

Q IR spectroscopy

® oxidation induction time/temperature (OIT)
• plasticiser content
• density

Global tests- with spatial resolution

• time domain reflectometry (TDR)
• partial discharge

• Global tests - without spatial resolution

• dielectric loss

• time domainspectrometry(TDS)

i



[Cable condition monitoring techniques - current status 1
Promising

• indenter

• oxidation induction time/temperature (OIT)
• dielectric loss

• density

Some promise

• IR spectroscopy
• torque tester

• plasticiser content

• time domain spectrometry (TDS)

Limited promise (at present)

• near IR reflectance

• partial discharge

• sonic velocity

Trouble shooting

• time domain reflectometry (TDR)
SGemLmS
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IEC Technical Report

Determination of long term radiation aging in air

Part 2: Procedures for predicting aging at low dose rates

!

• practical methodologies for lifetime prediction

• limitations of methods

® practical examples



r AEA

IAEA coordinated research programme

Pilot studies on ageing and plant life of cables

Objectives:

• To validate predictive cable ageing models using
real-time aged cables from NPP

Q To provide practical guidelines for management of
ageing of I & C cables in NPP

Scope:

Q Limited to low voltage (< lkV) I & C and power cables

• Materials limited to XLPE, EPR and EVA

[current participants- UK, Canada, Germany, Sweden, Russia
France, India, USA, Switzerland]

I
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Perspectives on Equipment Qualification Issues from
Research Testing

Mark J. Jacobus

Sandia National Laboratories

Presented to:

NRC Equipment Qualification Workshop
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Some EQ Issues Related to Testing

•" Functional Performance Monitoring
- What parameters should be monitored?
- What are worst case values of the monitoredparametersthatare acceptable?
- NUREG/CR-3863, -4728, -3691, -5772

• Similarity of Installed and Tested Specimens
._ - Matchingthe requirementsfromthe EQ testcan be difficultor impossible

- NUREG/CR-4728

• Sequential Versus Simultaneous Aging
-'Sufficient" sequential aging should be adequate to conservativelysimulate

simultaneousconditions

-May not be much of an issue for many plant locationswhere actual radiation
environmentsare verymild

- NUREG/CR-3629, -4091



• Sequential Versus Simultaneous LOCA
-General evidencesuggeststhatsequentialLOCAissufficientinmostcases

i - Somejacketmaterialsmoreseverelydegradedbysimultaneousexposure
• Couldbe importantif jacket is bondedto insulationor if jacket integrityis required

, - NUREG/CR-3588, -3538
t

- Rate of Aging Simulation (Thermal and Radiation)/D_sion EffectsNalidity of
Arrhenius Aging Predictions

r, -,Oxygendiffusioneffectslimitagingduringhighrateacceleratedaging
_May be especiallyimportantfor cable insulationsthatare testedas multiconductors--jacket

protectscableduringacceleratedtests,but not in realaging

-, Effect .:an be significant,but dependsstronglyon the marginbetweenactual
environments and test environments

-,SAND88-0754,SAND90-2009,SAND91-0822

- Submergence Testing (Especially for Cables)
-,SNLsubmergencetest(inchemicalsolution)afteragingandLOCA-manycables

"passed" test, but failed in post-test mandrel bendfnigh potential
testing--XLPOcablesperformedbest,withnofailuresduringsubmergence

- NUREG/CR-5655



- Level of Aging Simulation
, -,General perceptionsare that equipmentisoveragedpriorto EQ testing

However, d_ion effectsduringhighlyacceleratedtestingmay red_ this rna_n
More accurateenvironmentaldefinition,combinedwith state of the art agingsimulations,

wouldgive morerealisticsimulations,butwhetherthisis necessary is unce_n

-Is radiation aging even reallynecessary?.
- Accountingfor hotspots(thermal and radiation)

= Saturated Versus Superheated Steam
-May be importantfor someequipm._ent

! - Materialsthatcan dryoutunder highterr_eratures
_ Materialsthatcan absorbwater

; - Situationswherecondensationmay contributeto failuremodes

-Important to tryto matcha_jal conditionsas muchas possible
-However, qualificati_ enveloping(meeting conditionsfor many plants_multaneously)

impliesthata choicehas to be made-shouldusewhicheveris mostconservative
-NUREG/CR-2558 VersusNUREG/CR-4536

!- Fragility Testing
i -SNL test indicated thatsome cables are capable of survivingto very high

temperatures(well above their qualificationlimits), even after aging and
LOCAtesting

t

- NUREG/CR-5655



• Statistical Testing Considerations
- Multiplesamplescertainlybetterthansinglesample(manytestsdo includemore

thanonesample)
-. Practicalityissuesfor largeequipment
-,Cost issuesforall equipment
-.Argumentthatmarginaccountsfor productionvariations,etc., obviatingthe

forstatis_caJtests

• Common Mode Versus Random Failures

'= -- Pu_ of EQ is to identifycommonmode failures
-Test failures(underappropriateenvironmentaltest cond_ons)can be dismissed

onlyif failureis notcom_ mode
-,Can be verytemptingto dismisssinglefailuresas random-deeper analysis_11

sometimesrevealpotentialcommon_e failures

• Changes to Equipment Design or Production--Induc_ Failure Modes May
be Obvious in an Analysis

- Exampleis change to pressuretransmitterpo_tiometer lubricantthat r'-,=sultsin
testfailureof unagedtransmittersin LOCA

- NUREG/CR-3863



• LOCA Testingof Aged VersusUnagedSpecimens
- Normally believed that testing of aged equipmentisconservative
- However

- In pressure transmitter example, it was believed that failure mode would not _ toaged
equipment

-Some cable materials swell less dudr,g LOCA if they have been aged-if swelling
r_ contributesto a failure mode, aging may mask the failure mode (note that
-_ IEEE383-1974 does requiretestingofaged and ur,agedsamples)

- NUREG/CR-3863, -5772

• Importance of Cable Jacket Integrity inTesting
.

- May be important for shieldingin so_ cases???
- May be importantfor preventingmoistureingressintoconnec_ons???

• Importance of Simulating Humidity During Aging
- consideredunimportant



- Conservatism of Mandrel Bend/High Potential Test for Cables After LOCA
- SNLte_ng hasindicatedthatcablesthatotherwisepassEQtesting_ fail the

p<)st-LOCA testing--However, failing the post-LOCA testing seemed
' indicativeof cables that were not too far from _ling during the LOCA test in

some cases--Clearly the test is conservative, but this does not imply that it
should necessarily be discontinued

-, NUREG/CR-5775

:- • Qualification of Product Families
-Generally appears to be an acceptable qualification methodology

• However,mustuse greatcautionto ensurethatworstconfiguration(orcombinationof
configurations)istested--differentconfigurationsmightbe worstfordifferentfailure
modes

-Issues of practicality

• Many other general issues and issues specific to particular equipment



• Testingof some complete installed systems (e.g., real cable lengths, typical
connectors/junctions, end device with appropriate interfaces, etc.) to
determinewhetherany failures or system accuracy problemsmight result
from unanticipated interactions in the system

•"Testingof bonded-jacketedcables under realistic aging environments (using
state of the art combined environmentssimulation)and simultaneous

._ accidentenvironments(radiation + steam)

= Determineaccurate, realisticaging environmentsin plants(someactivitiesin
progressby utilities)

•. Compile detailed informationfrom available sources and experts on
pieces of equipment/attemptto resolvediscrepanciesamong tests and

' whether any additional research is warranted on the equipment (cables
mightbe a goodstartingpointsince there are dozens, if not hundredsof
tests,that have been done,withtechnicalissuesstillremaining--amazing
for sucha "sim_ " of " _.
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EQ TESTING

EVOLUTION

FROM EARLY ANOMALIES LEARNED
IMPORTANCE OF

Material Aging Capability
Interfacing / Splicing Techniques
Leakage Currents
Loop Accuracies
Simulating Installed Conditions
Moisture Sensitivity
Chemical Compatability
Air Exchanges in Aging Chambers
Air Exchange in Pressure Vessels
Saturated & Superheated Tests

[, LE4S0, l i GLS Enterprises, Inc. 7134



EQ TESTING

CONSERVATISMS

WORST CASE ENVELOPE

................ Accident Enveloping
Plant Enveloping

,_ Multiple Plant Enveloping
"_ Generic Testing

WORST CASE ORIENTATION

WORST CASE MOUNTING

WORST CASE LOADING



EQ TESTING CONSERVATISMS

NORMAL & ACCIDENT RADIATION

SOMETIMF._ APPLIED PRIOR TO
THERMAL AGING

h
_v ALWAYS APPLIED PRIOR TO

ACCIDENT SIMULATION

J ACCIDENT DOSE BASED ON SEVERE
Y ACCIDENT

_F DBE SCENARIOS TYPICALLY HAVE SEVERE STEAM
/ TEMPERATURES PRIOR TO RADIATION
ACCIDENT DOSE, IF AT ALL

_F SEVERE DEGRADATIONS COULD BE AN ARTIFACT
OF THE TESTING

i GLS Enterprises, Inc. 7134



EQ TESTING CONSERVATISMS

PRE-AGING PRIOR TO DBA TEST

VAST MAJORITY OF EQUIPMENT
NEARLY ALL CABLES

DOR/0588/50.49
DAMAGED CABLE TESTS

WEAR OUT MODEL & AGING BASED
ON MOST SENSITIVE MATERIAL

CONTAINMENT INERTING

SAME MODEL TESTED BY MANY LABS

MULTIPLE TEST SPECIMENS

; LE4sot GLS Enterprises, Inc. 7134



LIMIT SWITCHES
Peak Accident Temperatures

Temperature (F) Researched with help of NUS EQDB
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SOLENOID VALVES
Peak Accident Temperature

Temperature (F) Researched with help of NUS EQDB
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SOLENOID VALVES
Radiation Total Integrated Dose

Mega RADs Researched with help of NUS EQDB
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; LEJSOn GLS Enterprises, Inc. 7134



J

CABLES
Accident Conditions

Temperature (F) Mega RADs
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EQ TESTING RECOMMENDATIONS
l

PRIOR TO UNDERTAKING ADDITIONAL
RESEARCH TESTING

UNDERSTAND RESULTS IN LIGHT OF APPARENTLY
DIFFERENT EQ PERFORMANCE.

_F WERE RESULTS PREDICTED BY PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE?r_

HAVE TF__T SIMULATIONS PROGRESSED TO THE POINT OF
CONSERVATISMS ON TOP OF CONSERVATISMS AND
SHOULD A REALITY CHECK BE CONSIDERED?

VF ARE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA REALISTIC AND ACCOUNT
FOR INHERENT DIFFERENCF_ IN ENVIRO_ENTS AND
PERFORMANCE FOR POWER, CONTROL AND INSTRUMENT
CABLES?

THERE MAY BE A NEED FOR PEER REVIEW AND
COMPARISON OF RESEARCH AND SPECIFIC EQ RF__ULTS.

ie_E4soI i GLS Enterprises, Inc. 7'134



CONDITION MONITORING
I

TWO I_IAJOR EFFORTS

EPRI NP-5024 (1987) .
Systematic Review of Most age
Sensitive Components-

excluding cables

NRC NPAR (July 1985 to Present)
Systematic Research on
Safety St_ctures, Systems and
Components



CONDITION MONITORING

Research Results

EPRI NP-5024 "Seismic Ruggedness"
Principal Investigator : J. Gleason

m

Effective

Setpoint
Dead Band

Ineffective

Insulation Resistence
Polarization Index

GLS Enterprises, Inc. 7134



CONDITION MONITORING

WHAT'S CHANGED?

U.S.N.R.C. NPAR PROGRAM

ENHANCED DIAGNOSTICS

PC C/_/_ILITI_.q

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

_1980 i
! 1993 ' i AGING DEGRADATION MANAGEMENT
_I 1994

i



CONDITION MONITORING

Research Results

NRC NPAR 5762 "Relays & Breakers"
Principal Investigator : J. Gleason

_n

Effective

Infrared Thermography
Vibration Signatures
Current Signatures

Ineffective

Insulation Resistence



CONDITION MONITORING

CABLE CONDITION

MOST LIKELY TO FAIL AT TERMINATION /
END DEVICE

t_

ACCESSIBILITY MAXIMIZED AT
TERMINATION / END DEVICE

COMMON SYMPTOM : EXCESSIVE HEAT

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE TOOL :
• INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

GL,S Enterprises, Inc. 7'134



HOW THEY ACCOUNT
FOR INSTALLED CONDITIONS

Michael P. Saniuk
Nuclear Services Manager

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SYSTEMS

FOR

NRC WORKSHOP ON ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALIFICATION OF ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT
November 15-16, 1993
Rockviile, Maryland
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DOR _LINES

Paragraph 5.2.6 Installation Interfaces

• seals
• orientation
• field verification

NUREG 0588

Section 2.2(5)

• submergence
• watertight enclosures
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_R ii_ _tOHS

IEEE323-1974

Section 5(6) Principles of Qualification

• Must demonstrate qualification of
any interfaces associated with Class
1 E equipment.

Section 6(3) Qualification Procedures &
Methods

• The installation requirements
including mounting method and
configuration.
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INtO CONDmONS
IEEE323-1974 (continued)

Section 6.3.1.1 Test Plan

• mounting and connection
requirements

Section 6.3.1.2 Mounting

• Manner & position that simulates
expected installation

• Manner
- bolting
- welds
- clamps

• Position
- spatial orientation
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IEEE_3_23:/9__(continued)

Section 6.3.1.3 Connections

• Manner that simulates expected
installation
- wiring
- connectors
- cables
- conduit
- terminal blocks
- service loops
- piping
- splices

19_CER5_0

Section (f)(1)

• Testing an identical item ... under
identical conditions
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VEND ENEI T TIN

• Mounting simulated installation
• Connections defined via qualification
• Left responsibility to utilities to

duplicate "as tested" condition

C,D_INECJDR _N TESTING

• Vendors developed and tested
connectors/seals

• Utilized own cables/wiring
• Others qualified with site specific

cables/wiring

UTI LITY TESTING

• Included site specific mounting &
connections

• Utilized results of field verification
activities
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INDUSTRY TESTING

• Shared cost approach
• Example Raychem splice issue

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

• Most testing did not test entire loop as a
system

• Industry utilized results from individual
tests

• Instrument accuracy studies account for
entire loop inaccuracies

• Some specialized testing has been
performed -individual results are worst
case/conservative
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• Industry has appropriately accounted
for installed conditions, through
detailed as built inspection, testing and
engineering analysis
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• Activation Energy Basis

• Aging Correlation and Ability to
Withstand DBE's
- testing of equipment removed from

actual plant service
- testing of accelerated aged

equipment
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"HOW SYNERGISMS ARE ACCORD FOR IN THE TYPICAL TEST PROGRAM"

e SYNERGISM AS _ PERTAINS TO EQ

• _CHNICAL BACKGROUND

• SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS ON KNOWN MATERIALS

• SIMULTANEOUS VERSUS SEQUENTIAL TESTING

• NORMAL 40 YEAR ENVIRONMENT

• ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

• ADDITIONAL CONSERVATISM

• REALITY CHECK

MIKE KOPP
FARWELL AND HENDRICKS,INC
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SYNERGISM

• CHEMICAL DE--ION

• JOINT ACTION OF AGENTS THAT WHEN
TAKEN TOGETHER INCREASE EACH
OTHERS EFFECTIVENESS

• EPRI DE--ION (EP-2129)

• AN EFFECT ON _ MATERIAL OF TWO
OR MORE STRESSES APPL_D
SIMULTANEOUSLY WHICH IS DIFFERENT
IN MAGNITUDE OR TYPE THAN THAT OF
THE SAME STRESSES APPLIgD
SEPARATELY

• SIMULTANEOUS APPLICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
STRESSES

• IN EQ SYNERGISM IS ADDRF_SED BY SEQUENTIAL
(RADIATION/TIIERMAL) TEST SEQUENCE

• DOSE RATE EFFECTS
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TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

• POLYMER

• MOLECULE MADE UP OF REPEATING
STRUCTURAL GROUPS OR MERS. FOR
EXAMPLE, POLYETHYLENE IS MADE UP
oF-CH-CHrGROUPS

• MER

O A UNIT CONSISTING OF RELATIVELY
FEW ATOMS JOINED TO OTHER UNITS
TO FORM A POLYMER

• PROPERTIES

• LENGTH

• CROSSLINKED

O OXYGEN IMPORTANT TO DEGRADATION

0 RADIATION ACCELERATION/OXIDATIVE
DEGRADATION

• DOSE RATE DEPENDENT IN SOME CASES
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SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS ON KNOWN MATERIALS

• MATERIALS SUSCEPTIBLE TO DOSE RATE EFFECTS

• ETHYLENE PROPYLENE RUBBER (EPR)

• POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PVC)

• LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENE (LDPE)

• CHLOROSULFONATED POLYETHYLENE
mYPALO0

• CHOLROPRENE

• MATERIALS SUSCFA_IBLE TO SYNERGISTIC
EFFECTS BETWEEN RADIATION AND THERMAL
AGING

• LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENE

• POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
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SIMULTANEOUS TESTING VERSUS SEQUENTIAL TESTING

• SIMULTANEOUS TESTING IS NOT PRACTICAL FROM
AN ECONOMICAL PERSPECTIVE

• PREVIOUS TESTS SUPPORT THAT SEQUENTIAL TEST
RESULTS ARE EQUIVALENT TO SIMULTANEOUS
TEST RESULTS

• NO KNOWN EVENT OR TEST WHERE SIMULTANEOUS
TESTING IDENTIFIED FAILURES THAT WERE NOT
IDENTIFIED BY SEQUENTIAL TESTING

• HISTORY HAS DEMONSTRATED THAT MOST ITEMS
P,_SED PROPERLY STRUCTURED SEQUENTIAL TEST
PROGRAMS

O FOR RARE CASES WHERE SIMULTANEOUS TESTS
MIGHT IDENTIFY FAILURES, COMBINED MRMAL
AND RADIATION EXPOSURE SHOULD BE
PERFORMED BUT ONLY AFTER M ITEM HAS
FAILED A PROPERLY STRUCTURED SEQUENTIAL
PROGRAM
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NORMAL 40 YEAR ENVIRONMENT

• IN PLANT AGING ASSESSMENTS HAVE
DEMONSTRATED LESS DEGRADATION THAN THAT
OF ACCELERATED SEQUENTIAL AGING

• PRELIMINARY DATA ON NATURALLY AGED CABLES
HAVE SHOWN LESS DEGRADATION THAN THAT OF
ACCELERATED AGING METHODOLOGY

• PLANT INSPECTIONS OF ITEMS WITH 3 TO 5 YEARS
OF QUALIFIED LIFE INDICATE THAT THE
COMPONENTS ARE NOT AT THEIR END OF LIFE

• SEQUENTIAL TEST CONSERVATIVE
ASSUMPTIONS (i.e. EA,AGING TIME)

• LIFE OF RHR PUMP MOTOR INSULATION
SYSTEMS ARE BEING EXTENDED FROM
10 YEARS OF LIFE TO 40 YEARS BY
ASSESSMENTS

• QUALIFIED LIFE EXTENSION OF
AGASTAT RELAYS

• IN MANY CASES IN-PLANT TEMPERA_ ARE
LESS THAN MANUFACTURERS PUBLISHED
TEMPERATURES FOR THAT ITEM

• 40 YEAR STRESSES ARE TYPICALLY WITHIN DESIGN
STRESSES
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ACCIDENTENVIRONMENT

• CONSERVATIVE SEQUENTIAL TEST APPROACH

• IRRADIATIONOFITEMSATSEVEREDOSERATES
ANDEXPOSURETONORMALPLUSACCIDENTDOSE
(TID)

• RADIATION STRESS EMBRFrTLED
TO MAXIMUM VALUE

• THERMAL AGING

• THERMAL STRESS OF ITEMS
GENERALLY AGED AT IlSOC TO 120oc
PER ARRENHIUS METHODOLOGY TO
GET 40 YEARS OF AGING

• USUALLY ABOVE PUBLISHED
TEMPERA_ BUT WITHIN DESIGN
MARGIN FOR SUB-COMPONENT
MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

• THERMAL DEFORMATION AND/OR
FURTHER EMBRITTLEMENT

• SEISMIC TESTS/MATERIAL FAILURES

• LOCA TESTS

• SUBJECTED TO + 30(PF
• STRESSES MATERIAL FOR SHORT

DURATION
• CONSERVATIVE OVER TESTING
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• DEGRADATION MONITORED THROUGHOUT TO
IDENTIFY CAUSE OF FAILURE

• EXTREME CONSERVATISM IN TEST METHODOLOGY.
SINCE 1980'S MOST ITEMS HAVE PASSED RIGOROUS
SEQUENTIAL TEST PROGRAMS WHEN PROPERLY
CONDUCTED VERSUS NUMEROUS FAILURES IN' THE
1970'S DUE TO EVOLUTION OF LAB PRACTICES Ar_I)
KNOWLEDGE OF CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS,
THRESHOLD OF MATERIALS PROPERTIES ETC.

• CURRENT PROGRAMS ARE BASED ON HISTORICAL
TEST DATA, THEREFORE, FAILURES ARE MINIMIZED
BY PROPER REVIEW OF CAPABILrrIES,
COMPATABrLITYANDPJ_t'n_MENTOFTEST
TECHNIQUES
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ADDITIONAL CONSERVATISM

• FSAR DESIGN PARAMETERS

• CONSERVATIVE GENERATION OF EQ
PARAMETERS

• RADIATION POINT DISPERSION VERSUS
TIME HISTORY

• LOCAL HOT SPOTS, THERMAL AND
RADIATION ACCOUNTED FOR IN ROOM
CALCinATIONS AND IS AN ON-GOING
PROCESS
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REALITY CHECK

• FOR FEW CASES THAT FAIL CONSERVATIVE
SEQUENTIAL TESTS THEN A MORE REALISTIC TEST
SHOULD BE PERFORMED

• REALISTIC SEQUENCE OF EVENTS DURING NORMAL
OPERATIONS

• SIMULTANEOUS OR SEQUENTIAL TESTS
WITH RADIATION AND THERMAL
STRESSES APPLIED OVER LONGER
DURATION TO MINIMIZE STRESSES
VERSUS THE TYPICAL SHORT DURATION
EXPOSURE IN CURRENT EQ PROGRAMS

• SEISMIC TESTING PRIOR TO ACCIDENT

• DBE IS SHORTEST ACCIDENT DURATION
EVENT, APPROXIMATELY 30 SECONDS

• LOCA ACCIDENT SHOULD BE CONDUCTED PER TIME
HISTORY MODEL OF THE LINE BREAK

• PRECEDES RADIATION ACCIDENT
EXPOSURE

• APPLY REALISTIC ACCIDENT RADIATION LEVEL
BASED UI_N TIME MODELING OF THE EVENT

• EXPENSIVE DESIGN BASED ANALYSIS BUT COST
EFFECTIVE VERSUS MAJOR REPLACEMENT OF
CRITICAL ITEMS SUCH AS CABLES
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SENSOR

ENVIRONMENTAL

UNCERTAINTIES

R. B. Miller
WESTINGHOUSE

0289AJ! 11093/RBMiller
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SETPOINT METHODOLOGY

• ENVIRONMENTAL TERMS TYPICALLY

TREATED AS BIASES

• ENVIRONMENTAL TERMS MAY BE THREE OR

FOUR TIMES LARGER THAN THE SRSS OF THE

STEADY STATE ERRORS

• CONFIDENCE LEVEL

- FOR MOST ERROR COMPONENTS A

HIGH CONFIDENCE CAN BE JUSTIFIED

- FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ERRORS A

HIGH CONFIDENCE MAY RESULT IN

UNACCEPTABLE ERRORS

0289Ad | ! 1093/gBMitler E-49



ESTABLISHINGCONFIDENCE- 1

I TWOREASONABLEHETHODSTO DETERMINE
UNCERTAINTIES

• RIGOROUSASSESSMENTOF HECHANICALAND
ELECTRICALDESIGNFEATURESOF SENSOR

• RIGOROUSSTATISTICALANALYSISOF TEST
PROGR_RESULTSUTILIZING A SIGNIFICANT
SAMPLESIZE
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ESTABLISHINGCONFIDENCE- 2

I RIGOROUSASSESSMENTOF MECHANICALAND
ELECTRICALDESIGNFEATURESOF SENSOR

• FORMULATIONOF MATHEMATICALALGORITHM

• BOUNDINGENVIRONHENTALTEST PROGI_

• TEHPERATURECOMPENSATIONOF EACHDEVICE

• ALLOWSCALCULATIONOF REDUCEDERRORSAT
REDUCEDTEMPERATURES

• LIMITS ABILITY TO SEPARATERANDOMAND
BIAS ERRORCOMPONENTS
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ESTABLISHINGCONFIDENCE- 3

1 RIGOROUSSTATISTICALANALYSISOF TEST PROGRAJ4
RESULTSUTILIZING A SIGNIFICANTSAMPLESIZE

• DETERMINESMEANANDSTANDARDDEVIATION

• ALLOWSUSEOF APPROPRIATEONEANDTMO-
SIDED TOLERANCEFACTORS

• UNLESSTESTINGPERFORMEDAT LOWER

TEMPERATURES,DIFFICULTTO DETERMINE
ERRORSFORREDUCEDTEHPERATURES
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UTILIZING QUALI_CATION TEST DATA

• THERMAL AGING

- I_TIAL RESULTS MAY BE USED

TO VERIFY ACCURACIES AT

LOWER TEMPERATURE

CONDITIONS

• RADIATION AGING

- CALIBRATION CHECK AT PRE-TRIP

CONDITION AND FOR POST-

ACCIDENT MONITORING

- SOMEWHAT LARGER SAMPLE

SINCE ELECTRONICS ARE

IDENTICAL

E-53
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SEISMIC

- POST EVENT RESIDUAL EFFECTS

I_LB ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

- VERIFY THAT ERROR IS LESS THAN

PREDICTED BOUNDING CONDITION

- CONFIRM MODEL BY TESTING AT

LOWER TEMPERATURE

- MAY PROVE REDUCED DYNAMIC

EFFECTS

- POSITIVE EFFECT ON PLANT

AVAILABILITY

0289A/111093 ;RBMiller
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VENDOR DOCUMENTATION

USERS NEED THE FOLLOWING FROM VENDORS

• PROBABILITY AND CONFIDENCE LEVEL

• MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION, IF

POSSIBLE

• TEST CONDITIONS
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CONCLUSIONS

0 APPROACHES TO DETERMINING

ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTIES

- DESIGN WITH MATHEMATICAL

ALGORITHM

- STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF A SIGNIFICANT

POPULATION

0 SAMPLE SIZE BASED ON DATA REQUIRED

FROM QUALIFICATION PROGRAM

0289AJ111093/RBMiller E-56



APPENDIX F

LIST OF REGISTRANTS
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List of Registrants

LAST NAME R ORGANIZATION
ADAMS J. NAMCO CONTROLS

AGGARWAL S. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

AHMAD TU ELECTRIC COMPANY

AL-HUSSAINI T. DUKE POWER COMPANY

ALEXION T. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM.

ALLAN G. ECAD

ALLEN M. ALLEN ENGINEERING SERVICES

ALLEN R. PACIFIC NORTHWEST LAB.

AMATO A. ROCKBESTOS

ANAND R. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ANTONESCU C. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

APARICIO L. NUCLEAR LOGISTICS INC.

ARNOLD R. ROCHESTER GAS & ELECTRIC
ARP D. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

ATTIYEH G. NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORP.

BACANSKAS V. RIVER BEND STATION

BAILEY S. SOUTH CAROLINA ELEC & GAS

BAR K. ADVANCED SCIENCE & TECH. ASSOC.

BAUER S. ARIZONIA PUBLIC SERVICE CO.

BECK J. CONSOLIDATED EDISON, IP2
BECKJORD E. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEHERA A. KCI

BERGER B. FAUSKE & ASSOC. INC.

BERKSHIRE R. SO. CAL. EDISON, SAN ONFRE

BHATIA R. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM.

BLUM A. PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC & GAS

BONN ER J. YANKEE ATOMIC

BOUCHER P. GPU NUCLEAR

BOYUM B. WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYS.

BRAZANT J. IOWA ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER

BREON J. UNITED ENERGY SERVICES CORP.

BROWN K TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

BROWN R. ABB IMPELL CORP.

BURELL D. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

BURNAY S. AEA TECHNOLOGY

BUTZ C. DUPONT

CANTOR M. BECHTEL

CAR FAGNO S. CONS ULTANT

CARRITTE R. MPR

CARTWRIGHT B. BALTIMORE GAS & ELECTRIC

CASO L. AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER

CASTALDO P. ONTARIO HYDRO

CLAUSS J. SANDIA NATIONAL LAB.

CLUNE W. PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC CO.

COIL G. IOWA ELEC.LIGHT & POWER-DUANE ARNOLD
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List of Registrants

LAST NAME R ORGANIZATION

CONDELLO R. BALTIMORE GAS & ELECTRIC

CRAIG J. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

CRUMBO S. SOUTH CAROLINA ELEC & GAS

CURREN M. WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYS.

DAS P. ROCKBESTOS

DAVID M. SCIENTECH

DAVIS J. SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL

DEMARS C. GENERAL PHYSICS

DENNY B. OGDEN CO.

DIBENEDETTO P. DIBENEDETTO ASSOC.

DRANKHAN D. COMMONWEALTH EDISON

DUMMER A. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

DVONG Q. DETROIT EDISON

EDSON J. IDAHO NATIONAL LAB

ELDRIDGE G. NIAGARA MOHAWK

FARAMARZI A. THE MITRE CORP.

FARGO W. PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

FARMER W. NRC, RETIRED
FERGUSON R. AECL TECHNOLOGI ES

FERO A. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.

FORKELL C. ROCHESTER GAS AND ELECTRIC

FRIER L. MET LABS

FROSCH F. EPRI

FUKUSHIMA T. S. LEVY, INC.
GARDNER J. CONSULTANT

GARG H U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

GARTEN G. WINSTON AND STRAWN

GEHM R. ROCKBESTOS

GELSTON H. FLORIDA POWER CORP.

GILLEN K. SANDIA NATIONAL LAB.

GLEASON J. GLS ENTERPRISES, INC.
GRADIN L. ECO TECH/RAM-Q INDUSTRIES

GRANEY K. BECHTEL

GRATTON C. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

GROEGER J. ALTRAN MATERIALS

GUNTHER W. BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB.

HANAN N. ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB.

HARTMAN D. NPPD

HAUSEMAN G. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

HENLEY J. UNITED ENERGY SERVICES CORP.

HENRY G. APPLIED POWER ASSOC., INC.
HEROUX T. EPRI

HICKMAN R. WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYS.

HODGDON A YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC CO.

HOLZMAN P. STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY & RESOURCES
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List of Registrants

LAST NAME FI ORGANIZATION
HORIN B. WINSTON AND STRAWN

HOUGHTON J. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

HUBBARD G. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

HUTCHINSON J. NUS

IEPSON K. IEPSON CONSULTING ENTERPRISES

ISGRO J. EBASCO SERVICES, INC.
JABS R. WESTINGHOUSE

JACKSON D. NAMCO CONTROLS

JACOBUS M. SANDIA NATIONAL LAB.

JOHNSON E. TOLEDO EDISON

JONES D. SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING

JORDAN P. NUS

KARIMIAN S. PUBLIC SERVICES ELEC. & GAS

KASTURI S. MOS

KELLER C. DUGUESNE LIGHT CO.

KILPATRICK J. BALTIMORE GAS & ELECTRIC

KNUETTEL T. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

KOPECKY G. OMAHA PUBLIC POWER DIST.

KOPP M. FARWELL AND HENDRICKS

KORSAH K. OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB.

KOWKABANY S. GPU NUCLEAR

KRATT To DC COOK

KRUGER D. COMMONWEALTH EDISON

KULANGARA J. TU ELECTRIC CO.

KUO P. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

LANKENAU B. IMAGING AND SENSING TECHNOLOGY

LASKY J. OKONITE

LE GOULLON K. NORTHERN STATES POWER,
LEE B. BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB.

LEFKOWITZ S. ECAD DIVISION OF CM TECH.

LEUNG H. ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED

LITCHFIELD S. CLEVELAND ELECTRIC, PERRY NPP
LOBBIN F. GENERAL PHYSICS CORPORATION

LOCZI V. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

LOFARO R. BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

LOVE N. ROCHESTER GAS AND ELECTRIC

LYNCH J. IMAGING AND SENSING TECHNOLOGY

MACDONALD G. U.S.NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM.

MAKATURA L. TOLEDO EDISON

MARINOS E. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
MARION A. NUMARC

MARTZLOFF F. NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS & TECHNOL

MAZZONI O. SRI

MCCOY D. SOUTHERN NUC OPERATING CO.

MCCRACKEN C. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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List of Registrants

LAST NAME FI ORGANIZATION
MCMAHON R. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

MEDEK D. ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE CO.

MEININGER R. CHAR SERVICES

M ETRO B. WESTINGHOUSE

MICHELSON C. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

MILLER R. WESTINGHOUSE

MILLER C. STONE & WEBSTER ENG.

MOORE R. SOUTHERN CO. SERVICES

MORA M. NY POWER

MULVEHILL J. SOUTHERN CO. SERVICES

MURMELLO M. PENNSYLVANIA POWER AND LIGHT

NAYLOR R. COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.

NELSON C. SANDIA NATIONAL LAB.

OSBORNE J. BALTIMORE GAS AND ELECTRIC

PAPKEN R. YANKEE ATOMIC

PARKER D. FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT

PARKHILL R. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

PASTIS H. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM.

PAULY S. TENERA, L.P.
PETRONE C. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM.

PETRUSICH F. COMMONWEALTH EDISON DRESDEN NS

PINION M. VIRGINIA POWER

POLLARD R. UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS

PRIBEK B. WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORP.

QUINN F. SCIENTECH

ROSENBLOOM S. U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY

ROURK C. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

RULAND W. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM.

SANIUK M. NATIONNAL TECHNICAL SYSTEMS

SARLITTO M. ABB IMPELL CORP.

SATES E. WYLE LABORATORI ES

SAVINO _. ECOTECH/RAM-Q INDUSTRIES

SCHOPPMAN M. SOUTHERN TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC.

SERKIZ A. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

SHAFII A. ABB IMPELL CORP.

SHEMANSKI P. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

SHYMLOCK M. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM.

SKEEN D. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
SLITER G. EPRI

SMITH R. DUKE POWER CO.

SMITH K. WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYS.

SOLANO J. ILLINOIS POWER CO.

STAMPFLI D. DEBONRUE

STEINER J. AVO BIDDI.E INSTRUMENTS

STEINMAN B. ENTERGY OPERATIONS, INC.
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List of Registrants

LAST NAME F! ORGANIZATION
STOMBERSKI T. NUTHERM

STRICKLETT K. NAT'L INST. OF STANDARDS & TECH.

TAYLOR J. BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB.

TEST L. CONSULTANT

THADANI A. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

THATCHER D. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

THIBAULT C. WYLE LABORATORIES

THOMAS C. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

TOMAN G. OGDEN CO.

TSACOYEANES J. TELEDYNE ENG. SERVICES

TUTHILL B. NORTHEAST UTILITIES

TZANOS C. ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB.

VAGINS M. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

VAIDYA U. DUPONT

VAN BRUNT R. NIST

VASEY B. AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER

VILLARAN M. BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB.

VORA J. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WAGNER T. TOLEDO EDISON

WALESH D. WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORP.

WALKER H. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WALTERS D. NUMARC

WARD S. DOMINION ENGINEERING, INC.

WEINACHT R. BALTIMORE GAS & ELECTRIC

WISE R. CONSULTANT, SO CAL EDISON, SAN ONFRE
WONG T. CON ED

WOODWARD N. TENERA

WOOMER P. SPECTRUM TECHNOLOGIES

WU G. NUMARC

WYLIE M. ADVENT ENGINEERING SERVICES

YAGER B. ROCHESTER GAS & ELECTRIC

YATES B. UNION ELECTRIC CO.

YOUNG C. CAROLINA POWER AND LIGHT

ZACHARIAS E. GDS ASSOCIATES

ZOTTER J. WESTINGHOUSE
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APPENDIX G

PREPAREDQUESTIONS FOR PANEL DISCUSSION
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NRC ENVIRONMENTALQUALIFICATIONWORKSHOP
PANEL QUESTIONS

SessionA: Preaaing

1. Whatis thetechnicalbasisfor preconditioningcomponents,priorto LOCAtesting,tosimulate
a qualifiedlife?

2. Howdo temperaturesand radiationdosesusedin preconditioninganalysescompareto the
valuesobservedin operatingexperience?

3. Does acceleratedthermalagingbasedon the Arrheniusmethodologyadequatelysimulate
naturalage-relateddegradationcausedby thermalstressors?

4. Howhasthe Arrheniusapproachbeenmisapplied?

5. What are the limitationsof theArrheniusapproachforelectricalassemblies,suchas SOVs,
relays,electricalpenetrationassemblies,motors,andtransmitters,whichincludepartswith
differentthermaldegradationratesandare subjectto severalfailuremechanisms?

6. Doexistingpreconditioningmethodsadequatelysimulateage-relateddegradationcausedby
radiation?..,byequipmentoperation?

7. Do existingpreconditioningmethodsencompassthe degradationeffectsof humidity,non-
seismicvibration,andelectricalandotherstressors?

What is the state-of-the-artfor simulatingtheeffectsof suchstressors?

Is there a need to upgrade conventionalpreconditioningmethodswith respect to such
effects?

8. Do knownpreconditioningsynergisms(i.e.,thesequenceof thermalandradiationaging,and
doserate effects)significantlyaffectthe adequacyof preconditioningmethods?

9. Can the uncertaintiesof existingpreconditioningpracticesbe reducedby includingmargins
inthe assumedserviceconditions?

10. Canconservatismsin LOCAtestingaccountfor uncertaintiesin preconditioning?

11. What age managementmethodsare availableto addresssignificantagingmechanisms?

12. In additionto the approachesmentionedinQuestions9, 10, and11, whatotheralternatives
to existingpreconditioningmethodscan be considered?

13. Is analysisin accordancewithDOR Guidelinesand NUREG 0588/CategoryII adequatefor
age-relateddegradation?
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14. Isit feasibleto useprobabilisticriskassessmentsto guidetheselectionofequipmentof which
to focuspreaging?

15. Do availableaging researchresults,qualificationexperience,and operationaldata indicate
waysto improvethe conventionalapproachto preconditioning?

16. Givingconsiderationto time,cost,and the prospectfor success,what additionalresearch
relatedto preagingis neededto guidethe improvementof existingregulatoryrequirements
for demonstratingreasonableassurancethat safety-relatedequipmentcan functionas
specifiedthroughoutitsservicelife?

SessionB: OperatingExperience

1. Have there been premature (before end of EQ life) failures of safety-relatedelectric
equipmentduringnormaloperation?

!

Do utilitiestrackthe failureof safety relatedelectricequipmentandare rootcauseanalyses
performedfor suchfailures? What recordsare maintained?

Doesoperatingexperienceprovideinsightintowhat are thesignificantagingmechanisms?
Are theseaddressedas partof EQ?

2. What are the rootcausesof premature(or unanticipated)failureof electricequipmentduring
normalserviceconditions,and howdo these failuresrelateto environmentalqualification?
Are any of the root causesage-related? Are EQ programsintended,to eliminatethese
failures?

3. Is thereevidenceof degradationfrom actualfieldconditionssuchas thermaland radiation
hotspots,cable/connectorinterfaces,orotherunusualphysicalconstraintssuchas longcable
overhangsthatare notusuallyaccountedfor inthepreagingand/ortestingprocess?Should
provisionbe madefor theseeffects?

4. Are containmenttemperaturesand radiationlevelsbeing monitoredin operatingplantsto
identifyhotspots,andto whatextent?

How are containmenttemperaturesandradiationlevelsbeingmonitoredto ensurethey are
not moreseverethanassumedfor EQ. Doesthismonitoringidentifyhotspotsandto what
extent?

5. For older plants,what electricequipmentis typicallybeing upgradedto the currentEQ
requirementswhenit is replaced?

6. Has ongoingEQ upgradingimprovedequipmentqualificationandperformance?What types
of equipmentare typicallyupgradedandwhat types are typicallynotupgraded? What are
the prosandconsof upgrading.Shouldmoreequipmentbe upgraded?

7. Are there any othersourcesof data relatedto the industry'sEQ experienceto supplement
existing(eg EQ, NPRDS) databases?Howcouldsuchsourcesbe acquired,or accessed?
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8. What preventivemaintenancetechniquesare beingusedto verifycablesystemintegrity? Are
there other maintenancetechniques that could be used to verify cable integrity?

Session C: Condition Monitoring

1, What is situ testing and condition methods are typically employed on EQ equipment?

2. What are the effectivenessand limitationsof in-situ testing and conditionmonitoring methods
that are available (and employed) to determine the state of electric equipment, especially
cables?

!

3. What resultsare available from electricaltestssuch as insulationresistance,capacitance,
dissipationfactor,loopresistance,time domainreflectometry,partialdischarge,ionizedgas
technique,AC and/orDC high potentialwithstand,and polarizationindex? Are there any
othertechniques?Forwhattypeshavethesemethodsbeenusedon?

4. What resultsare availablefor non-electricaltest techniquessuchas mechanicalindenter,
elongation,chemicalanalysis,oxidationinductiontime, flexing,visual examination,and
infraredadsorption?Whatcable typeshavethesemethodsbeenusedon?

5. Are there any on-goingresearchprogramswhich can be expectedto provide practical
conditionmonitoringmethodsin the nearfuture?

6. What roledoessurveillanceandconditionmonitoringplayintraditionalEQ? Coulditplayan
enhancedcost-effectiverolein the future?

7. Shouldequipment/conditionmonitoringbe part of EQ programs?Why andforwhat type of
equipmentor agingstressors?

SessionD: Testing

1. Doesexperiencecontinueto supportthevalidityof thehypothesisthattheproperapplication
of sequentialtestingcan simulatenaturalin-plantaging? If not,wouldsimultaneoustesting
be moreappropriate?

2. How havethe followingbeeaccountedfor in EQ testing?
Cable to connectorinterfaces?Thermal/radiationhotspots? Longcableoverhangs?
Are additionalEQ testingrequirementsor marginsneeded?

3. Are techniquesusedto imposecombinedthermalandradiationagingin currentEQ testing
stillvalid? Howare synergisticanddoserates affectsaccountedfor?

4. Whattestscouldbe performedon naturally-agedcablesinsituto substantiateEQ tests?

5. In viewof the increasinguse of PRA techniques,is it stilljustifiableto usethe deterministic,
singlesampleapproachusedintraditionalEQ space? What are possiblealternatives?
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6. How do current I'Q methodsaccountfor unanticipatedmodes of failure (i.e., moisture
intrusionfailurepaths,interfacerelaxation/creepeffects).

7. The post LOCA simulationtest of IEEE standardsdemonstratesmargin by requiring
mechanicaldurability(mandrelbend) for cablesand immersingthem in water whilebeing
energized. Is neededmarginadequatelyaccountedfor inthis testor is the testconsidered
to be too conservative(andon whatbasis?).

9. The LOCA simu',lationtest includesexposure to two cycles of the predicted LOCA
environment.The,additionalpeaktransientis intendedto assureperformancemargin. How
realisticis thistestprofilein termsof demonstratingthatadequatemarginexists?

10. LOCA chambers have exhibited difficulty in controllingsteam pressure and internal
temperaturesuchthat temperatureovershootsin excessof the test profileplus 15 degree
marginoftenoccurs. Whatis the impactonthe qualificationtest resultswhen equipmentis
exposedto theseconditions?How adequatelyis theLOCAaccountedfor?

11. What gives you confidencethat cables have been qualifiedto accidentconditions.What
conservatismsare;typicalin qualificationtesting?

12. How havesynergismsbeenaddressedin cablequalification?What aboutotherdevices?
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APPENDIX H
PUBLIC COMMENTS

Submitted by J.B. Gardner, Consultant

Thiswriter was impressed by the degree of openness and relativelack of adversadai
discussionof issuesduringtheworkshop. However, I, and perhapsothers,were well aware of
public, press, and intervenorpotentialor actual presence and so deliberatelyavoided raising
issuesfor which there was no evidencethat theywere even being addressed by the industry.

Withthe writerthere have been cases where, during NPP audits with NRC staff, issues
arosethat were side-steppedbeca,se 'all NPPs havethe same problem so one can't hold this
utilityto task for in." The issue was deemed "qeneric.' Recent inquiryto NRC staff has
indicatedthat there are, in fact, no open genericcable system or cable EQ issues. It appears
to mean that no one has pursuedthe ratherelaboratebureaucraticstepsto establishthe official
questionof suchgeneric issuesorthat no cable issue raisedhas survivedthe equallyelaborate
evaluationprocess in order to be deemed worthy of resolutioneffort. The issuesseem to float
about in a state of "If you don't shout about it, it won't be addressed." Several of the issues
noted below have been articulated inthe Proceedingsof the February1993 Cable Conditioning
MonitoringWorkshop,the NPEC Ad hocWorkingGroup February 27, 1991 report on IEEE 383
revisionissues,and inthe writer'sresponseto the NRC's EQ Surveyin September 1993.

The reason for renewed attentionto EC concernsat this time is apparentlythe removal
by the Commissionof EQ issuesfrom utilities'license renewalprograms. EQ issueshad been
smolderingfor some time and licenserenewal had evidentlybeen looked at as a pivotalpoint
to reconsiderthem. This being so, it appears that now is the appropriate time to speak out
about presentlyunderstoodseriouscable systemissues. I believe all the issuesnoted below
can and should be presentlyaddressed or merit investigationor researchto find the proper
means of doing so. The writer would be happy to discuss his own and other reported
experience supporting his allegations of these issues and suggested approaches to their
resolutionbut makes no attempt to pursuethese aspects in thismemo.

Despite few outrightstatementsto the contrary and severalstrong implicationsmade
orallyat the workshop, it is very clear that past and even the most recent cable EQ programs
do not verify that cables and connections(cable systems) will operate properly in a harsh
environmentundertheactual conditions(stresses)of installation.Theconditionsreferredto are:

1. The compressive and shear stresses imposed by the many controlled and
uncontrolledmeans of supportingverticalcable runs. Not only are design and
controlof supportingvertical runssubject to great variationwithin given plants
and between plants but in no case to the writer'sknowledge have the resultant
stresses been ascertained and then applied to cables during EQ Tests.
Softening and creep flow of polymers is promoted by high temperature
excursionsand for many polymersby prolongedsteam or hot water exposure-
a clear risk for common causefailures.
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2. Stresses resulting from minimum existing bend radii. Well recognized in the
industry is that actual (as found and practical) minimum bending radius of
installed cables in large installations is frequently far below the cable
manufacturers recommended value. Not required in industry standards and
certainlynot part of most (or any?) EQ program is deliberate bending of cable
to the minimum recommended. Early in our EQ testing experience it was
observed that failures occurred in samples at locations of unplanned over-
bending or pressure pointsdue to cramped space in autoclavesor movement
due to heat expansion of cables. Failures ascribed to such 'improper test
conditions"was not considereda significant(reportable)EQ failure.

3. Stresses on insulation and creation of moisture leakage paths from jacket
ruptures. Compromiseof jacket integrityis usuallyalleged to be a non-problem.
If damaged during installation,'it's done itsjob and isn't needed anymore.' If
cracked from aging, 'it doesn'tperformany electricalfunctionso who cares- and
the insulation has much better aging characteristics.' Thus EQ testing with
intentionallysplit or ruptured jackets has never been practiced despite our
knowingthat for bonded materials,a rupturein one may readily propagate into
and through the other due to extreme sheer/tensilestressesat the interface.
Additionally,for non-bonded jackets and especiallymulti-conductorcables, a
jacket opening allows immediate intrusionof water into and along a cable to
spuriouslyground or corrode open thin shieldingmaterials or more seriously,if
near a connection,may flow into the interiorsof connector or equipment with
their consequentfailure. Again, thiswriter is not aware of any EQ program for
cable/connector or cable/equipment interface qualification where jacket
compromise was a given condition of test. Is this not another significant
exposureto common cause failures?

4. Mechanicalseals to cable for environmental(hermetic) protectionof connected
equipment. The writer is not currently with all presently installed seal
constructionsin NPPs but is awarethat severalgasket types were in use in past
years. At that time he made known orally his concernsfor the effectivenessof
such seals after even a few years of aging. Many different non-adhesiveseal
constructionsused on equipmentsensitiveto moisture have been found to fall
when simplysubjectto atmosphericlevelpressurechanges. Forthisreason,
mechanical seal to cable in containment should be suspectafter a few years'
serviceand be subject to hermeticverification. Just how to test for hermeticity
may be worthy of investigationor research. Other resolution could be to
supplement or replace such seals as they are found to exist. As with
nonshieldedcables, there is no commercial practice availabletoday for ready
detectionof seal degradationconditionsthat create potentialfor commoncause
failureswhen exposedto NPP harsh environments.

The presentnon-testabilityof many (non-shielded)cablesfor completejacket/insulation
ruptureraisesanother generic cable system issuewhich, though not directlyEQ-related,does
relateto the effectivenessof maintenance/surveillanceprograms. The problem is thatthe cable
systemdesign doesnot apparentlycomplywiththesinglefailuredesign criteriaas giveninIEEE
379. It seems clear that a nonshieldedcable with ruptured insulationand jacket in air (tray)or
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a dry conduit and with ruptured insulation susceptible to failure in the event of a harsh
environmentis a classiccase of an 'identifiedbutnondetectablefailure' as used inthe SFC text.
Have safety system designers assumed all nonshieldedcables in harsh environmentshave
failed in analyzingtheirdesigns? No. Whenthisquestionhas been raised by thewriterseveral
times in the last two decades within small engineeringgroups, the response has either been
silenceand a rapid change of subjector an impassionedoutburstof (to me) incomprehensible
argumentsthat involvedEQ, QA, armwaiving,maintenance,redundancy,etc. Despiterequests,
I have never receiveda writtenresponseto allow me to considera response rationally. Is this
not a generic cable-related issue affecting safety? Some types of cable jacket failure or
installationdamage or seal failuresas noted above alsowould impact this SFC issue.

Lastly, the writer would add a post script to the challenge made in his panelists'
presentationat the Workshopto focus our constructiveattentions on the highestsafety priority
areas of risk. On.___eemeans of doing so is to classifysafety-relatedsystemsand componentsin
degrees of importance- not simplyas a single1E class. Sincethe workshop, and throughthe
assistanceof yourJohn Gallagher,I haveviewed a copy of IEC 1226, 2/6/93 Draft International
Standard"TheClassificationof I & C SystemsImportantto Safety for NPPs.' It has subclassified
into three categorieswhat inthe U.S.A. would all be 1E. Havingstruggledin thisclassification
issueover a decade ago with John Gallagher, I was delightedto see this impressivestepwhile
regrettingthat the efforthad to gel overseas, not here. I fear that the issues noted herein and
othersdiscussedat length inthe publicworkshopwill likelyend ingreat debatesand littleaction
to improvesafety post-accidentif we continueto look at safety-relatedcables primarilyas all or
nothing. If it's too costly,a safety issue becomes a non-issue- safety is 'adequate."

Submitted by A. Marion, NUMARC

General

NUMARC commends the NRC staff for its efforts at solicitingindustry input and continuing
interactionswith the industryin implementingthe EnvironmentalQualification(EQ) Task Action
Plan (TAP), includingthe developmentof the researcheffortin support of the TAP. We believe
that the workshop provided an excellent opportunity for the staff to obtain industry input
regarding specific issues involved with EQ of safety-related electric equipment. Based on
commentsexpressedby utilityrepresentativesat the workshop,NUMARC would liketo provide
the followinginput for considerationby the staff in the development of a research plan.

Extensive discussion occurred at the workshop on four major topics including testing,
preaging/preconditioning,operatingexperience,and conditionmonitoring.Concernsexpressed
primarily involved cable performance. Based on these discussions,our comments focus
primarily on the following three areas: safety significance of EQ equipment; condition
monitoring;and cable performancefollowingprolonged aging.
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PotentialResearchAreas

1. Safety Significanceof EQ Equipment

Several comments expressed at the workshop indicated that probabUisticrisk (or safety)
assessments(PRAs) may be used for identifyingthe safety significanceof EQ equipment,and
that PRAs can provide insightson the relativesignificanceof such equipment inthe mitigation
of or recovery from accidents. These insights may then provide the basis either for
investigationsto be directed toward equipment that have the most safety significance and
identifyprioritiesfor further consideration,or for minimizingEQ effortsfor non-risk significant
equipment. We agree withthisconcept and suggestthat the NRC developresearchinthe PRA
areato evaluatethe safety significanceof EQ equipment. Forexample, we believethat existing
PRAinformationcontainedin utilitysubmittalsof IndividualPlantExaminationscan be used to
facilitatethis research effort.

Further, since limited data exists on performance of qualified electric equipment in harsh
environmentsdue to actual accidents,and since data from operating experience to date are
limited to routine operation, we believe that some investigationmay be warranted to relate
equipment performance in normal plant operation to performance of safety functionsduring
accidentsituations. We believethat PRAswould be useful in such investigations.

Inaddition,some discussionoccurredat the workshopon failuredata recentlygenerated inEQ
testing of cables. We note that while a few data points may provide added informationon
equipment failuresin harshenvironmentfor deterministicevaluations,a much largervolumeof
similartestdata (includingmanufacturers'EQ test) existswhere the equipmenthave performed
adequately under harsh conditions. Such data may provide substantial input to the
developmentof a data base eventuallynecessary to a PRA and relevant informationshouldbe
gathered.

2. Condition Monitoring

There was substantial discussion at the workshop regarding the expected performance of
qualifiedcables in harsh environmentsfollowing prolonged aging in serviceconditions. The
NRC's interest in the conditionmonitoring area appeared to be primarilyconcerned with the
reassurance of cable qualification after a pedod of service time, and with the degrees of
verificationof cable conditionthat can be provided by monitoringtechniques. Although we
agree that suchtopics warranted technical interestand discussion,there did not appear to be
any identifiedsafety issue inthis area.

While we are confident that the use of aging models is adequate to establish qualified life in
compliance with regulations,and that existing maintenance and surveillance programs are
sufficientfor ensuringthe continuedperformance of EQ equipment,we believethat researchin
the area of conditionmonitoringmay be usefultoward developinginformationfor assessingthe
actual service life of equipment. We believe that the resultsof such research can be used to
quantifythe levelsof conservatismprovided by existingaging qualificationtechniques.
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In particular,we suggestthat researchbe performedto identifymonitoringtechniquesthat can
provideinformationon actualequipmentconditionsfollowingprolongedservicein routineplant
operation, and that can provide data for specifically quantifying aging qualification
conservatisms.However,we see limitedvaluefrom conditionmonitoringindirectlycontributing
further toward plant safety, since we believe the existingaging qualificationtechniques are
conservativeand adequately complywith regulations. Use of conditionmonitoringmay also
allowthe extendeduse of cables,which insome casesmay currentlyhavea qualifiedlifeof less
than 40 years in plant areas with relatively severe normal temperature and radiation
environments,due to the conservatismsinthe aging qualificationtechniques. Accordingly,we
suggest that the practical benefitsof research in this area may be more useful to extending
cable life in hot plant areas and to plant life extensionratherthan safety improvements.

Severalmonitoringtechniqueswere discussedatthe workshop,includingsome that are being
developed and somethat are currentlyavailable. We believethat the cable indentertechnique
that was developed in an EPRI effort appears to be a technique that may warrant further
developmentalong with othersas appropriate. We also suggest that any NRC researchinto
conditionmonitoringbe pursued in cooperationwith EPRI so that unnecessaryduplicationof
effort can be avoided.

3. Cable PerformanceFollowing ProlongedAging

Based on discussionsat the workshop and on researcheffortsto date, we believethat there
may be some benefitfromfurtherresearchintotwospecificareasof cable performance in harsh
environment. Specifically,we believethat useful informationmay be generatedin the areas of
cable performanceafterprolongedaging ina serviceenvironment,and on identifyingthe impact
of bonded jackets on such performance, particularlycomposite insulations consisting of
dissimilarconductorjacket and conductor insulationmaterials.

More specifically,we note that the NRC aging researchprogram already underway includes
investigationsinto cable performance after prolonged artificial aging, some for more than 40
years of simulatedlife. Further,we understandthe NRC plansto obtain in situcable samples
for testing from plants currentlybeing decommissioned. We supportthe staff'seffortsin this
regard, in that cables from different plants can provide a diverse source of samples that
represent differentaging conditions. We believethat comparisonof artificialaging data with
cables naturallyaged in serviceat nuclearplants can enhance understandingof actual aging
mechanisms. Further, we believethat appropriateresearchmay be usefulfor determininghow
cables perform inharsh environmentsafter prolongedin-situaging inactualplant environments.
We also suggest that this researchmay be suitableas a cooperativeeffort betweenthe NRC
and EPRI.

In addition, we note that cable performancequestionshad been identifiedfrom recent tests
conductedfor the NRC by Sandia NationalLaboratorieson bondedjacket cables. While we do
not believe that the test resultsto date indicatea significantsafety concern,we believe that
those results show a need for further research in this area. We therefore support further
researchto determinethe significanceof any long term impact from bonded jackets on cable
performance in a harsh environment.
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Conclusion

In conclusion,NUMARC supports NRC research to investigate specific problems that may
challengethe performanceof safety-relatedelectricequipmentduringexposureto design basis
accidentconditions.We believethis researchcan be focused inthe three followingareas: PRA
investigationsto provide insightson the safety significanceof EQ equipment;developmentof
conditionmonitoringtechniquesfor identifyingequipmentagingqualificationconser;_;;_sms;and
continued researchinto cable performance in a harsh environmentafter prolor_d service
aging. We appreciate the opportunityto interactwiththe staffin thedevelopmentof a research
plan.

Submittedby LouisD. Test, Consultant

Regarding Highlight3 on waiving of enforcementrequirementsfor utiliti6ssupplyingcable for
research; I listenedto this duringthe workshop and could not believewhat I was hearing. If
operational, real time data showsthat our qualificaticnmarginsor preaging methodswere far
too conservative,wouldn't the industryexpect revisionsto standards and regulationsto so
reflect? I would think so for no other reason than to reduce the cost of replacementsand
upgrades. One of the major complaintsabout EQ over the years is that qualificationexpense
precludes modernization. Therefore, if the opposite is true, shouldn't the standards and
regulationsalso be changed? There is ample precedence.

Regarding Highlight7 on radiation and temperaturehot spots; I feel the last sentenceof this
paragraph shouldbe strengthened. Not being asfamiliarwith plantoperatingpracticesas with
equipmentdesign andtesting, I was surprisedto find thatthere apparentlywas no requirement
to monitorandreporton harshenvironmentoperatinglevelsto confirmsafetyrelatedequipment
was not being operated beyond qualified limits. It seems a requirementNRC would have
logicallyimposed and it seems a naturalstep to be taken by the owner and operator of very
expensiveequipment. Such a requirementwould aid in provingthat the present requirements
are not only adequate but may be excessivelyconservative.

Regarding Highlight12 on samplesize;there are additionalreasonsfor limitingthe samplesize
whichwere consideredwhen IEEE 323 and 344 were written. Aside from the cost of the larger
components (motors, generators,large valveoperators,etc.) we felt we shouldtake credit for
the QA programs (design control, change control, manufacturingQA) to produce sufficiently
exact replicasof the tested sample. The 'commercialgrade' subjectcaused usworry but that
has been covered subsequently by the 'dedication' process with which I've had enough
experienceto believe it works.

Regarding Highlight14 on validationof the preaging process; In addition, if you can live with
the concernthat some installationsmay be jeopardizingthe Eq statusof equipmentbypossibly
exceeding predicted operating conditionsbecause of the cost of monitoring harsh volumes,
then I suggest EPRI monitor selected equipment in many plants to get (as inexpensivelyas
possible) a large data base on real time aging vs currently applied accelerated aging
techniques. Spreading the data over many plantswould tend to providea layer of anonymity
to the participatingplantswhile givinga broad pictureof the technology.
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Regarding Highlight 21 on indentor and ECAD testing; I agree with the concept but fail to
understand the apparent paranoia that rejects out of hand what might prove to be a cost
effectiveactionto not only maintainsafety levelsbut to protect a major investment.

Regarding S. Aggarwal's comment on vendortestingin Section2.4, Question5; The comment
regarding vendortesting may be accurate in some cases,but my experiencediffers. It istrue
that equipmentwhichfailed was retestedbut that is notthe whole story. Our EQ programwas
run in accordancewith Appendix B as all suchprogramshave been. Therefore, if therewas a
failure, the fact was noted inthe test report, the testhalted untilthe causewas investigated,and
appropriatecorrectiveactiontaken. If itwas determinedthata randomfailureoccurred,the test
sample could be repaired and the test continued. If a design changewas indicated,the test
was usuallyaborted and restarted with an upgraded test sample. I cannot remember any
instanceswhere the case described occurredin our program.

RegardingP. Boucher'scommentinSection2.4, Question11; PaulBoucher'scomment isalso
true for most vendorprograms. The programI mentionedabove includedfive plants owned by
differentutilitieswith differentAEs. Each owner had the AE and plant personnel generate
environmental profiles for each piece of equipment in the program. We then had our
environmentalexperts envelope all the inputsfor each piece of equipment and we utilizedthe
resultsin the testing. Needless to say, this resultedin conservatismon conservatism.

Submittedby P. Holzrnan, STAR

Mr. Thadani'spresentationand slidesindicatethat 84 plants"do not haveto considerpreaging
effects." Thisstatementis factuallyincorrectand the perception itprovidesmust be corrected.
The factuallycorrect statementis:

AI__[Ioperating nuclearpower plants are requiredto considerthe effects of aging
during plant operation (preaging) for al_.JIequipmentwithinthe scope of their 10
CFR 50.49 programs. However,for equipmentwhose qualificationis evaluated
under tt,e criteria of NUREG-0588 Cat. II or the DOR Guidelines, regulatory
flexibility permits somewhat greater reliance on a_qin_clanalysis in lieu of
qualification test program aqina simulations (preconditioning) prior to the
accident simulation.

It is also criticallyimportant for those reading the proceedings to recognize that, both as a
practicalmatterand per the upgradingprovisionsof 10 CFR 50.49, the vast majorityof currently
installedEQ equipment at all plants (includingthe 60 'DOR Guidelines"plants have had the
effectsof aging predominantlyaddressed by aging simulations. This is confirmed by recent
survey resultsprovided by NUMARC to the NRC.

Mr. Craig indicatesthat inthe Sandta NPAR program(NUREG/CR 5772) on cables '30% of the
cables tested under that program failed" and "some of them failed after 20 years". At a
minimum,thisappears to be an overstatementof that test'sfailures. This misconceptionmay
be significantsince such a view regarding the Sandla test results appears to be part of the
NRC's motivationfor the EQ TAP and additionalcable research. IN 93-33 indicatesthat out of
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128 tested cables, only 8 cables (6.25%) flailed' while 24 (18.75%) exhibited potentially
significantlow insulationresistance(IR) readings. Even the inappropriateassumptionthat all
these cables constitutefailuresonly resultsin a 24% "failure'value.

Importantly,the IR data for 11 of the 24 "low IR' cables are virtually identical to the IR data
currentlyused by the Industryand developed by the manufacturersduring their qualification
tests. These results can hardly be viewed as test failures or EQ issues since they confirm
existingqualificationconclusionsand were alreadyconsideredinlicensees'cable applications.
Similarly,3 of the 8 cable failures(as defined inIN 83-33) involvedKapton insulatedspecimens.
Sandia notes (see NUREG/CR 5772 Vol. 3, pg. 39) that all 3 exhibited abnormal properties
duringaging andwere damaged duringthe testingprogram's installationor handling activities.
The appropriateeliminationof all these 14 cablesfrom the 'failure"categoryreducesthe failure
value to 14%. if one also removesthe remaining13 specimenswith low IRs from the 'failure'
category, then the "failure' percentage decreases to less than 4% of the specimens.
Importantly, all these 13 "low IR" specimenswere the same cable style supplied by a single
manufacturerand the EQ impact, if any, of the low IRs is likely limited to a few instrument
circuitsin some plants. Regarding the remaining5 non-Kaptonfailures, 4 occurred for the
specimenssubject to the60 year aging program. The remainingsinglefailureoccurredduring
the 20 year program.

I suggest that the NRC clarify the basis for the "30% failure' statement and indicate that the
percentageof specimensconsideredas failurescan vary widely (e.g., 4% to 24%) depending
on the performancecriteriaapplied.

Submittedby W. Fargo, PacificGas and ElectricCo., Diablo Canyon

The overhead slide presented by A. Thadani on 'Cqmparison of EQ Requirements' is very
misleading and can easily be misinterpreted. This slide identifiesthe minimum level of
qualificationrequired by original licensees. It is used elsewherein the NUREG as a basis to
state that 86 operating reactors (OR) have not addressed preaging of test specimens in
implementationof 50.49. Thisoutdated perceptionis not accurate. DiabloCanyon is licensed
to NUREG.0588, Category II and is thereforetwo of those 86 ORs. Yet, -- 95% of our EQ files
document qualification to Category I of NUREG 0588 and include preaging of the test
specimens.
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